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a t Publix Strand T h eatre
“Great Lover”

Richard Dix

with

in

Adolphe M enjou

“The Public Defender”

“THE AM ERICAN TR A G ED Y ”
with

SYLVIA SIDNEY, PHILLIPS HOLMES
‘Transgression”
with

“Murder By the Clock”
with

/

Kay Frances

A ll Star Cast

“Y O U N G AS YOU FEEL”

•

with

WILL ROGERS
“Huckleberry Finn”
with

“This M odem A g e”

Jackie Coogan,
Mitzi Green

with

Joan Crawford
and

T H E SMILING LIEUTENANT”
with

M AURICE CHEVALIER

COME TO THE A N N U A L

SUM M ER

Rockland, M aine, Tuesday, A ugust 4, 1931

F A IR

AT

TENA NT’S H A R BO R BA PTIST CHURCH

THURSDAY, AUGUST G
Sale of FANCY ARTICLES, NOVELTIES, COOKED FOOD AND
CANDIES
Afternoon and Evening
Supper served in time to attend the Rockland-St. George ball game
Evening Program
93-94

.». .«.

ROSE-ANNE LODGE
CHICKEN A N D STEAK
DINNERS

AND LUNCHES
FRIED CHICKEN, Southern Style
a t all times
SHORE DINNERS OX ORDER
At Prices to Suit the Patrons
PRIVATE DINING ROOM
Afternoon Tea and Bridge Parties
Solicited
TEL. UNION 18-21
73-tf

Presenting that New York Success

L.
L.
N.
C.
A.
H
Z.
D
E.'
W.
H.
A.

E. McRae .........................
E. Wardwell ....................
Vaughan ...........................
Dwlnal .................- ..........—
Flanagan ............- ............
E Robinson ....................
M. Dwlnal ...........
H. Buffum ........................
R Veazie ..........................
C I.add .............................
A. Buffum .........................
W. Foss .............................

86—13—73
84— 9—75
83— 6—77
99—22—77
84— 6—78
89—10—79
99—20—79
92—13—79
92—13—79
96—16—80
102—22—80
100—20—80

ANNOUNCEMENT!
My

DAHLIAS
Are now in bloom. Orders taken for

Bulbs and Cut Flowers

“M Y SO N”

Gladiolas 50c per dozen

MEDOMAK ATHLETIC HALL, W A LD O BO R O

DANCE

F R ID A Y , A U G U S T 7

Every T uesday Night

SEATS CHECKED AT REXALL STORE

F. L. Brown

ELM STREET,
THOMASTON
Telephone 37
93*95

G range Hall
SO U T H CUSHING

TO W N HALL, ROCKPORT

Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8

87Ttf

Seats checked a t The Studio Shop, next door to Town Hal(
Rockland patrons may make reservations by phoning 1019

DANCE

93-95

O W L’S HEAD
T ow n Hall

O a k la n d P a r k

W ED NESDA Y NIGHT
A U G U ST 5
Sm alley’s Orchestra

HERE AG AIN

Auspices Bay View Society
92-93

T O N IG H T

4 9 ( ,

W ill P u rch a se One o f Our
$?.00 K jm b erly G em R in g s

CHISHOLM’S SP A

Cor. Main and Lindsey Sts.
ROCKLAND
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T IM E

ONLY

$ 1 . 5 1 te

Bring this Coupon and 49c to our store and receive a Ladies or
Gentlemen’s $2.00 KIMBERLEY GEM RING. You save exactly $151.
Only two to a customer. None sold to dealers. We have many differ
ent mountings in l adies' Solitaire or Dinner Rings, also Gentlemen s
Rings.
KIMBERLY GEMS have the fiery brilliancy, the same blue-white
rainbow colors, the same perfect cutting as genuine Diamonds cost
ing 100 times as much.
KIMBERLY GEMS are not cheap imitations, but represent the
utmost skill of modern science. Social leaders, millionaires and many
of our finest people keep their genuine diamonds locked up in safety
deposit vaults and wear KIMBERLY GEMS. They stand all tests.
A LEADING DIAMOND EXPERT OF NEW YORK WRITES:
"I have subjected KIMBERLY GEMS to acid, fire, water and micro
scope and beg to advise that KIMBERLY GEMS stand up 100 per
cent under all these diamond tests.
NOT GOOD AFTER SATURDAY, AUGUST 8

KNOX BOOK STORE *
404 MAIN STREET,

H

T he m anagem ent of the new P aram ount

=

R estaurant wishes to express its sincere appre-

=

ciation of the cordial spirit accorded it on every

HE

hand. The business has far exceeded the m ost

EE

optim istic expectations.

==

In the interest of b e tte r service an d due to the

==

congestion, the restau ran t will hereafter close

EEE

at 2 A. M. and reopen at 5.30 A. M. in order to

~

allow tim e to restore com plete readiness for the

f|

business of the com ing day, and to have the

H

w hole restaurant im m aculate.

|

PARAM OUNT RESTAURANT AND

|

LUNCHEONETTE

=

398 M ain Street, W oolw orth Bldg, R ockland

93*94
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with your own eyes.” These words
carried to the immense throng on
the waterfront, were followed by an
ovation for the plucky and lucky
driver, whose boat finished fourth
in the race.
Another driver, not so lucky, was
Marshall Eldridge of Boston, whose
craft maintained an easy lead in the
open outboard race for amateurs
and professionals, only to be elimi
nated within 100 yards of the finish
line when a pin broke in the propeller
shaft. He was making 42 laps an
hour when the accident occurred,
and was two laps ahead of other
competitors.
The crowd got a thrill from the
great speed shown by the Silver
Heels, which was handled in an al
most audacious manner by the Port
land driver Clem Johnson.
“The Rabbit,” owned by Mrs. Ed
ward W. Bok, Philadelphia, and
driven by Eugenie C. Rich of Cam
den, was a prize winner in several
races.
.
Warren Harris of Millbury, Mass.,
was high point winner of the regatta.
The leaders in the Maine regatta cir(Continued on Page Eight)

R U N N IN G

H. Tolman Puts Schedule Into Effect Between
Camden and Thomaston— N ew Cars Ordered

Off with the old, on with the new. will leave that town at half-past the
The trolley line went out of exist-' hour, leave Rockport a t 25 minutes
ence a t 10 o'clock Saturday night. 5of the hour, Glencove quarter of the
and early next morning Walter H.I hour and arriving in Thomaston at
Tolman’s bus line service was func five minutes past the hour.
tioning.
The early morning cars—5.55 and
But the natural question is; When 6.05 (Rockland for Thomaston) and
do the buses run?
the corresponding cars in the oppo
By way of answer the complete site direction, do not run on Sundays.
schedule is published elsewhere in
But to be on the safe side cut the
advertisement from today's paper
this issue.
The buses will leave Rockland for and keep it handy by for consulta
Thomaston at five minutes of each tion.
Temporarily four motor cars are in
hour, arriving 10 minutes later. Re
turning from the Thomaston end use, the drivers being J. F. Moody of
they will leave Thomaston at half Rockport, Arthur Grover of Rock
past each hour; will leave Rockland land, Horace Coombs of Rockland
(except the early morning car) at and Walter H. Tolman of Glencove.
Two new Dodge buses, each with a
20 minutes of the hour; will leave
Glencove at 10 minutes of the hour capacity for 42 passengers have been
and Rockport on the hour, arriving ordered, and one is expected to be in
in Camden at five minutes past the service by next Saturday.
Chisholm's store is the Rockland
hour.
Running out of Camden the buses waiting room.

TO R ES TO R E A IR

S E R V IC E

Chamber of Commerce Acts Promptly In Building of
North and South Runway A t Rockland Airport

It was a queer old Main street
Recognition of the fact that Rock Loon, H. E. Robinson, F. A. Winslow,
yesterday with no trolley cars
C. H. Sonntag, J. F. Carver, W. H.
whistling at the street corners. The land has come to the parting of the Butler, A. W. Gregory, K. C. Rankin
Strand Theatre
general expression was one of regret. ways as far as future development and President Stinson of the Cham
Comedy and romance, cleverly
is concerned was plainly seen last ber, member ex-officio.
» • ♦•
mixed, are the principal ingredients j
night a t an open meeting of the di
THE ROAD
rectors of the Chamber of Com
U. S. Senator Hale telephones
of “The G reat Lover,” which will be '
IFor The Courier-Gazette)
merce. The group, comprising some
from Portland just as this paper
Wednesday and Thursday.
The road led all the way up hill, and 25 active business men, voted to pro
goes to press, that he has taken
“The Great Lover" offers Adolphe |
none there were
up this matter with Third Assist
To reach a hand, or help me on my ceed Immediately with the construc
Meujou, the suave, in the title role
tion of a north and south runway at
an t P. M. G. Glover, in charge of
way.
which Leo Ditrichstein made so fa  Briars there were, and thorns, and the Rockland Airport in order to
the air service, a t Washington,
noxious weeds.
who assures him th a t if the
mous on the stage. Menjou provides
And storm, and sleet, and gloomy days secure the prompt resumption of
runway can be made to comply
service of the Boston-Maine Air
and grey.
the romance, with his sparkling and
ways planes which have suspended
with the requirements of the
frequently torrid love affairs with Pitfalls there were, and crawling, slimy landings here because of the unsatis
operating company the mail serv
things.
six beautiful girls; while Ernest Tor
And Jagged stones which bruised my factory condition of the field.
ice to Rockland will be put back.
rence, Cliff Edwards and Rosco Ates
weary feet.
Charles M. Cutter, representing the
carry the main comedy burden. And those who should have counseled Airways organization assured his
ONE AT OWL’S HEAD
me were dumb.
Torrence is Menjou’s valet, Edwards
And I was left alone, life’s Ills to meet. listeners that the company was
a grand opera press agent, and Ates
The State Health Department has
True, some there were who walked with anxious to land at Rockland because
a stuttering reporter.
of the fine feed lines from the islands, five cases of infantile paralysis on
me a while.
Other players of prominence are
And talked, w ith fulsome words of and would resume service the day record for the week ending Aug. 1.
Joys to be,
Irene Dunne of “Cimarron" as an
the way grew steep their cour the new runway was completed. The The previous week’s record showed
aspirant for grand opera honors, who But when
Pan American Airways suspended four, two a t Howland and one each at
age failed.
nearly burns her moral fingers in
And one by one. they all deserted me. landings here because regulations do Owl's Head and Old Town. The fifth
her ambition; Neil Hamilton of And once a little child, for one brief not permit the use of fields with only is a t Portland.
"Strangers May Kiss" as the young
hour
one runway where cross wind land
Kept pace with me, and held me by ings are hazardous.
lover; Hale Hamilton and Baclanova.
THE LINDBERGH FLIGHT
the
hand,
—adv.
I t was the sense of the meeting
But mountain roads are hard for little
* • • »
A radio bulletin this morning told
feet.
th a t the building of the runway is
And he was young and could not imperative and that lack of suitable of the arrival of Col. and Mrs.
Park Theatre
understand.
Charles A. Lindbergh at Baker Lake.
“Three Who Loved," Wednesday- And so he loosed my hand and slipped landing facilities would be fatal to
the city’s development of the next
away
Thursday feature at Park, is an
decade. In Lewiston-Auburn a 2000- Y O U R F A V O R IT E POEM
Ran off to chase a passing butterfly,
= amazing story of real life situations, And left me there to climb the steeps foot runway was built over the week
alone.
passions and mistakes. Conrad Na
If I had to live my life again I would
Nor even paused to say a brief good end by volunteer labor, trucks and have
made a rule to read some poetry
city equipment. Mr. Cutter volun
gel, Betty Compson and Robert Ames
bye.
and
listen to some music at least onco
carry the leads in the story of a And oft came savage beasts with evil teered the services of the Airways a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
= I credulous Swedish girl who came
engineering staff if such a venture of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
tongues.
To tear at me—an eager, chattering were undertaken here and A .C. McSHEPHERD TO HIS
pack:
Ej I to this country at the re
Loon offered free gas for the trucks THE PASSIONATELOVE
oftentimes the burden th at I bore,
quest of her Lance and then falls for But
Proved my defence and sent them engaged in the venture.
Come
live
with
me
and
be my love.
=E the other man and the giddy whirl
cowering back.
By unanimous vote a general com And we will all the pleasures prove
of pleasure he promised.—adv.
That hills and valleys, dale and field.
mittee
was
appointed
to
proceed
at
And still I climbed, sometimes with
once to secure rights, confer with the And all the craggy mountains yield.
faltering steps.
AN APPRECIATION
=
But always upward, and the long, long air companies interested and get im There will we sit upon the rocks
path
mediate action. The committee: R. And see the shepherds feed their flocks.
Seems clearer now and easier to tread.
By shallow rivers, to whose falls
= Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
And brings me promise of life’s after- E. Thurston, W. T. Cobb, A. C. Mc- Melodious birds sing madrigals.
In the termination of the trolley
math.
| | line, it seems opportune for the resi For almost have I reached the towering
There will I make thee beds of roses
And a thousand fragrant posies.
dents on the Highlands line to ex
FINE TELEGRAPH OFFICE
top.
cap of flowers, and a kirtle
== press their appreciation of the splen What lies beyond Is not for me to The newly established office of the A
Embroidered all with leaves of myrtle.
did service rendered them by Frank God’s know.
Postal
Telegraph
Company
at
mysteries of life and light and
gown made of the finest wool.
M. Sherer, who as motorman and
Presque Isle opened for business Sat A
love
Which from our pretty lambs we pull.
Shall be revealed beyond the sunset's urday morning, and among those Fair lined slippers for the cold.
conductor showed to everyone, young
glow.
or old, unfailing courtesy and con
who sent congratulations was Gov. With buckles of the purest gold.
sideration. The car which he drove But this I know: Whatever powers there Gardiner. C. H. Strong is manager A belt of straw and Ivy buds
be
and the people riding in it were his
and George E. Abbott is chief opera With coral clasps and amber studs;
Which set my stum bling feet upon the
If these pleasures may thee move.
responsibility, and his vigilance did
tor. Prominent in the equipment of And
road.
Come live with me and be my love.
j not cease until both car and passen That power will hold me safely to the the Presque Isle office is a main line
end.
Thy silver dishes for thy meat.
ger were out of his care. His kindAnd guide my steps to some secure Duplex printer, capable of receiving As precious as the k’ods do eat.
I ness to the old and the very young
and transmitting simultaneously on Shall on an Ivory table be
abode
were particularly noteworthy. The
the same wire. This will handle 60 I Prepared each day for thee and me.
I shall find th a t love and peace incoming messages and the same
end of his service is deeply regret Whereand
rest
shepherd swains shall dance and
= ted by us all. who as friends will for So long desired, so m any years denied. number of outgoing messages in an The sing
a long time to come, retain the mem When I at last shall reach the mountain hour. There are four branch print For thy delight each May-morning;
top.
If these delight" thy mind may move.
ory of his faithfulness.
And tlnd what lies upon the other side. ers for relaying to four other Aroos Then live with me and be my love.
One of Them.
took County offices.
Adella F. Veazie.
—Christopher Marlowe.

Thank Yon (

ROCKLAND

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 7 O’CLOCK

The third annual motorboat regatta at Camden has passed into
history leaving nothing to regret on
the part of the committee which
worked so hard for its success, and
certainly no chance for regret on the
part of the several thousands of
spectators who watched the events
from the shore or from pleasure
craft. The attendance Saturday was,
if anything a trifle larger than th at
of the opening day, and it scarcely
seemed as if anybody left until the
1powerful exhausts had become sij lenced in the ■last lap of the last

Ten named varieties (Five each).
All top size bulbs and guaranteed.
Order direct from this adv.
THE MERRILL BULB CO., Bath, Me.
Box 323
91*93

REFRESHMENTS

U N T IL SATURDAY ONLY

The “Barrel Roll” By W arren Harris’ B oat Featured W .
Saturday’s Program— The Race W inners

! race.
The most sensational event of the
day was the "barrel roll" performed
! by the outboard Oh! Oh! owned by
Warren Harris of Millbury, Mass.
Pure Bred Ayrshire Bulls, All
I t occurred in the seventh race,
Registered, High Grade Stock
Class C, when Harris rounding a
FOR SALE
buoy at full speed, fell into the back
Inquire of
wash of a craft directly ahead.
Harris’ boat suddenly leaped into the
EUGENE C. C. RICH
TEL. 723
CAMDEN, ME. air, made a complete turn without
spilling its occupant, righted itself
90-95
and kept on the course.
“If I had told you about this, you
50 Darwin Tulip Bulbs
would not have believed me," said
$2 .0 0
the announcer, “but you have seen it

Eat, drink and refresh your
self at the Spa. Our beverage
specialties will appease your
thirst and delight your taste.
Our Food Menu items are al
ways daintily prepared and
served. So pleasant and in
viting is the service here that
you will find our Fountain a
delightful place to stop at,
anytime.

FOUR B U S E S ARE

REG A TTA A G R E A T S U C C E S S

PURE BRED
AYRSHIRE BULLS

LEO DO UCETTE’S TEN-M AN BA N D

F O R A L IM IT E D
T h is C oupon
W orth

Knox County Greets The Young Old Folks A t Camden Today j

Plans for the work have been ap
IP proved by the U. S. War Department
•••
The burden becomes light ••• and the job will now be carried on
••* which Is cheerfully borne.—Ovid. ••• under the direction of the State of
•••
... Maine highway department working
P ••• ••• •••
.«• •«.
.«. |p in conjunction with the commission.
The contract has been awarded to
THE LINCOLN HOME
the Southern New England Contract
ors Supply Co., of New Izmdon,
What the Club Women Have Done Conn., whose figure of $151,544.90
For the Aged People
was the lowest of five opened by
the highway commission at Augusta
Invitations have been issued which two weeks ago.
read:
Word was received that the South
The Board of Directors cordially ern New England Co., now engaged
invites you to visit the Lincoln Home in constructing the new Topsham
for Aged People, at Newcastle, Maine, bridge would move its apparatus and
between the hours of 10 a. m. and crew to Verona at the completion
4 p. m. week-days and 2 p. m. and of the work in th at district.
5 p. m., Sundays, during the month
While the new Waldo-Hancock
T he Famous Bok Amphitheatre A t Camden, T o d ay the Scene of the T hree-Q uarter Century Club’s A nnual Meeting. T h is
of August, beginning August 3, bridge will be completed in October
Cut W as Loaned T o T h e Co urier-Gazette T h ro u g h the Kindness of Col. E. A. Robbins, Editor of T h e Camden Herald.
(standard time). The directors wish It is not believed that the new Verona
you to inspect what the clubwomen bridge work will be finished much
of Lincoln County have accomplished before spring. The bridge will be a
in two years in preparing to care for concrete structure with a steel base
Yesterday's storm may have the least 75 years old, but onlookers today Camden Episcopal Church offered ' heard during the day, according tp
their aged people. Come and bring and it will be constructed ” from a
point near the present Verona bridge effect of a lessened attendance at the will see hundreds of Maine citizens prayer. The town's greetings were expectations, are Congressman Beedy;
your friends.
on the Verona side to a point near annual meeting of the Three-Quar who do not look th a t age.
extended by Zelma M. Dwinal, for A. L. T. Cummings, manager of the
the Wasson property in Bucksport.
MORSE BUILDS ANOTHER
Mellie Dunham, the famous fid mer S tate senator, and now “mayor” State Chamber of Commerce; Clar
ter Century Club in Camden today,
but the aftermath of blue skies and dler, and his faithful helpmeet will of Camden by virtue of being chair ence C. Stetson, chairman of the
Work will begin in a few days at
S A T U R D A Y ’S G O L F
a comfortable temperature will add be a center of attention—the former man of the board of selectmen. He Maine Development Commission,
the Morse boatyard, Damariscotta,
on an 86-foot beam trawler, with a
Lincoln E. McRae with his gross .to the enjoyment of those who do with the musical instrum ent that led was followed by Col. E. A. Robbins, Bertram E. Packard, State Commis
beam of 18 feet and drawing 8>6 feet 86 and net 73 walked off with first come—and the expectation is th at to his being “brought out” by Henry president of the Camden Board of sioner of Education; Frank H. Holley
of water. She is for Gloucester, prize in the Saturday medal play
Mass., parties.
A 48-foot cabin handicap tournament at the Country there will be upward of 3000 when Ford, and the latter doing a clog Trade through which the invitation of North Anson and Dr. E. D. Mer
dance if anybody suggests it, as of to hold the convention in Camden rill, president of the Maine Public
cruiser for Beverly, Mass., parties , Club.
Fourteen goiters partici- all are gathered in and around the
was launched a few days ago.
was extended. Gov. Gafdiner is Health Association.
pated, L. E. Wardwell qualifying as beautiful Bok amphitheatre, pictured course everybody will.
The formal beginning of the exer scheduled to speak at 11, at which
runner-up with a net 75. W. H. above.
A quilting bee for the women and
Rhodes and A. C. Jones failed to
To be eligible for participation in cises took place a t 10 o’clock when time the Dunhams will be presented. a horseshoe contest for the men will
turn in their cards but the others
Rev. Ralph H. Hayden, rector of the
Among other speakers who will be be among the day’s diversions.
figured thus upon the bulletin board: today's festivities one has to be at
EAST UNION, ME.
p

The Trumbull Players

Speciai

V olum e 8 6 .................. Number 93

NEW V E R O N A B R ID G E

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln W ork M ay Begin This W eek
advance; single copies three cents.
— W aldo-H ancock Bridge
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Ready In O ctober
The Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Work on the new Verona bridge
ln 1882. The Free Press was established will be started within a week accord- |
in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated ing to announcement by the bridge
March 17. 1897.
commissioners.

COMING

^ C o u p o n

THREE CENTS A COPY

T uesday
I ssue
______ j

|

|

LO C A L T H E A T R E S

The C ourier-G azette

Every-Other-Day

R ockland C ourier-G azette, Tuesday, A u gust 4, 1931
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Lindbergh s

trail

“ON MY SET”

W ARREN

M U C H A T S T A K E T O N IG H T

B U S T IM E T A B L E

Rockland. Me., Aug. 4, 1931.
'T o i i p Ttac I I Q
\n rth
Personally appeared Frank S, Lyddle. 1 O U C neS U . D. r a r t n e S I INOTtn
who on oath declars th at he Is Press- ,
an d Japanese "C radle of
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper o f 1
Aug. 1, 1931, there was printed a total of
B lizzards”
6187 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
J

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ewell of Vlnalhaven spent the weekend with Mrs Jf Rockland Beats Thom aston Tonight It Goes To
Ella Davis.
t
St. G eorge Thursday Practically O n Even Terms
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory of
Rockland were Sunday guests of Mr
and Mrs. W. Frank Thomas. Their |
“Some of the wildest and least
Be not overcome of evil; but over
Thomaston
son Carlton, who has been visiting ■
Rockland
Rockport
Glencove
Rockland had men on bases was
Camden
This Week's Games
come evil with good.—Romans 12:21. visited inhabited portions of the globe
Leave
Arrive
his grandparents, returned to Rock
Leave
Leave
Leave
Tuesday, Aug. 4—Thomaston at about all th at saved the day for the
land.
team which represents the National I
— [ are included in the revised itinerary
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mallon and Wednesday, Aug. 5—Camden
A. M.
A. M.
A. M.
A. M.
Soldiers Home. The Knox County
A. M.
THE YOUNG OLD-FOLKS
!of Colonel and Mrs. Charles A. Lindfour children of Taunton, Mass., were
tQn a‘t RockIand.
•5.55
•6.05
team drafted the services of Froelich,
-------: bergh's good will flight to Japan and
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. L. i Thursday, Aug. 6—Rockland at St. a Portland collegian who had Togus
7.05
•6.35
•6.30
•6.45
•6.55
Those Camden people, who are | China,” says a bulletin from the
7.55
Davis.
7.45
8.05
•7.30
7.35
guessing most of the game but who
George.
I
have
listened
to
news
bulle
gifted with a special knack of s u r - : Washington. D. C. headquarters of
Miss Aletha Watts and friend Paul
8.55
9.05
8.30
8.35
8.45
Saturday, Aug. 8—St. George at was hit very hard when Togus did I
tins furnished by stations all the
rounding with success whatever in i fhe National Geographic Society,
Gilmore who have been spending two Camden.
9.55
10.05
9.30
9.35
9.15
find him. A couple of bad boots
way from Canada to Fort Worth,
«
•
.
c—
,»
M T S S 1"
10.30
10.35
10.55
11.05
put the game on ice however.
10.45
Texas. Sunday night I happened ; weeks with her mother, Mrs. Annie
Watts, returned Thursday to Boston.
Dwyer
and
Ogier
got
a
lo
t
of
ap
11.45
11.30
1L35
11.55
12.05
to
catch
the
broadcast
sent
out
The
League
Standing
presents itself, are no sooner off with
"The great circle the Lindberghs
by a Halifax newspaper. Among | Miss Evelyn Berry and guest Miss Camden was forced back into the plause with their brilliant stops and '
the old love, the regatta, than they’re i have chosen via Ottawa. Moose FacP. M.
P, M.
P. M.
P. M.
P. M.
other things it told of the a rri 1Irene Wick of Collingwood, N. J., Mr. cellar Saturday as the result of its fine throws.
on with the new, in the persons of j tory, Churchill, Baker J.ake. Aklavik,
Playing against Rockland were
12.35
and Mrs. Roland Berry and son Willis
12.45
1.05
12.30
12.55
val of the first mail plane from
..
..
, _
-) Point Barrow, Nome, Karaginskii.
defeat
by
Thomaston.
Should
Rock
four former Maine Coast Leaguers—
j and Mr. and Mrs. C. Frank Berry re
1.35
1.45
1.30
1.55
2.05
those estimable men and women of Petropavlovsk, Nemuro. and Tokyo, a
Boston.
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Community
Jimmy Cole, Elliot Small, Charlie
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the Three Quarter Century Club. total distance of about 7,100 miles has
Park tonight it will have won one Small and P a t French.
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3.45
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more
game
than
St.
George,
but
the
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cert Thursday evening over
fore,
although
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have
latter
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have
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less,
quarters of the State, will find noth6.05
daughters Marjorie, Violet an d Elsie and Rockland would go to St. George
5.30
5.35
5.55
Togus
5.45
WNAC at 8.30, Sophie Braslau.
I charted the section between Ottawa
6.35
7.05
6.30
ing lacking to the hospitality, a d - ; and Baker Lake_ and in the vicinity
6.45
6.55
the noted contralto, will be the I visited Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Black Thursday night with a percentage ot
ab r bh po a
7.35
7.45
8.05
7.30
7.55
featured artist, singing the Gypsy I at Port Clyde Sunday.
ministered in a setting of artistic of Aklavik.
644 as against St. George’s .666. Beat- JCole, ss ................. 4 0 1 1 3
8.35
Thomaston is not going to be an Small, 3b ---------- 4 1 1 3 3
8.30
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8.45
8.55
role in de Falla's “El Amor ' and^served^pproximateby ^(^"peopte
beauty which for uniqueness is no- (
P art of
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9.35
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Brujo” iLove the Magician).
ana served approximately joo people.
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where to be equalled in the forty-1 “From Nome the Lindberghs will
co d fish e s it first prize will be at C. Small ................ 4
10.35
10.30
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with se complimentary gift in the stake In Thursday night’s game at Gouger, 2b ............ 4
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eight States of the Nation. As the ; follow, but in reverse direction, part
+11.05
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While Jessica Dragonette vaca
shape of ice cream, a gallon of gas St.Gefirge. In any event there is sure Shannahan, c ....... 4
tions, Vaughn dcLeath, the origi
setting is unique, so also is the Three
the route of Post and Gatty, round
_
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.
_ . . . , the world flyers, to Kamchatka. Here
or a cigar. Coolness is th e first to be a very large attendance when Lombardi, lb ....... 4
nal radio girl, subs for her on the
Rockland
Thomaston
Glencove
Rockport
C am den'
Quarter Century Club. Originated they wiU pick up the Une Qf tbe
thought of the motorist upon entering he lwo teanls meet down
the tlew Giroux, If ........4.... 4
Cities Service broadcast over
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
in Maine, once every year it brings American round the world flyers in
the new building with its green tables
where the baU rolls a mile u
WEEI at 8 p. m. Fridays.
Foley, p .................. 4
into the light of a richly deserved 1924. who crossed from Alaska by the
covered with white and green cloth. fielders fail to stop it. Today's standA. M.
A. M.
A. M.
A. M.
A. M.
Have you been listening to the
green utilitanes and green streamers ing.
publicity that considerable group of Aleutian Islands. Over the Kuril
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the elderly whom it has ever been the Kamchatka and Japan and known t0
King who starred in “The
opening day were sent by friends s t G eorge............ 8
7.40
•7.30
.666
4
7.50
8.00
8.05
ab r bh po a
fashion to relegate to the chimney- i the Japanese as a ‘Cradle of Blizzards,'
Broadway Melody" is announcer
Snapdragons, sweet peas, marigolds Rockiantj ..7............ 8
8.30
8.40
.615 Dwyer, 3b
8.50
5
9.00
9.05
....... 4 0 1 1 3
corner, where, with hand cupped to they will pass the spot where Seiji
for this hour and he is fine. In
and monkshood added to the attrac- Thomaston......7
4
.364 Fowler, 2b
7
9.30
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10.00
10.05
...... 3 0 1 1 3
Yoshihara,
the
Japanese
Lindbergh,
the
broadcast
of
Friday
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tiveness of the place.
Camden __ 77777.." 4
10.40
ear, they may catch the sound of the
10.30
.333 Wotton, lb .......
8
10.50
11.00
11.05
4 0 0 11 0
was forced down by fog in an attempt
over WEEI at 9.30, George Jessel,
Weekend guests of Mrs. S arah Star.......
11.30
11.40
11.50
12.00
12.05
Simmons. If .......... 4 0 0 4 0
procession marching by on the out to make a good will flight to the
Broadway wit, and Alma Peter
rett were her sister and husband Mr.
_,
a
»
Mealey, cf .......... — 3 1 0 0 0
side. But here is a day and a gath United States early this year.
son, pruna donna soprano, will
and Mrs. Everett Baker, and Mrs
P. M.
P.M .
P. M.
P.M.
P. M.
4
“Ottawa,
first
stop
after
leaving
the
sing a program of popular songs.
Starrett’s niece and husband Mr. and Camden's winning streak was in- Ogier, ss ................ 3 0 1 2
ering that stand for another thing.
12.30
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1.00
1.05
Dimlck,
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1
2
2
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United
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the
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of
the
Mrs. Healy Horn, all of Everett, Mass, terrupted a t home Saturday when it
These are no longer old men and
1.30
1.40
1.50
2.00
2.05
4 1 1 8
0
Dominion of Canada, a picturesque
Miss Ravchel Emerson and mother was decisively defeated by Captain Archer, c ..........
2.30
2.40
2.50
3.00
3.05
C A M D EN
old women. The heart's the thing. City of waterfalls, bold bluffs and
Mrs. Edwin Emerson entertained 24 Sawyer’s ever dangerous Thomaston Froelich, p ............ 4 0 0 0 2
3.30
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4.00
4.05
While that beats high the count of magnificent buildings. Although it is
friends
at
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informal
musical
Friou.“
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.
.
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4.30
4.40
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4.50
5.00
Mrs. Elizabeth Bush of Portland is
5.05
The, visitors
introduced a , new
one of the least visited of larger
the years becomes negligible
day evening in the Emerson studio.
,
5.30
5.40
Togus’ .............. 2 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 x - 7 i
5.50
6.00
6.05
Canadian cities its natural beauty visiting friends in town.
Miss Emerson sang several selections moundsman in the person of Kirkland, Rockland ...... 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0—3
6.30
6.40
6.50
7.00
7.05
About 120 boys and girls from in Italian. German, French, English " ho- » h i l e quite free with passes
sets it apart among capitals of the
7.30
Three-base hits, French, Gouger, E.
7.40
7.50
One of the effects of business de world. As an incorporated city Ottawa Brooks were in Camden Friday and Swedish and the Scottish dialect, ac- ^ so held Camden to six hits, all bu
8.00
8.05
8.30
Two-base hits,
8.40
8.50
9.00
9.05
pression has been a falling off in the dates only from 1855. Two years later, Saturday to attend the Regatta. They companied by Mrs. Pauline Rieser two of which were in separate Innings Small. Dtmick.
French. Stolen bases. C. Small.
9.30
9.40
9.50
10.00
10.05
a so proved a handy man with Struck out, Foley, Froelich. Double
year’s production of cigarets in this by royal decree of Queen Victoria. are spending the summer at camps of Somerville who is spending the
10.30
10.40
10,50
11.00
11.05
in Brooks and came here on the summer here. Ice cream sponge cake the st,ck‘ turnm ^ “ tw° hlte wtlen
country. To many of us it would be Ottawa was made capital of the Do steamer Castine.
plays, E. Small, Lombardi, Dimick,
+11.05
they
counted
for
scores.
Thomaston
minion of Canada, to put an end to
Wotton. H it by pitched ball, Foley
welcome news to learn that this conflicting claims of Montreal and
Mr. and Mrs Robert C. Gill and and Hungarian nut cake were served, appears to have made a find.
Mr. and Mrs. John S tarrett of Som Cary Bok reappeared in the box and (Fowler). "Wild pitch, Foley 3. Base
♦ Do not run Sunday.
+ Leave Rockland only.
reduction in product amounted to Quebec, Kingston and Toronto. Its Miss Ethel Glover have returned to erville.
Mass., were expected to arrive was h it extensively in only a few on balls. Foley, Ogier, Mealey. Sac
Parliament buildings replace I Malden, Mass., after passing two
nearly one hundred and twenty mil splendid
a group destroyed by fire in 1916. In ! weeks at Lincolnville Beach and here Monday for the month of Augurt. innings. It was his first game for rifice hits. Fowler. Umpires, McDon
lions of ’em. This has the sound of the central tower hangs a carillon of | Camden.
ough and Murphy. Attendance 2500.
Mlss Ne le Sampson returned to some weeks.
enormous quantity, until we note 49 bells, one of the finest in the West
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Libbey. Portland Sunday after a week’s visit
It was one all for the first five
daughter Lula and son Leman of with her aunt, Mrs. Willis Vinal.
innings, but Thomaston stepped into
that the total of cigarets smoked ern Hemisphere,
M A R T IN SV IL L E
Mrs. Merton Thayer of Boston is
reached the benumbing figure of one To Visit Hudson Bay Company's First Machiasport. are guests of Mr. and visiting her sister. Mrs. P. D. Starrett. the lead in the sixth when L. Sawyer,
Boggs and Kirkland made successive
Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl M. Pease and
Post
hundred and twenty billions. In the
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Merry of Port hits, which were followed by an in 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pooler and
“From Ottawa the Lindberghs will daughter Joan of Portland were land were weekend guests of Mr. and field error. After that Thomaston son Robert of Cochituate, Mass., are
presence of one hundred and twenty
All kinds tff A w n in g s— P orch C hairs and H am m ocks
at their summer home the "Bonnie
scored consistently in each inning,
billions of cigarets the mind ceases plunge almost immediately into the weekend guests of Mrs. A. T. Newhall, Mrs. T. V. Mathews.
R ecovered— A u to A w nings, T ru ck Covers— Boat
forested wilderness of southern Que Sea street.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Y attaw and while Camden was able to make but Briar."
to function, much as it does in the bec and eastern Ontario. Near the foot
family recently enjoyed a picnic at one more tally.
Covers, etc.— H am m ock T ops— A n y th in g in C anvas
Comique
Theatre
bookings
include
case of some who are addicted to of James Bay gasoline and supplies for Tuesday, Elissa Landi in "Always Monhegan Light.
There was some excellent fielding
P ro m p t Service Y ear A ro u n d
will
be
waiting
a
t
Moose
Factory,
their use.
Goodbye;” Wednesday, “Women O f' “ 7 . ^ “ r s ^ o F' Robi^ son 7J0' in this contest, star catches being
Miller. Revolutionary Soldiers and
southernmost settlement of a region All Nations:” Thursdev, John Barry- \ tored L ?lc£ m°nd Sunday where they made by Vinal, Stone, Daily, Boynton
Sailors of « t. George and Cushing,
Maine, with some of their ancestors
With the prevalence of summer rich in the history and traditions of more in “Moby Dick;” Saturday, Wal- ™ lted M r- Robinson s sister, Mrs. Ada and Mayhew, while Ogier and L.
and descendants. Just published.
the old Hudson Bay Company. Here
Sawyer gave a fine imitation of how
\ Morse. . . .
Limited edition, $3.50. Order from
motor cars one fails to note the Main was established the first post of 'The lace Beery in "The Secret Six.”
HERBERT E. SIMMONS, Foreman
short field should be covered.
any bookstore, or A. J. HUSTON, 92
Arnold
Callahan
of
Lewiston
is
18 WILLOW STREET
street vacancy created by the taking Company of Gentlemen Adventurers
TEL. 1262-W
Exchange St., Portland, Maine. 87-99
The score:
spending
a
few
weeks
in
Camden.
The
Dudley
Carollers
77-78Ttf
away of the electrics. But when the Trading to Hudson's Bay' as it was
Miss Edith Knight has returned to ! Fortunate indeed were those who
Thomaston
called. Charles the II. signed
quiet season arrives we shall expect officially
its charter in 1670 and blithely made Boston after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. saw and heard the Dudley Carollers
ab r bh tb po a
at the evening service at th e Baptist g enner gb
5
to see it accompanied by th a t lone its members ‘true and absolute’ lords J. H. Montgomery.
Mrs. Nellie Hupton of Central Vil- J Church Sunday. A message of worth Feehan, l b ........ 6
some feeling, as the eye searches of three quarters of the continent.
lage. Conn., and Mrs. Fenner ot and sincerity was delivered from the
vainly for the yellow van th a t for Today Moose Factory is a quiet old Providence, R. I., have been recent pulpit intermingled with sacred music, Condon, c ........ 4
place, with a few tourists and some
cf .............. 5
two-score years has been such a trading in the summer months. guests of Mr. and Mrs. William H. in song, and by trombone solos. Tes Vinal,
M. Sawyer, If
5
familiar object in the scenery.
timonies were given also. A brief Stone, r f ............ -5
Prospectors' airplanes have given it a Broadhead.
• * • •
talk on the work of the Dudley B:ble L. Sawyer, s s ... 5
new importance in recent years as a
Institute was given. The importance Boggs, 2b ............ 4
supplies base.
Lena F. Cleveland
ON DRINKING WATER
“Churchill, 800 miles farther north,
Miss Lena F. Cleveland, 59, died of the need of the gospel on the air j Kirkland, p 7 4
Sundays was particularly stressed
This community, supplied as it is is Hudson Bay’s principal seaport, Sunday night a t her home on Union and the astounding fact th a t there are
and the end of the farthest north street following a long illness. She
43 7 15 19 27 12 1
public drinking water that vies with railroad line connecting with the rest
was born in Camden, daughter of 800 churches in New England closed
Camden
the costly and much advertised of Canada. Edmonton, Alberta, is 1,000 George
entirely
was
set
before
the
people.
and Abbie (Andrews) Cleve
ab r bh tb
a e
bottled waters, is in a class apart miles nearer to England, via Churchill land and had been a lifelong resident Rev. E. J. Pace, a former missionary Daily, cf .... ...... 3 1 0 0 PO
6 0 0
from those wider regions of the coun than it is via Montreal. This part of of this place. Until her health failed
Plalsted, 2b
4 1 1 1 4 0 0
Canada is called the world's greatest
Wadsworth, lb .. 5 0 2 3 7 1 0
try not so richly blessed. We are apt continuous swamp, but as it is she was supervisor of drawing in the
public
schools
in
Camden.
The
Boynton, rf ...... 3 0 0 0 2 0 0
not much to concern ourselves with spangled with small lakes a plane with
funeral will be held today, Tuesday,
Leonard, ss ...... 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
the devices set up for protection pontoons could make a safe landing at 2.30 o’clock. Rev. Leroy Campbell
Ogier, ss .... ...... 2 0 0 0 2 5 1
The
snow
flake
designs
were
taken
against impure water, or for the almost anywhere.
and interment will be in from actual photographs of magni Reed. 3b .... ...... 3 0 1 1 1 2 1
“From Churchill Baker Lake is officiating,
sanitary drinking of water whether almost due north. It was likely chosen the family lot in Mountain Street fied snow flakes by a New England man Thomas, c . ...... 3 0 0 0 3 0 0
Bok, p ....... ...... 4 0 0 0 0 2 0
pure or impure, but it is a sub by the Lindberghs as a point along cemetery.
who has made that his hobby, having
photographed 10,000 different speci Mayhew, If ...... —4 0 —l 1 —2 —0 —0
ject much considered elsewhere. By their route because one hill near
R. T. & C. ST. RY. NOTICE
Lake stands out for miles, a
mens and finding no two alike. “De
and large, the only regulation in Baker
32 2 6 7 27 10
wonderful landmark for air pilots.
implies a designer” remarked Mr. Thomaston,
The R. T. & C. St. Ry. Relief Asso sign
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2--7
most States is th a t which prohibits Large schooners can be navigated up
Pace,
“this
surely
must
be
th
e
handiCamden,
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0—2
the common drinking cup. And not Chesterfield Inlet from Hudson Bay ciation upon petition of eighteen
members will hold a meeting a t the
I
every State has adopted even this to Baker Lake, a distance of 300 miles. Glencove Car Barn. Thursday Aug. U l ^ r a U n z h t an7ollvheSe PiCtUr6S! worth.'15" T h ^ b ^ " ' '
At the junction of the inlet with
illustrating
human
folly.
Bases
on
balls
Qff
Kirkland
6
off
Bok
basic requirement. Three have no Baker Lake is a ‘reversible falls,’ 6 at 7 p. m. to determine whether or
,
. , ,
: !• Struck out, by Kirkland 7, by Bok
prohibition of the common drinking caused by the rise and fall of 12 foot no the Association will close its affairs.
Golf is a great leveler, says a ! 3. Sacrifice hits, Benner, Boggs,.
cup, five others have not prohibited tides over a shallow bottom at this All members should be present.
paragraphist. We have watched golf Thomas. Double play, L. Sawyer,
B. S. Gregory, Sec’y.
its use in manufacturing and mer point.
that would level mountains.—Punch. Boggs and Feehan. Umpires, WilG. Carl Cassens, Pres.
-----------------! liams and Frohock. Scorer, Winslow. |
Wilderness Near Arctic Circle
cantile establishments, and nine
July 25, 1931
92-94
These world economic confer- [
«• • •
“Northwest of Baker Lake the
others have not completely prohibited
Togus 7, Rockland 3
it in these establishments. Thus sev Lindberghs will traverse the wildest series of ‘stepping stones’ from Kam  ences always get along famously un
and least kiiown section of their flight.
til somebody suggests really doing
A picked team from the Knox i
enteen States in all are today with Here is real barren land. A few chatka to Japan. But the aviator has something.—Southern Lumberman.
“CHICK” SPEAR , Prop.
County Twilight League played in
out adequate prohibition of the com prospectors and an occasional Indian to ‘watch his steps.’ Fog enshrouds
Togus Sunday, and put up such a
them
constantly
and
storms
last
them
fur
trapper
are
the
only
inhabitants.
mon drinking cup in places of em
The distinction is really quite good game, except in two innings
and a great maze of lakes are days at a time. Like the Aleutians the simple. Your own party has an or- that it was immediately booked for
ployment. The woman's bureau of Rocks
all th a t the flyers will see until they Kurils are a string of volcanic peaks, ganization and the other party has \ another game next Sunday,
the Department of Labor, which has cross the Arctic Circle and arrive at dead and alive, whose heads protrude
a m achine—New Mexico S tate; The Togus team used its pitching
been making a special study of “sani Aklavik. near the mouth of the Mac- above the cold and stormy waters of Tribune.
ace, Foley, and his effectiveness when
north Pacific. Although they belong
Kenzie
River.
A
forced
landing
in
this
tary drinking facilities,” apparently
section would mean much hardship to Japan most of the inhabitants ol
finds much to condemn. Marie traveling over rugged country where the Kurils are the Hairy Ainus, a
Correll, who made the study says;
almost the only living creatures are curious people who live in the ground.
Vast swarms of mosquitos make life
Comparatively few persons are swarms of troublesome insects
“Aklavik marks the end of the most there unpleasant.
aware of the dangers of contamina
“Hokkaido, the island on which
tion that exist in the serving of water northerly air mail line on continent,
by the ordinary drinking fountain. a fortnightly service which runs north Nemuro is located, lies north of the
Employers who would not offer their along the MacKenzie River 1,800 miles Japanese ‘mainland,’ Hondo. Like the
employees a common drinking cup from McMurray (Fort Murray), rest of Japan it is a region of volcanic
will supply a vertical-jet fountain Alberta. From Aklavik the great circle disturbance. At the southern tip of
without realizing that they are pro route will take the Lindberghs to Point the island, over which the Lindberghs
viding a drinking facility with the Barrow. Alaska, farthest north bit ol will fly enroute to Tokyo, rises the
same dangers as a common cup. United S tates territory. Few sections rocky promontory of Hakodate, the
Until recently any person who, recog of the earth are as dreary as this ‘Gibraltar of Japan.’ Although the
nizing this danger, has tried to buy stretch of Arctic coast, which is open cities of northern Japan have rail
a sanitary fountain has faced the to navigation only six weeks in the ways and electric lights, picturesque
problem of making a selection from year. The town of Barrow, however, throngs of coolies carrying bundles ol
the many types manufactured with has its school, churches, frame dwel dried seaweed or of cured fish, and
out satisfactory information about lings, and many old warehouses, the Japanese women, wearing colorful
features essential for sanitation. latter relics of the palmy days of kimonos with their obis (sashes) a r
ranged in precise folds, can still be
The bureau, therefore, has two pur whaling.
“Nome, around the corner from the seen in the streets.’’
poses in the publication of this bulle
tin: First, to help employers to select Bering Strait, will be the last stop on
“The battle against depression has
fountains of sanitary design by mak the North American mainland. It was
ing available to them the best stand near Nome that the Polar airship been won,” says one of the boys who
ards that have been formulated, and ‘Norge’ ended its 8.500 miles flight claims to know. Then why don’t
second, to call attention to the from Spitsbergen in 1926, and it was some employers cease firing?—Judge.
It is tim e to show Fall and Winter G oods. H ence these summer pieces must be
dangers to health that exist in in at a near by field th at Post and Gatty
touched North American soil in their
sanitary drinking facilities.
m oved, and now. They are not worn, but have been used for display purposes
long
hop
from
Khabarovsk.
Siberia.
DO
Y
O
U
W
A
N
T
The drinking facilities in most
“A barren, rocky coast will be the
common use at the present time are
A
g
a
in
we
are
giving
YOU
a
n
o
th
e
r
opportunity
to
and
are obtainable at—
cups or glasses wsed by several per Lindberghs’ first view of Asia. The
extreme
eastern
end
of
Siberia
is
al1
sons without being sterilized, the soe n jo y this w onderful Beach w ith its nine miles of
called common cup: individual con most as desolate and uninhabited as
tainers, often made of paper, and northern Canada, but as their plane [
for y o u r m oney?
sparkling sand.
bubbling drinking fountains with continues southward to the K a m -'
either vertical or slanting streams of chatka Peninsula, a land of altem at- ]
get som e of those
water. Recognized for many years ing grass covered sandhills and
as a menace to public health, the forests, backed by a range of
common drinking cup is prohibited volcanic mountains, they will see the
It o nly costs you $2.50 from R ockland to Old O rchard
by law in many States. If kept in a farms of immigrants from Soviet
sanitary condition, and supplied in Russia, Karaginskii Island, their first
a n d return. Special Train leaves 7.1 5 A. M. S tan d 
CASH O R E A S Y TERMS
adequate numbers, individual drink stop, a fur trading post, has good road- :
w onderful
ing cups, we are told, are held to be stead and a few crude habitations,
a rd Time.
a satisfactory method of serving but Petropavlovsk, the capital of the
from
drinking water. Bacteriological tests district, is a real city, with a thriving
have determined that the vertical jet trade in many famous Siberian furs:
type of fountain is not sanitary, and sable, ermine, fox, squirrel, and bear.
MAINE CENTRAL R A ILR O A D
that many fountains with angle jets Founded in the eighteenth century it
MAINE
I Maine
313-319 MAIN STREET
RO C K LA N D
TELEPHONE 980
can be contaminated
To assure is a town of civilized comfort surpris-,
CENTRAL
(Central
ROCKLAND
371 MAIN ST.,
proper standards of sanitation, foun ing in so distant an outpost.
R
ailroad
Railroad
92-95
“On a map of the world the Kuril
tains must meet certain requirements
93-95
Islands appear to be a convenient
in design and construction,
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ROCKLAND AW NING CO., Inc.

“O H , B O Y !”

D id W e H ave a Shoe Sale L a st W eek ?
“I’ll say w e did,” and w e w ant to than k every custom er that cam e
to our store. W e have decided to run the sale All This W eek.

3

SH O ES at H A L F PRICE
T he best shoe sale w e ever had in m y 27 years in business

SPEAR’S SHOE STORE
Announcing a

Special Sm ashing D iscount
on Floor Sam ples o f
Sum m er Furniture

A U G U ST 9

“ A G ood Show ing”

GLAD10LAS

SILSBY’S

W e are offering a V ery S p ecial D iscount— C ost, 25 to 50% R e
duction on our Floor Sam ples of Sum m er Furniture.

PRACTICALLY Y O U R OWN PRICE

S w ayers, Couch H am m ocks, P orch Furniture, Law n U m brellas,
R efrigerators
Porch S h ad es
H ickory Chairs

STONINGTON FU R N ITURE CO.

Every-Other-Day

P a g e T hree

R ockland C ourier-G azette, Tuesday, A ugust 4, 1931

Arlyn E. Barnard has been apjinted manager of the Maine Auto.obile Association, which is actively
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS • represented in this section by Robert
Aug. 3-9—Battery E carnival, R ock- A. Webster.

Charles H. Berry is the proud own
Much favorable comment is being
EA ST W A S H IN G T O N
U N IO N
er of a handsome cup won by his boat heard about the attraction a t the
___
Kama at the Camden races on F ri Park Theatre today, “Honeymoon | Miss clara McDowell who has been
The Methodist ladies' aid will hold
day
He took
third
. and ..Saturday.
... .
,
. , , L ane' with Eddie Dowling, June boarding at Charles Sukeforth’s for a fair Wednesday in Masonic hall.
place
in
the
200-h.p.
event
against,
Collyer
and
a
new
personality
in
the
i
several
years
js
now
in
Burkettville
land.
Fancy articles, cooked food and candy
iisberg of Dark Harbor; second place , diminutive Ray Dooley, imported where she wi]1 board at the home of will be on sale.
Aug. 4—Annual picnic of Shakespeare
Society at Crescent Beach Inn.
Mrs. Florence F. Ellis is having in the SOO-h. p., and second in the from the stage for a special role in
Mrs. Linwood Mitchell for a time.
Aug. 4—Annual Eastern Star Field a fortnight’s vacation from her duties free-for-all.
There will be a child’s health con
this feature.
Day, Glencove Grange hall.
Joseph Meyer and son of Malden ference at the Methodist vestry
Aug. 4—Annual meeting of Maine in the home service department of
who
were
at
Prescott
Farm
this
week
For the e n tire year of
Thursday from 2 to 4.
Three-Quarter Century Club a t Camden. the Central Maine Power Co. She is
Cyrus H. K. Curtis will be guest of
Lovers of fine music are keenly in have returned home.
Aug. 4-5—Dudley Carollers a t Port visiting her home In Windsor.
Mrs.
Evelyn
Pitman
of
Appleton
honor
at
Fryeburg
Academy
Day,
1931 w e w ill give J/gth
terested in the recital by the Pil
Clyde Baptist Church.
Mrs. Blanche Johnston and daugh
Aug. 17. A special effort is being grim Choir to be given Friday night ter Martha were at the home of Mrs. called on friends here Thursday.
Aug. 5—Rockport—Annual Fair of
Ladies’ Aid, M. E. Church.
Sack
of N orm an R.
James Hanrahan was at the made to get all alumni members in the Congregational Church audi Clara
Miss Addie B artlett has returned
Overlock Saturday.
Aug. 5—At Thomaston, annual fair of
Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary in back for the occasion, as the dedica torium. The first part will consist of
to her home in Cambridge, Mass.,
Baptist Church,
Mrs.
Edith
Overlook
of
Razorville
Flour
in exchange for
Aug. 6—Friendship, Baptist Church Portland last week for the removal tion exercises will be the only oppor solos and miscellaneous numbers
and Mrs. Rilla Moody of Chelmsford, after a three weeks’ stay at the home
Circle food sale and fair.
from
one
of
his
eyes
of
a
piece
of
steel
tunity for the alumni as a body to with Mrs. Helen Wentworth. Mrs. Mass., were callers on Mrs. C. E. of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant.
twelve labels
taken
Aug. 7—Concert of Pilgrim Vested
which lodged there while he was express to Mr. Curtis personally Lydia Storer, Harold Green, Charles
Choir, Congregational Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson and Mr.
Aug. 11.—Lincoln Pomona Grange working at the Livingston Manufac deep appreciation of his generous Rose and Marshall Bradford as solo Overlook and Mrs. Blanche Johnston and Mrs. George Shuman of Rock
from
our
T
h
re
e
Crow
recently.
meets with Whitefield Grange.
gift to Fryeburg Academy.
ists. The second part will consist of
Aug. 12—Razorville, Ladies Guild an turing Co.’s plant.
Charles Overlock Is cutting hay on land visited friends here Sunday
12 oz. B a k in g Powder
nual fair at Grange hall.
Rossini’s "Stabat Mater.”
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Norton of Man
the farm of the late C. O. Ludwig.
Aug. 12—Annual fair of Martinsville
The
new
yacht
Caroline
was
tried
The
final
rehearsal
in
preparation
Can
and b ro u g h t in to
chester
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
C.
Flint
Edward
Leigher
and
Perley
Overlook
and Glenmere Baptist Church.
One man who reviews the Camden are assisting him this week.
Aug. 12—Rockport—Midsummer Fair by on the Rockland course last week, of the concert to be given by the Pil
of Rockland were guests of W. J.
us.
This
is th e first and
Ladies’ Sewing Circle on Baptist lawn.
and being a Bath-built craft made grim Vested Choir a t the Congrega regatta with intense satisfaction is
Willard Ware was a visitor a t the Bryant Sunday a t his far mhome.
Aug. 15—Annual summer reunion good of course. She showed a speed tional Church Friday evening will Milton S. Dick of Rockland, who
Kents Hill Seminary.
home of Mrs. Clara Overlock Tues
N. H. Cole arrived in town Thurs
only C itro u s Baking
Aug. 19—Owl's Head Church fair at of 17.8 miles an hour. Off Two Bush take place in the church auditorium built three runabouts which won firs t1day afternoon.
day to take charge of the Black &
Community hall.
Thursday evening at 7.30 sharp. prize in their respective classes. The ' Mr. and Mrs. Bailey of Massachu ay blueberry canning factory.
Light
the
craft
was
suddenly
sur
Powder to b e placed on
Aug. 19—Thomaston fourth annual fair
Marshal] Bradford, chorister states Bouncer, driven by Mr. Dick, himself, i setts wbo have been guests of their
of American Legion and Auxiliary on the rounded by a school of porpoises.
Mrs.
Eva
Sayward
and
Mrs.
Lydia
the m arket. Absolutely
that it is necessary that everyone won the Maine Outboard Association s ! daughter Mildred and Miss Kate Layr who are boarding State chil
Mall.
Aug. 19—Owl’s Head Church fair.
Motorists who rode ever the new who is to be in the chorus and quar trophy; Seaman, owned and driven by j
a t “The Little Brown House” dren. gave them a picnic Thursday
Aug. 20—Annual field day m eeting of
Pure.
Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences at stretch of cement highway in War tet be present for this rehearsal.
Herman Farrow, won in Glass C, and ; the past week returned home Mon- at Thompson's shore in Friendship,
Knox Arboretum.
ren over the weekend came home in
Dixie Moon, owned and driven by j <day
with several invited friends, and the
Aug. 22-Sim onton Community Fair.
Lucien Thomas who is located in Paul Jones, won the amateur free | The young child of Mr. and Mrs. little folks h ad a wonderful time,
Aug. 24—Annual meeting of the Forty ecstasies over the improvement.
What a pity the entire highway from Rio de Janeiro, South America, writes f°r a'lClub.
Roy Light has been quite ill for a few playing in the sand and water. This
Aug.
Maine State Fair Rockland to the Kennebec Bridge is in a letter to his parents, Mr. and
Ban 24-26—Eastern
or
------I days.
is an annual event and one th at is
at Bangor.
Mrs.
C.
M.
Thomas'
Spruce
street,
Aug. 3;-Sept. 3—Central Maine Fair at not like
The Saturday night band concerts
There was a large company at eagerly looked forward to.
of an amusing incident during the in Waldoboro have brought out large Light's Pavilion July 31 and a good
Waterv
atervlue.
——-■■■
Mrs. Cora Mank visited at the
Sept 1-3—Hancock County Fair at
The annual field day of the East-1, recent visit of the Prince of W ales.' crowds, and parking space has been time was enjoyed As previously an- home of her son in Waldoboro F ri
Ellsworth.
ern
n Star chapters of District 11 is [Suring the many festivities in honor at a premium. Bearing this in mind nounced prizes were presented to the day.
Sept. 7-9—Bluehlll Fair.
Kept. 7-10—Maine State Fair at Lewis being held today a t Glencove Grange of the Prince, a request was made to Alderman Austin M. Moody went t>est looking lady and the homeliest
Mr. and Mrs. George Mank have
ton.
R ockland, M aine
hall.
At 3 p. m. a business meeting an orchestra to play a good English early last Saturday night, and found man
rented Mrs. Clark’s house and moved
Sept. 11-12—Monroe Fair.
will
be
held,
followed
by
an
enter
tune
as
a
compliment
to
the
Prince,
Sept 12—Llmerock Pomona Orange
such a favorable parking space th a t
Friends of Mrs. Blanche Rokes will ! in last week.
meets with North Haven Grange.
tainment, supper, cards and dancing. and the response was—“The Maine he chuckled at his foresight. At the be pleased to* know she is steadily
Sept. 16-17—New Belfast Fair.
The outlook is that it will be a jolly Stein Song!”
end of the second or third hour
Sept. 22-23—Unity Park Fair.
our of
oi improving after her recent surgical
TENANTS HARBOR
a t h e r operation
n n p r n t .in n a
n t.
nnv U
n n n itn l
gathering.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1—North Knox Fair.
I waiting his chuckling grew rrainer
t VKnox
Hospital.
Oct. 6-8—Lincoln County Fair.
accompanied Chester Marshall of vacation of nearly three weeks.
The Trumbull Players who appear subdued. No other cars had gathMrs. Clara Overlock was in Au
Mrs. Sarah H art and Mrs. Clara Swampscott, Mass., on the trip to
A large delegation from Naomi
The
new
uniforms
of
the
Maine
in
Waldoboro
Friday
evening
and
at
ered.
There
was
no
concert
schedgusta
last
Saturday
on
a
brief
busi
COMING REUNIONS
' Robinson of Rockland caled on Port Clyde where he has a cottage.
Chapter, O.E.S., and Eureka Lodge,
State Police which were worn locally Rockport Town hall Saturday eve uled for that night.
Aug. 6—Ingraham family (51st
ness trip.
friends in town recently.
Albert Smith of West Somerville, F.&A.M., attended th e funeral serv
nual). Penobscot View Grange hall. on Saturday, for the first time are ning announce th at they will present
Glencove.
Roy Barter of Winthrop, Mass., Moss., arrived Saturday joining his ices of J. W. Hupper of Martinsville
along
the
style
of
letter
carrier
uni
At
the
City
Government
meeting
“My
Son”
instead
of
“Michael
and
MOODY
BIBLE
INSTITUTE
Aug. 12—Descendants of Ebenezer
! was a weekend visitor of his sister, wife and family a t Mrs. Smith’s a t his late residence held on the
Hall. Penobscot View Grange hall. Glen forms and represent a radical de Mary.” The change was decided last night Mayor Richardson and
cove.
parture from the olive drab so long after reviewing the wonderful suc Aldermen Tirrell and Savllle were It Gives Free Training For An En Mrs. Frank Wiley of Glenmere. He mothers, Mrs. Emma Torrey’s for a afternoon of July 24.
Aug. 12—Wlnchenbaugh family at in use. The sort of State Police we
cess “My Son” has met with; also named as a committee to confer with
larged Christian Service
Thompson’s grove In Friendship.
Aug. 16—Light family at Light’s Pa have down this way looks nifty in in consideration of the strong roles the Central Maine Power Company
vilion. In East Washington.
any kind of uniform.
taken by Miss Florence Dean and regarding the unused Main street
What to do with life? This ques
Aug. 20—Starrett-Spear families at
Atwood Levensaler of this city in this tracks—whether they will be re tion is of supreme Importance. Free
Reunion Grove, Warren.
moved. whether the flange-ways will training for Christian service is
Vacation changes a t the city build Play.
ROCKLAND D IV IS IO N
be filled, or what.—F. M. Ulmer was available a t the Moody Bible In sti
ing became effective Sunday when
WEATHER
appointed
ballot
clerk
in
Ward
2,
to
Patrolman
Charles
H.
McIntosh
S.
D.
Crosby
a
t
The
Highlands
tute
of
Chicago,
the
largest
Bible
This beautiful morning comes to
us as a welcome surprise, for the shifted into "civies” and Patrolman owns a cat which has an unique diet, succeed the late A. H. Newbert.—Or training school in the World, and
damp fog which blanketed this vi E. U. Price went back onto his beat. in that she subsists almost entirely ders for street lights on Lawn avenue students of all nationalities and
cinity last evening had every indi At the same time Captain Fred on raw vegetables and fruits. Rasp and Oak street were referred to the denominations of Christian believ
ers are equally welcome. T he gen
cation of making a longer stay. Re Cheyne rejoined the permanent fire berries, watermelon, bananas, cu committee.
eral course has no educational re
membering the rainy weather which department and Percy Dinsmore cumbers. carrots, cabbage, etc., are
Mrs. Janet Dunton of 18 Mechanic quirement for admission beyond the
devoured
as
eagerly
by
this
feline,
as
went
out
for
two
weeks
of
holiday
marked last year's meeting of the.
street says that an interesting story grammar school eighth grade, or its
are
salmon,
codfish
and
other
such
ing.
Three-Quarter Century Club, all of
delicacies provided for the usual could be written about the last din equivalent. Other courses are of
us who feel a snecial interest in this
The Bookmobile which the Maine house cat. Reflecting the strict ner party attended by Gen. Henry fered for which high school or colunique organization are glad th at
The party was given by the j lege training is necessary or desir
their celebration at Camden today is Federation of Business and Profes vegetarian diet her fur is the glossiest Knox.
grandfather of Dr. Eben Alden at his
under happier conditions. After a sional Women's Clubs, a t their last black imaginable, and she is ex home In Union, and It was a t this able. English Is taught to students
who are deficient In its use. Among
perfect weekend, the nine-day period State convention in Augusta, in May, tremely healthy.
dinner that Gen. Knox got the subjects covered are English Bible,
of fair weather ended yesterday voted to donate to the Maine State
chicken
bone
In
his
throat
that
Dr. Wallace Goodrich, director of
with showers much needed by local Library, is now ready and the formal the New England Conservatory of caused his death shortly after, evidences of Christianity, church his
tory, public speaking, daily vacation
gardens
Light northwest winds presentation will be made at the
Mrs. Dunton's grandmother, Sally
this morning, early thermometer 77, State House in Augusta, next Satur Music, Boston, is to be guest con Butler, was one of the famous Union Bible school, Sunday school adminis
with prospects of a warm day. Fore day, at 4.30 p. m. All the Business ductor of the Eastern Music Camp cooks who prepared the dinner. tration, missions, music, vocal and
cast for tomorrow also fair, not much and Professional Women’s Clubs in Orchestra tomorrow evening at the Who can make further contributions Instrumental (a small charge being
midweek concert of the camp in the
made for private lessons), Hebrew,
change in temperature.
j .the State have been invited and it is
hoped a large representation will be great outdoor bowl, located on beau to this data and make a complete Yiddish, and New Testament Greek.
For missionary preparation hygiene
tiful Lake Messalonskee. He is story?
Frank Gregory of the Postoffice present.
and sanitation, home economics, and
spending a brief vacation in Maine,
carrier force is enjoying his annual
Regardless of practically every manual training are added.
Is there anybody else in Knox being the guest of F. L. Flanders,
15-day vacation.
The fall term opens September 10,
-{.County who can duplicate the expe business manager of the Conserva hour of the day taken up with writ
rience of Joseph Simonton, who rode tory, at his summer home in North- ing articles, radio scripts, rehears but admission is granted a t any time.
Alexander Browne and family are'
ing and also preparing for his motion
An illustrated catalogue giving full
port.
occupying their recently purchased to Rockland on the first trolley out
picture, Seth Parker (to radio fans) information will be mailed free on re
of
the
car-barn
Aug.
1.
39
years
ago,
house at 28 Linden street.
Steamer Calista G. Morrill has and Phillips Lord in real life, has a quest, addressed to 153 Institute
and who made the last trip from
, _
.
. ,
Camden to Rockland last Saturday never carried a happier party than warm spot in his heart for Maine Place, Chicago Avenue Station, Chi
The register of Rose-Anne Lodge night. He recalls that the Rock- that which boarded it Saturday and Maine people. The past week cago, Illinois.
m East Union Saturday showed tWQ-.port passengers on th at first trip in- night, when at the completion of an Mrs. Alice M. Gouldrick at the Maine
DIED
patrons from Shanghai, China.
eluded Miss Abbie Bohndell and Miss exceptionally busy day's work, the Public Health Association office in AMES—At Vinalhaven, July 30. Rhoda
F..
wife
of
Walden
Ames, aged 72 years,
Augusta
received
two
volumes
of
Coats. “You can tell them that the entire staff of M. B. & C. O. Perry
9 months. 21 days.
Alfred Staples of the Simonton withdrawal of the cars makes me embarked on its annual outing. The Seth Parker’s books with a letter
Dry Goods Store is spending a fort homesick, for one," said Joe, and night encampment was at High that in part said; “Seth Parker sends
IN MEMORIAM
night's vacation at his Vinalhaven there was a suspicious moisture in Island. Features of the outing were a these to you with his love and neigh
In loving memory of our dear husband,
father
and
son, Millard F. Weymouth,
ball game at Criehaven. dinner at borly feeling to the recipients, of the
camp.
his eyes.
who passed away so suddenly three years
Matinicus and fishing between Ma- prizes to be awarded at the seventh ago
today, Aug. 5, 1928.
A vigorous protest against the tinicus Rock and Grand Banks. Fol annual meeting of the Three- It's not the tears at the time th a t are
Miss Olive Gilchrist has rented
shed
her house on Linden street, and has omission of Rockland from the air lowing his customary winning habit Quarter Century Club at Camden,
three
Pepper
That tell of the heart th a t Is torn.
taken an apartment in the former mail service between Boston, Port Charlie Schofield folded a brand Tuesday. Seth Parker also extends But the lonely tears of the after years
land and Bangor, was made at yes new five-dollar bill into his jeans best wishes for a most joyous time.” And remembrances 6ilently borne.
Capt. Peck house on Grove street.
C innam on
Wife and Daughters, Father and
terday’s session of the Forty Club and for catching the i i r s t fish. Walter
As we see it, the traffic problem Mother.
•
Kaler
won
$10
for
catching
the
larg
numerous
telegrams
were
sent
to
Open air concerts in Postoffice
will solve itself. Sooner or later the
square will be resumed next Sun authorities in Washington. Murray est fish; also the most fish.
instalment people will take back
CARD OF THANKS
“Whatnot"
Wright
was
the
speaker
Through the columns of your paper we
day evening, when a fine program
The Belfast Garden Club extends their cars.—Dublin Opinion.
wish
to
express
our sincere thanks to
and
entertained
his
hearers
with
Each
will be presented by the Rockland
many friends and neighbors who
One trouble seems to be th at too our
some amazingly tall tales of Panama a cordial invitation to the Rockland
were
so
kind
to
us
In
our
hour
of
be
City Band.
and Canal Zone doings. In the Garden Club to attend its annual many people are above the law and reavement; also for the many floral
crow
Allspice
flower show tomorrow at the Parish not above lawlessness.—Stockton In  offerings.
The hollyhocks on the premises of course of the fun he interpolated House of the First Church, from 3 dependent.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis E. Small and
family.
»
Mrs. Charles S. Coughlin, Rankin much vitally interesting information to 9 p. m. The show promises to
street, attract everybody's attention, of Uncle Sam's splendid organization eclipse that of last year when the
Sifter Top
especially the one which is 11 feet and operation of this one government club was then one year old. The
department th at is self supporting
tall in its stocking feet.
Cans
judges
include
Mrs.
Frederick
R.
Two new members were received, Dr.
L aboratory Tested—Super-Strength
C. B. Popplestone and Francis Orne. Kellogg of Morristown, N. J., presi
It’s a pretty good sign th a t fall’s
dent of the National State Garden
in the offing when you see the deal
In answer to the request o'f the Clubs Federation, who is a t her sum
ers marking straw hats down to $1. Chamber of Commerce several hun mer home in Islesboro and Murray
HO NO LULU LADY
Which calls to mind that they are dred people were on hand Saturdav Mackintosh, a summer visitor at
already making plans for Union morning to witness the arrival of the Camden; also it is hoped to have
Sliced H a w a iia n
Fair.
first east bound plane of the ne"/ the president of the New York State
Boston-Maine service. It was the Federation. There will be 19 classes
Many in Knox County learned with sharp eyes of Rev. J. Charles Mac entered, with blue and red ribbons
S n a il Size
regret of the death of the well Donald which first discovered the to be presented. A feature will be
Per
known Bath diver, W. Scott Tibbetts. plane in the distance and a few the tea which will be served from 3
Takes
Less
To
Kill
—
Surest,
Quickest
Death
to
Per
Pkg.
His work had brought him often to minutes later the great tri-motored to 6 under the direction of Mrs.
Flies, Mosquitoes, Roaches, Bed Bugs, Ants, Moths
this section, his last task here being plane made a graceful landing after Katherine Q. Hollingshead, to be
Dozen
No. Z C an
the recovery of a body from Chicka.-, circling the field, The ship car served on the lawn if pleasant.
M ost p o p u la r th ro u g h o u t th e w o r ld
waukic Lake.
ried” -•-----a capacity load of 11 passengers, There is no admission fee.
U N D E R W O O D ’S
and Capt. George Snow, the pilot,
O R IG IN A L
Miss Mary Thomas, a recent was given a great hand. After a stop
graduate of Rockland Commercial of five minutes the ship taxied to the
College, is substituting in the office eastern end of the field and was
cf Fuller-Cobb-Davis. Miss Annie away like a huge bird. The crowd
Ask for Gerber’s
Starrett of Warren, also a graduate, dispersed enthusiastic over the new
Strained Carrots,
has a position with the Maine Air service, little dreaming th at the de
1 No. V i Can
C an
parture they had witnessed marked
Transport, Inc.
oa
,
P eas, Spinach,
the end of landings at Rockland, at
Z
No.
M Cans
least
for
the
present.
Stanley Soboleski who has been
Sj.OO
OR
b t b a in e p v b c w a b l b s
T om aloes, Prunes,
taking a two years’ course with the
Bartlett School of Tree Surgery, New
Cans
3 No. H Caas
Vegetable Soup
York and graduated July 20, accom
panied by his wife and F. Dubois, is
visiting his mother. Mrs. Annie Sobo
■
leski, 28 Pine street.
How often do you see people sick
It is the opinion of many old tim
Kind to
or only half well, who seem un
ers that Main street never saw a
M e d iu m Size
able to find permanent relief.
E verything
heavier traffic congestion than that
There are many thousands of
I t Touches
between 4 and 4.15 yesterday after these people who still spend their
It Floats
I t F lo a ts
noon. The stream of cars seemed to time and money treating symp
form an endless chain, with no in toms of illness and never attempt
terruption by street car service.
to remove the real cause.
Organs of the body don’t get sick
Marie Dressier and Polly Moran ip
of themselves. They are all gov
“Politics.” T hat was the cause of erned and directed by the brain
the big crowd in front of Strand
and nervous system. When the
Theatre yesterday afternoon and
normal nerve supply is obstructed
evening. I t is the general opinion
in any manner, then sickness fol
that Rockland never saw a more in*’ lows.
terestlng or more humorous picture.
V O G T 'S
Chiropractic methods seek out
S C O T T IS S U E
and correct th a t obstruction so
Mrs. Alberta Rose. Mrs. Geneva- that Nature can heal the sick bodyHuke and Mrs. Bernice Wolcott just as she heals any accidental
visited the boys’ cafnp at Lake Cob- injury.
If you are discouraged, remem
bossecontee Sunday, and were vic
tims of rather a scary and unpleas ber that thousands have found re
ant incident. During the day it was lief through Chiropractic after all
Camels, Luckies, Chesterfield
suggested that they make a trip on other methods failed—simply be
the lake in a large cabin cruiser cause Chiropractic removes the
which' is kept there for that purpose. cause Let me explain this to you
Accompanied by Mrs. Huke’s son personally and show you the actual
Jack and Herbert Ellingwood they results of Chiropractic in over
embarked on a trip around the 93,000 cases of illness. You, too,
beautiful pond, and were enjoying It can experience these same results.
TH R EE CROW
Phone 1163 for an appointment.
immensely when the cruiser sudden
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
ly grounded and began to fill. Soak
Chiropractor
ing wet the passengers were gotten
9
onto an island by means of the “Scientific Chiropractic Correctly
Applied"
cruiser's tender, and were-latir taken
off by some summer residents. No 30 High Street
Rockland, Me.
body received physical injuries.
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Free!

JOHN BIRD CO.

W E E K OF A U G U S T

Post’s Whole Bran

3rd

N A T IO N W ID E

BROOMS

C h eap est Insect Spray You Can U se

FLYTOX

C ereal S et F R E E

5

GOLD M EDAL

CAKE
FLOUR

V A N C A M P ’S

M IL K

PIN EA PPLE

47

18*

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY SPECIAL SALE

H A L IB U T S T E A K

Are You Sick or Unwell ?
Read This Message

SLICED BACON, lb.

OVEN BAKED BEANS
3 cans 50c

LUX, large; 2 for

lb 2 3 c

15c KETCHUP, large; 2 for

Gerberfc T

Deviled Ham

K

7

IV O R Y SO A P

CLICQUOT CLUB GINGER
ALE— 2 for 25c

3 5 c SHAKER SALT, 2 for

DIAM OND MATCHES, 6 b oxes for
Fresh Chopped
HAMBURG STEAK
15c pound

15'

29c

w

15c

15c

CIGARETTES
2 P ackages,
25c
Carton,
$ 1 .2 5

BAKER’S COCOA, half pound can,
KELLOGG’S CORNFLAKES, 4 for

PERRY’S M ARK ET

15 c
25c

iU L i

□plendid Mall Syrup
SKINLESS FRANKFURTERS

&»

BRILLO

9'

LIM A B E A N S

XI'

Toilet Paper

49

3

Good Luck Jar Rubbers

3

boien

Epsom S a lts, u,

Page Fouf

Rockland C ourier-G azette, Tuesday, A u g u s t

Radio's M o st Soothing Voice?

T H O S E INSECT PE ST S
This Is the Proper T im e To
W age Intensive W arfare
A gainst Xeal M enaces

Collette and Angus
in Little Spat
By LEETE STONE

4, 1931

Every-O ther-D ay
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HY Is It that there seems to
li
■
14
An appeal to the residents of Rock
ae a finality wrapped about a
13
land to take up the cudgels of war
lover's quarrel that occurs amid the
against the fly and other insects, is Ice and snow of bitter winter, that
lb
17
18
made by Dr O. F. Hedenburg. nation is somehow lacking in one that haj»w
sw
ally known authority on insecticides pens during the softness of sum
IO
l i 21
1
19
and director of the Rex Research mer days or nights? Is it the differ
Foundation, in a message to The Cou ence between the birthright of
1h
i3
w
rier-Gazette.
those born In the north country and
n
AW,
Since the severe outbreak of 1912, those born In the southern lati
w
lb
r _
27
Dr. Hedenburg states, the public has tudes? Somehow, It seems as If
w
grown rather lax in keeping down the love itself is more deep and abid
w
36
H
31 33
31
number of insects. The warm, moist ing In those countries where the
weather prevailing in many sections sap flows In the trees for only a
34
also has favored the widespread In scant four months than It Is In the
35
crease of flies, mosquitoes and other warm countries.
pests. He urges the immediate in
46
Be that as It may, Angus Gra
3b
37 38
41 Ml
39
auguration of an intensive local cam ham, the strongest man In Yar
paign not atone for the greater phy mouth, whose bulky shoulders were
43
44
sical comfort this would bring, but nearly three feet from point to
w
also as a precautionary measure point, had quarreled with that slim
\\\\
46 4$
50
45
4b
47
against hordes of insects infesting the wisp of the northland, Collette
w
locality next year.
w
Matntenon. Cp there on the Cana
KSS 53 1
Flies annually kill 75.000 persons in dian shoulder of Maine, a quarrel
52
54
55
51
5b
the United States through infecting on a Saturday night meant a lot i
W
food and spreading deadly disease more than a tiff on the moonlit
hl
I
57
58 59
bo
germs, Dr. Hedenburg estimates.
sands of Miami, for example.
“Too many of us are inclined to
It happened at the little Satur
1
bl
bi
bM
think of flies in terms of physical day night dance at the trading post
discomfort and inconvenience.” ac thnt Jutted out In a sheltered lee
b5
b7
6b
cording to Dr. Hedenburg. “There are of the Jackman wilderness. Col
probably no other carriers of disease lette. bless her dainty heart, had
that spread so much sickness as flies. I been kind enough to a lean young
They are known to carry the germs of i trapper, trying to enjoy himself
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
NTHONY “TONY" WONS is the “voire" of th e Camel Quarter
at least 30 different diseases. Their I after weeks of fur trapping, to ac
20-Tumult
1-To cause to swerve 57-Rave
Hour, heard over the Columbia Broadcasting System every night
toll of human life almost | cord him several smiles and sev
58-A small metal disk 22-Extend over
5-A small lizard
except Sunday. He is pictured reading his fan mail in search of new yearly
i
equals the total number of American I eral dances.
given as an honor 24- A color
8-Musical Instrument
Ideas.
fatalities during the world war and [
All of which had definitely an
25- Parity
1
61-River in Egypt
12- Penetrate
one-third more than are killed yearly ! gered the possessive Yankee soul
26- Tardicr
; 62-Augmented
13- Portuguese coin
X.JANY radio critics have hailed to the applause of the audience
by automobiles. With three-to six mil- | of Angus Graham.
i
28- Excite
63- Material with a
14- A volcano on
the tootlights.
lion germs on their hairy bodies and
“Shame on you, Angus—to treat
29- Series
^•’ A Anthony “Tony” Wons as the across
corded
surface
the
island
of
Tony has an unusually sooth
spongy feet, they find their way into i me so for being only decently kind
30- Soilor (Colloq.)
64- A choir of eight
Martinique
owner of the most soothing voice ing voice, but it is the way he
houses and to food and contaminate j to a stranger. If you don’t know
32- Before
voices
15- Soon
heard on the ether. Since his ap uses it that counts. He believes
everything
they
touch.
These
germs
•
yet whom It is I love, you'd
33- Sorrowful
i65-Geodesy (abbr.)
16- To construct
pearance on the Camel Quarter that in projecting his personality
have
only
to
find
a
satisfactory
lodgi
better take time off and find out.
, 37-Gltuated
66- An Insect
18-Close by
homes all over the country he
Hour program, broadcast six into
ing
place
or
a
weakened
human
When you learn to be sensible come
38- A metal
67- Serf
19-Comment
must talk in a more conversational
constitution to give rise to m alignant: and see me again—not before!”
nights a week by Columbia, Tony manner than do most announcers.
39- A river in Poland
21-Mlen
VERTICAL
i diseases."
has received thousands of letters He does not think merely of the
Sharp words from Collette as she
49-Organ of hearing
23-Row
from fans, telling him how well | microphone before him. He thinks
With the development of soecial Jumped front the cutter, swerved
j 1-An animal
41- Greek god of love
25- A tube
his deep tones match the soft mel beyond the microphone and of
non-smelling, non-staining chemi swiftly to pat the silken nose of the
2- Hidden
42- Modalation, as of
26- A card game
odies of Jacques Renard's or the audience wh.ose thoughts are
cals, harmless to man and ani- chestnut mare that belonged to An
3- Small particle
the voice
27- Hlgh playing card
chestra and the high tenor notes brought to him by Uncle Sam’s
mals, but fatal to flies and other gus. and went in the house without
4- Member of the
45-Exchange
29-Made a beginning
of Morton Downey.
mail.
insect pests. Dr. Hedenberg thinks it another word.
47-A doctrine
senate
31-lrritates
As a result, when Tony steps up
Perhaps these letter writers do
| inexcusable for anyone to invite i
The following Wednesday night
5- Mistake
49-Grease
34- Consume
not realize it, but they are greatly to the mike, during the Camel
trouble by tolerating Insects. He dis brought no Angus to Collette's. It
E0-Gir!’s name
i 6-To give food to
35- Constellatlon
responsible for Tony’s microphone program, and fairly hugs it as he
counts flv-paper and insect powders had been Ills custom, even In the
51- Haul
j 7-Neuralgla of the
36- A lattice
manner. It is surprising how utters his now famous phrase,
as ineffective and finds the old fash- I worst of snow and cold, to drive
52- Combining form.
face
40-Chosen
many helpful suggestions can be "Are you listenin’?”, the audience
ioned method of swatting the fly un out and spend the evening with her
. 8-To domineer over
Within
43- Fish eggs
gleaned, from fan letters, Tony w m s to realize th a t he is talking
satisfactory in that while it kills the I in mid-week. Nor did he come Sat
9-To the sheltered
53- Paradise
44- Roe (Scot.)
■nd not “a t" them. And
relates. He studies his mail just
fly, the germs carried by the fly re urday. Then Collette learned from
55- Foreigners
side
46-Brother of Abel
as a stage star listens attenti'
main alive and further capable o f ; a passer-by thnt Angus had left
1
(S. Afr. Dutch)
48-A square measure !10-To act again
. contaminating food and the hum an; Yarmouth, saying nothing to any
56- Head (F r.)z
’11-Saucy
51-Fears
body.
one, with Just a pack basket on his
TIGHTEST AND LONGEST
i 59-Epoch
16-Piece out
64-Wife of Tristan
“ FIREPROOF" BUILDINGS
“Since flies breed on filth, even a j back.
60-Skilful
(Medieval Legend) ,17-Same as Taic
Then Collette was very sad. She
Skirts of Winter Evening Gowns Fit slnele fly is a source of danger." he i
NOT PROOF AGAINST FIRE
states. “Research has shown that the i regretted her sharp good-by to An
Like a Glove Savs Paris Writer
Solution to Previous Puzzle
chance of catching the last fly In a gus, for she loved this great-shoul
THE BUILDING OUTLOOK
A Paris despatch to the Associated room with sticky and poisonous fly- ; dered woodsman very dearly and
papers, powders or swatters is very had dreamed of a home with him ;
Expert Says Damage to Those Un- Press says:
small. Most effective for destroying of children to love and scold—of June Contracts In Maine Consider
der Construction Often More
The tightest and longest silhouette flies is an insecticide distributed with all the dear things that good wom
ably Larger T han They Were a
Than First Cost.
Paris has produced since the World a hand sprayer directing the spray en dream of when they find the
Year Ago.
toward the edge where walls and ceil man that Is meant for them.
New York.—The trouble with War, sweeping in an almost un-1 ing meet. This disturbs the flies into
“Silly child!” Her mother spoke
Maine and Vermont reported
fireproof buildings Is that they are broken line from shoulder to hem, activity and sends them flying one day to her when she found her
not fireproof. The word does not was exhibited In the brilliant salons through the spray. Some droplets crying silently. “Will you never larger June contracts for building
mean to the builder what It does of one of th e foremost Parisian drawn into their breathing pores learn to control your temper. I than were shown for June of 1930, ac
to the layman, who takes It liter couturiers recently.
them rapidly and cause s’pose that's the French of your cording to figures Just released by
The skirts of many evening gowns paralyze
ally.
father In you. And don’t you know the F. W. Dodge Corporation. The
their death.”
The fire hazard of buildings rated for the winter season fitted the fig
you should never try to make a month’s total In Maine was $935,100
as “fireproof’ varies as much as ure like a glove, clinging in a semi
simple hearted boy like Angus Jeal
in comparison with $821,700 in June
80 per cent, says Herbert E. Max- hobbled effect near the ankle and
ous?
son, vice president of the Conti sweeping in train s almost a yard be
“There, there, my baby,” added 1930 were shown in Boston, Lawrence,
nental Insurance company, in an hind the mannequins.
the mother, seeing that her words $560,400 in comparison with $557,200
article in the American Architect.
The new tight silhouette, achieved
only made the hurt worse, “He'll In June, 1930.
“With the introduction of fire- by vertical seamings from shoulder
come back to you when the sap
Of the principal cities in New Eng
resisting construction there devel to hem unbroken by details, predict
runs; he’ll come back, dear; I know land, Boston, Lynn and Lowell pro
oped a more or less false sense of ed a difficult style season for plump
I
t"
duced construction contract award
security,” writes this expert.
figures.
And so throughout the long gains in June over last year.
Many buildings commonly called
The suggestion of the hobbled skirt
northern
winter
Collette
waited,
al
fireproof, he writes, have walls and was evident in several models, one of
Boston’s total for the month was
ways wondering about Angus, al $5,569,200; Lynn’s was $144,500, and
Interior partitions of materials that which was of pale pink crepe with
ways
hoping
against
hope
that
her
will burn. Another fallacy com a skirt tightly shirred to a point six
Lowell's was $90,500.
Image in his heart would remain
mon to the layman is the belief in inches below th e knee where a flar
For the year to date construction
untarnished
wherever
he
roamed,
the strength and dependability of ing flounce broke the line.
gains over the same six months of
and bright enough to bring him 1930 were shown In Boston, Lawrence,
steel under fire. Uncovered steel
Evening gowns of flame velvet,
back one day.
standards, Mr. Maxson says, are blue-purple chiffon, black satin,
Fall River and Lowell.
among the things that lower the blue-green velvet and silver lace all
Apd as for Angus Graham, he
“The outlook for new construction
percentage of fire resistance which followed the close-fitting line to the
had tramped away that December undertakings during the third quar
so-called fireproof buildings have.
morning with snowshoes on his ter may be considered hopeful,” the
Bare steel may cause the fire-re knees, many of them displaying
feet and bitterness In his heart bulletin reads concerning this sec
sweeping
trains.
sisting properties of a building to
Since as a boy of ten and she a girl tion of the country. “Though pres
Several
evening
frocks
suggested
drop 20 to 84, per cent.
of seven, he had taught her the ent conditions point to a decline the
a
bustle
effect
in
flat
puffs
and
loops
The greatest fire hazard to build
lore of the North country—well; loss from the same period of 1930, we
ings built of the so-called fireproof over the hips In back. DCcolletage
he had loved her ever since. And believe will be confined to narrow
was
semi-low
in
front
and
very
low
materials comes during construc
then she gave her smiles and many limits and should not exceed 15 per
tion. It is then that damage may in back—the back sometimes being
of her dances to this lean French cent.”
be done which, because of the state bare to the waistline. Flowers often
trapper whose agile feet were more
of the building, costs several were used as an accent for corsage UJTNCLE DAN’L DICKEY" as his
adept than those of Angus. If only
A RADIO STATION
times what it did originally. The or for the outline of the decolletage.
( J radio admirers picture him. she could see the way his heart
Unusual color schemes were ex This sketch of Arthur Allen, who danced when she touched him,
Riverside church in New York,
while it was being built, suffered hibited, notably mahogany-red and created the role of "Uncle Dan’l” even with a finger tip, she might I t Appears T h at Neighbor Belfast
Again Has the Bee In Its Bonnet
damage from a scaffolding fire to pale blue, purple, and blue-green, in the Soconyland “Snow Village” not be so interested In the French
the extent of 200 to 300 per cent of and pink and brown.
series, shows the popular radio
man’s feet. Ah, well 1 She herself
Eugene Sundmark of the Great
the cost of the parts that suffered.
The most formal evening wrap was actor in his most famous role. It had French blood—blood calling to
"The wise course,” says the full length in velvet, wrapping the is an impressionistic linoleum block blood, it was. And after that acid Atlantic Airways Co. of Boston, with
Anierienn Architect writer, “Is to figure and sweeping the wearer’s print by Lowell L. Balcom, noted little speech as she left the cutter John Walker, formerly located in
keep insurance figures at the maxi heels, and richly furred. Sapphire- New York artist, and shows the that night—who cared?
Belfast with the Radio Corporation
mum as construction work pro blue, garnet-red, bottle-green and grizzled old New Englander as
Thus It was th at Angus, with of America, was In th a t city Monday
ceeds, giving some consideration to black velvet wraps, collared with sil many radio listeners have come to
replacement costs as well as actual ver fox, sable or ermine, were o ut know him—a hard bargainer, a lov several hundred dollars of his In connection with a proposal of the
brawn-bought savings bent his
costs to date."
standing models.
Several three- able character who argues with steps toward a great city In the first named company to open a radio
quarter length evening wraps also “Aunt H attie”, his wife, and “Mar dead of winter. But there Is no station and airway there.
were displayed.
The Atlantic Airways is seeking
gie", his ward, but usually ends up winter, as North folk know It, In
Spotted Fever Invades
by yielding to their wishes. His the great cities, A new experience to take over th e Congress street
London, A larm s Arm y
There is again a rumor that fem determination never to be bested for Angus, There he found work, plant of the R. C. A., now idle, and
London.—Cerebrospinal meningi inine gowns may be fastened behind in a trade with “Old Neville”, his pleasure of a sort. Angus and the by working In cooperation with the N O T A SPO O N O R A K N IF E
tis, or spotted fever, hitherto be once more. A good light job we “Snow Village" rival, is well known boys went to dances, played pool R. C. A., establish a radio station
lieved waning In England, invaded should think, would be hooking up to those who hear them fight it out and billiards, and In the process for communication with points in
Billy says he has n o t a spoon
Angus learned a little about women. Northern Europe.’ When the station or a knife to eat his dinner with,
the London military area recently the back of a woman's evening dress j in the weekly playlets.*
He learned that when they love was in operation a t Belfast the line and he is powerfully hungry, too.
and claimed a guardsman from the nowadays—Boston Herald.
a man dearly, they sometimes treas of communication was straight across If you take your pencil and join
Grenadier Guards. He was placed
ure It In the hidden places of their the Atlantic to Central Europe, but
in a hospital and strict precau
all the numbered dots together,
By
tions were taken at military bar
heart, that they smile and smile If the proposed station
goes
Jane Rogers
racks.
and dance and dance, with men through the message route would be starting with dot num ber one and
Army officials have been fighting
that mean nothing to them, and, via Greenland and Iceland to North ending with dot num ber twenty,
to prevent the spread of the fever
you will sec what Billy eats with.
most important of all, Angus found ern Europe.
since the first outbreaks were re
no girl who looked at him, some
The details of the proposed air
ported early this month.
The
times when he glanced up quickly, plane landing field could not be
fighting forces were hard hit. There
with dreams in her eyes.
learned but it is understood both proj
have been 24 cases and nine deaths
And that is the whole story of ects if developed will require a con
M IC K 1E S A Y S —
in the army, 12 cases and six
why Angus Graham made his way siderable sum of money. The Great
deaths in the navy, of which sev
back to Yarmouth In the North Atlantic Airways has already' ex
eral were fatal.
country just as the sap began to pended a considerable sum in inves
WMEd WE ARE GREETED IU TW'
Civilian cases In England and
rise In March. T hat Is why he tigating the project here.—Belfast
MORUIUS BVA LOTTA LETTERS
Wales are estimated unofficially at
waited for the first light of the full Journal.
WITH CHECKS PER REMEWIUG
300. Almost half of them have
moon before he took his best horse
SUBSfiR-'PTlOUS, TH' BOSS
proved fatal.
nnd sulky out to see Collette, It
WEARS A SMILE FROM EAR
AT LAKEWOOD THEATRE
was a strange meeting. Collette,
TO EAR, WHILE THE OFFICE
answering the ra’p on the door she
Cream for Butter
(R?R£E BUSTS o u r lUTO SOL'S,
"As Husbands Go" this week's a t
had grown to know of old. said:
The amount of cream required
AMD EV'RVTHIUG IS HOTSV
traction,
deals
with
the
romantic
ad
“Hello,
Angus!
I
saw
a
mother
to produce a pound of butter does
TOTSVALL OAT LOWGl
ventures
of
two
wealthy
women
from
robin
fly
off
her
nest
today!"
not depend on the breed of cow, hut
“Betcha
I
know
the
tree—It’s
Iowa. Emmie Sykes, a widow, and
on the richness of the cream. Two
th at old apple down in your hack Lucille Lingard, who Is married to
quarts of cream containing 20 per
pasture.
C’mon,
Collette;
let's
go
a comfortable, easy-going husband.
cent butterfat will make a pound
walkin' In the moonlight—'tisn’t While in Paris both fall in love,
of butter, and one and a half quarts
cold
1
”
Emmie with a middle-aged French
of cream containing 30 per cent
((c) by M c C lu re N e w s p a p e r S y n d ic a te .)
man and Lucile with a handsome
butterfat will produce a pound of
( W N I J S e r v ic e .)
Englishman. Lucile promises the
!butter.
Briton to return home and persuade
T ru e Zeal
her husband to secure a divorce.
Denotes M ix e d B lood
The only true zeal Is that which When
she arrives in her Iowa home
The names “quadroon” and
Is guided by a good light In the she finds
more difficult than she
luarteroon” are used to refer to
head nnd that which consists of Imagines asit her
is genuinely
person of mixed blood, usually
good and innocent affections in the in love with her. husband
Meanwhile the two
) revive the hot and dusty and rocking chair athletes alike.
le who Is one-quarter negro and
h e a rt—Sprat
foreigners follow them and the
Frosty Mint
tennis players and weary golf
ree-quarters white—that is, one
Frenchman renews his protestations
Crush one bunch fresh m in t
' whose grandparents was white
ers, not to mention the porch
of affection for the fluttering Emmie
Combine Juice with the juice of five
id the other negro, and one of
brigade who ju st sit and try to lemons. Add one-half cup water,
who tries to assist Lucile and only
hose immediate parents was white
makes matters worse. The husband
keep cool, there is nothing like a boiling hot, and one and a half cups
O il Burners for Ranges
id the other mulatto.
Invites the English visitor on a fish
AND HEATERS
well prepared iced beverage. Its sugar. Let stand one-half hour.
ing trip and w hat develops forms
HIGH GRADE HEATING OILS
frosty coolness will quickly drive Just before serving add three bottles
■ A h e ad o f Schedule
the plot of a consistently written, in
We Service All Kinds of Burners
away thoughts of the oppressive of ginger ale. Serve In the new,
telligent and thoughtful play. “As
Not that we are a lowbrow, but
G. A. LAWRENCE
heat, while generous sweetening squat glasses, with an ice cube, a
we do wish folks would get back
Rockland Husbands" Oo” has been called one
with sugar will provide renewed maraschino cherry and a slice of Phones 260 or 974-J.
of the best plays of this or any oth
to eating dinner at noon.—Osborn
tA Ptef
63-tf
energy for the fagged out players lemon In each glass.
er season.
Enterprise.
. ____ ,
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i

J
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Summer Swallows

T

BABY CAUSE OF
OFFICIAL JAM
R igid Law s of Immigra
tion Force M other and
Child to Separate.

V IN A L H A V E N A N D
ROCKLAND
ST E A M B O A T CO.
BOATS
Between
ROCKLAND
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington,
Swan's Island
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
JULY 1
Subject to Change Without Notice
Eastern Standard Time
DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTED

St. Albans, Vt.—The life story of
Dorothy Cohen, eight months’ old
baby girl, is told in many thousands
Vinalhaven line
of typewritten words contained in
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex
two thick files of letters which are cept Sunday a t 7 00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M.
marked "closed” in the general of Arriving a t Rockland at 8 20 A. M. and
20 P. M. Returning leaves Rockland at
fices of the Central Vermont rail 29.30
A M and 330 P M direct for Vinal
way nnd United States immigration haven. arriving at 10.50 A. M. and 4.50
P M.
service here.
Dorothy, a cute, blue-eyed tot, STONINGTON & SWAN’S ISLAND
was born In New York eight
LINE
months ago. Her mother, a Cn-, Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally ex
cept
Sundays
at
6.00 A M„ Stonington
nadian, was ordered deported Io
North Haven 7.50; due at Rockland
Canada shortly after the child's 6.55.
about 9 00 A M. Returning, leaves Rockbirth. Infmigration officials in New I land at 2.00 P. M ; North Haven 3.00,
York placed the mother and child Stonington a t 4.00; due to arrive at
aboard the “Montrealer,” but nt the Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
border, Canadian Immigration of
80-tf
ficials refused to allow the Amer
ican-born infant to enter Canada,
ruling that she would likely become
a public charge.
Puzzles Officials.
Mother and child were returned
to St. Albans and while railway and
Immigration officials made strenu
ous efforts to solve the case, nei
DYER
TIBBETTS
ther group of officials wished to
For
For
separate the baby from her mother
if it could be avoided.
SA LES
SERVICE
However, Umie aui's Immigra
tion laws are rigid, and an allFred C. Dyer Pearl Tibbetts
powerful immigration board had de
TEL. 1219
ROCKLAND
cided the mother could not remnln
in the United tates and an equally
40 PARK STREET
powerful Canadian Immigration
44tf
commission decided the Americanborn infant could not enter the Do
minion. With the decisions, the
Central Vermont was called upon
to transport the mother to Mont
real, leaving the child in St. Al
bans In custody of railway and Im
migration authorities.
Appeal was made to the St. Al
bans board of charities, and this
Sea V iew Garage, Inc.
hoard decided It had no authority
in the case, ns Dorothy was bom in 689 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1250
New York. The appeal was carried
ROCKLAND
to the Vermont state charities
board, which ruled that the state
of Vermont was in no way respon
sible for Dorothy. The case was
then referred to United States
government legal authorities, who
G ilchrest
officially said Uncle Sam was not
M
onum
ental W orks
responsible for Dorothy’s care. A
Main Street
final appeal was carried to the New
Thomaston, Maine
York state charities officials, which
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
resulted in a ruling by that body
Telephone Connection
to the effect that the Empire state
was not responsible for the baby's
care but that the New York hoard
felt the community and state In
which the child was abandoned
should be held responsible.
Find Home for Babe.
Faced with the scores of pages
of official rulings, Immigration
authorities here enlisted the active
co-operation of a prominent Bur
lington resident, a member of the
national Jewish Immigration com
We believe "a satisfied cus
mittee, who arranged for a confer
tomer Is the best advertise
ence of United States immigration,
ment,” and on that principle,
New York public welfare. New
our business Is increasing.
York city public charities and Jew
We shall be very glad to ad
ish board of guardians’ officials,
vise you on the selection of a
with the result that Dorothy has
suitable Memorial for your
been given a home In an institution
Cemetery plot.
of the Jewish hoard of giinrdlnns.
All through the proceedings, tiny
Dorothy remained her smiling, coo
W m . E . D ornan & Son
ing self, taking little or no inter
est in ttie negotiations that stirred
Inc.
officials of two countries and two
states. Neither was she a bit ex
EAST UNION, ME.
cited when the Rurllngton woman
117T-tf
boarded the “Washingtonian” a few
nights ago to take her to her fu
ture home In the great city where
she was born.
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
D evil’s Island in U. S.
when

PLYM OUTH
and D E S O T O

9

ff

every grave

M e m o r ia ls

Is A sked for Criminals

M ETHYL BALM

Buffalp, N. Y.—Dr. Amos Os
will bring almost Instant relief!
borne Squire, chief physician at
Ossining for 30 years, made the
A scientifically compounded ex
suggestion that a Devil’s Island
ternal application that should bs
prison be constructed in the
in svsry horns. Sold only at
depths of the Adlrondncks to re
place the death chair at Sing Sing.
Johnston’s Drug Store
The statement was made before
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
the Greater Advertising club in the ' Sent Post Paid on receipt of pries
LaFayette hotel. Doctor Squire l
71 cents
snld that feor of the chair did not
t lt f
halt criminals.
“In all my years at Sing Sing I
don't recall ever having to carry a
man to the chair. Men are not
nfrald to die,” he declared. “Elec
trocution, I fear, has not proved the
deterrent to murder Its advocates
hoped It would.
“Take away visiting privileges,
Sell Your Broilers and Fowl While
writing provileges. Lock them up
the Market is High
in Hn isolated place In the Adiron
dack!!. Make them work and sup
Call or write
port their dependents in the out
side world. And keep them there
COHEN BROS.
until they die. That’s the answer.”
WARREN, TEL. 2-3
And a Truck Will Call
Excitem ent O ver Royal
60-tf

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

Flush Causes Illness
White Plains, N. Y.—David Cor
nell Is now a firm believer in the
saying that what you win in a
poker gnme you lose sooner or luter.
He held a royal flush recently and
won 37 cents in a friendly poker
game. The excitement of holding
the rare hand caused an illness, II j
w#s put to bed and a doctor called.
That gentleman charged him $10.
Cornell was loser $0.63.
D u c k Lives 13 Y ears

Mt. Carmel, Pa.—A duck that
reached the age of thirteen years
lived at Mowery, near here.

+ Every 10 M inutes
*
|
Sees a M other Die £
♦
London.—Every minute nnd
5 a half in England a baby Is
q. born, and every ten miuutes
♦ a mother pays the penalty,
J slated Mrs. Stanley Baldwin
X at n meeting in Kensington
▼ in aid of the extension of
| maternity service.

{
«,
♦
T

X
J

$
♦

SIM ON K. H A R T
MONUMENTS
I 53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
30Ttf
I-------------------------------------------------

U JX W A L SE M IC I
► EMBALMING^
MOTOR AMBUIANCI
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450 781-1

B U R P E E ’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
Cooperative marketing of wheat
has been a great success except for
the fact th a t the farmers wouldn't
cooperate and there hasn't been any
market.—Judge.

D R . E. L. SCARLOTT
O steopathic Physician

Says Amelia Earhart: “Women.
who might make good mechanics are L 35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
PHONE 136
shunted into cooking.” From nuts to I
soup, as It were.—Palm Beach Post,

Every-Other-Day

R ockland C ourier-O azette, Tuesday, A ugust 4, 1931

A m e r i c a ' s F in e s t
G o ld e n G in g e r A le
Serve th is Rich . . . .
M ellow. . . . Gloriously
Golden G in g e r A le to
your guests . . . . and
family.
I t sparkles w ith th e spirit o f
hospitality and good cheer.
N o finer beverage can possibly
be served than

S(IIimpson
S
pring
^ / ^ J ^ Z g in g e r ale
____________ ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO., Distributors for Rockland

O W L ’S H E A D

fr e e -wheeling/p
speaking
l y c f o n h& tofe,
F&udebqker
Free WieelinQ rwes
me Mwit to Qo F scss
and do things

otoring

was al
m ost becom ing com
monplace.

M

Some m en w ere saying:
" I d o n ’t c a r e a n y th in g
about autom obiling; I buy
a car for t r a n s p o r t a t i o n ! "
T hen S tu d eb a k er gave
us Free W heeling and put
the thrill b ac k in to m otor
ing (and a 15% "to 20%
saving in oil a n d gas). Now
adults get th e sam e joy out
of driving a c a r th a t chil
dren get o u t of toboggan
ing, skating o r chuting the
chutes.
M otoring is again an
OUTDOOR SPO R T .

The church fair is to be held at
the Community Building Aug. 19.
Committees in charge: Decorations.
Mrs. H attie Merriam, Edna Ross and
Helen Ross; cooked food, Mrs. Flora
Speed, Miss Susie Post; aprons, Mrs.
Flora Dolliver, Mrs. Molly Johnson;
fancy work. Mrs. Nettie Bain; flow
ers, Mrs. Hattie Merriam and daugh
ters; ice cream, Mrs. Ruth Buckmin
ster and Marjory Philbrook; fish pond,
Mrs. Bertha Borgerson and daughter
Beryl; candy, Mrs. Evelyn Ross and
Mrs. Lillian Lindsey; punch, Mrs.
Mattie Maddocks. Mrs. Edith Young,
Mrs. Annie Farrell.
Misses Myra and Winifred Fitch of
Worcester, Mass., are spending August
at Spruce Ledge cottage, Owl’s Head.
Prof, and Mrs. Carpenter and
daughter of Princeton, N. J., are at
the McBeath cottage for the month of
August.
H. A. Yates of G arden City, Long
Island, N. Y., has joined his family
at their cottage for a few weeks.
Mrs. Florence Ayer and friend of
Texas are visiting friends in town.
Miss Helen Blackwood of Philadel[ phia is in town for a short stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Speed with
j friends are at the Drones Den.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Larson of WolI laston, Mass., who have been visiting
at Oscar Johnston's, have returned to
their home.
John Speed of New York is visiting
his brother Lincoln Speed and sister
Mrs. Mattie Maddocks.
Mrs. Ethel Farrow of Boston has
arrived to spend a few weeks with
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Tolman.
Dr. Gilchrist and sisters of Upper
arrived Sunday, joining his family
here.
Dr. Gilchrist and sisters of Upper
Montclair, N. J„ are staying at the
Merriam cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Maddocks are
in Boston for a short time.

ST. G E O R G E

Several from this place attended
the ball game, at Togus Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Tower and chil
dren Janet and Ramona were recent
guests of Mrs. Ella Robinson.
Mrs. Roy Clark and sons Waldo and
Warren of Waltham, Mass., who have
This $845 S tudebaker, been visiting Miss Edith Watts, went
by the w ay, is th e lowest to T enant's Harbor Friday where they
pricedSix w ith F ree Wheel will be guests of Mrs. Clark’s mother
ing as sta n d a rd equipm ent for the remainder of the summer.
Mrs. Nettie Drown and son Hollis
—engineered from tip to called on friends in town Sunday.
tail to give y o u th e fullest
A group of swimmers enjoyed a
benefits of F re e Wheeling moonlight swim a t W atts’ Cove
Thursday evening. In the party were
in its finest form .
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Tower and daugh
ters Janet and Ramona, Leola Mae
Robinson and Waldo Clark.
Mrs. W. S. Robinson and daughter
Leola were recent guests of Mrs. Rob
o rig in ated bg
inson's sister Mrs. Leach in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Kinney motored
Sunday to Portland with Alex Hath
orne and visited Capt. and Mrs. F. O.
Hilt a t Portland Head Light.
Alton Brown is enjoying a vacation
from his duties at B urnt Island Coast
Guard Station.
No services will be held in the First
Baptist Church until the first Sun
day in September. Rev F. W. Barton
a t th e f a c t o r y
enters upon his vacation Aug. 7.
The Ladies' Aid will meet for their
regular meeting and supper Thurs
day a t 5 o'clock. They have recently
Tel. 7 0 0
had the cement walk extended around
Park & Union Sts. Rockland the side of'the church and the front
lawn graded, which improves appear
ances very much. Harold Hupper did
the work.
Rev. Mr. Leach and daughter of
LIVE PO U L TR Y — EGGS Hackensack. N. J., were in attend
Also Dressed Poultry our specialty for ance upon the service Sunday at the
over twenty years. Shipments so First Baptist Church.
licited, highest m arket prices, prompt
Rev. Milton Kerr of Martinsville
returns, financial responsibility as
and Port Clyde exchanged pulpits
sured. Satisfaction of our shippers
is shown by the fact th a t we re
Sunday evening with Rev. F. W.
ceived over 400 coops in one day.
Barton.
Send for testimonials, quotations and
Several of the Girl Scouts will leave
tags.
this week for the Scout camp, in
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
4 Faneuil Hall Market Boston, Mass charge of Mrs. Harold Hupper.
72-tf
Fred Robinson is building a garage.
The Dudley Carollers will be a t the
Port Clyde Baptist Church today and
Wednesday at 7.30 p. m.
All are
invited. Admission free.
The Ladies’ Circle of Martinsville
and Glenmere Baptist Church will
hold their annual fair a t the Grange
hall, Wednesday Aus. 12, afternoon
and evening. A good program is be
ing arranged.
Now th a t y o u can buy a
Free W heeling Studebaker
for $845, i t ’s perfectly sil
to buy a c a r w ith o u t it—
aren ’t I rig h t?

fr e e -wheeling

Studebaker

s8 4 5

R ockland G arage Co.

PO RT CLYDF

It m ay be a sm all run or
a half a m illion im pressions
. . . leaflets, folders, broch
ures, catalogues, blotters,
letterheads, handbills or
w l)at have you ? . . . W hat
ever the job
— W e Do It R ig h t I

The Courier - Gazette

FANATICS STIR
UP PHILIPPINES
Leader* T ak e A dvantage
o f Zeal and Superstition
o f R eligiou s Sect
Manila, P. L—The recent battle
In the island of Luzon, Philippines,
between several hundred religious
fanatics known as Calorums and an
armed force of the Philippine con
stabulary caused little surprise to
persons familiar with conditions in
the archipelago. The Calorums, who
derive their name from the Latin
words “saecula saeculorum,” with
which many prayers conclude, have
been active throughout the islands
for many years under the leader
ship of self-styled “papas” or popes,
who find it easy to take advantage
of their zeal and superstition.
In the troublesome islands of
Samar and Leyte, southeast of Lu
zon, the Calorums are generally
called "Pulijanee” (pronounced
“pul thanes"), and in other localities
they may, from time to time, as
sume other designations. But,
whatever their name, they believe
they are true Christians, and their
faith is so strong that they think
themselves immune to the bullets of
their enemies.
Forty-Three Distinct Tribes.
To deal with them Is often diffi
cult, partly because of geographical
reasons. Adequate policing Is al
most Impossible In an archipelago
of more than 7,000 Islands, some
of which are almost as large as
New York state and others mere
barren rocks jutting out of the sea.
Large areas are jungle and moun
tainous—almost Inaccessible to a
punitive expedition and always
fraught with the danger of ambush.
Forty-three distinct tribes, speaking
nearly one hundred dialects, Inhab
it the group; they range In impor
tance from the Visayans, number
ing about 4,000,000 down to the
pigmies, Negritos, and others, dwell
ing either In the swamps or high
up In the mountains.
American administrators have en
countered trouble from various of
these groups in many of the islands.
In the Island of Leyte of the PulaJane branch of the Calorums once
kept nearly a brigade of United
States troops constantly on the
march for ten months. These fanat
ics were not necessarily at war
with American soldiers or with the
native police. Armed with bolos and
spears, they would swoop down on
a defenseless barrio, plunder and
murder, and then take to the track
less mountains.
Aliva and Fighting.
The Calorums’ belief In Immunity
to bodily danger was well Illustrat
ed during that campaign. The
priests gave them certain charms
called antlng-antings. These were
asually cut out of white paper In
strange shapes and marked with
crescents, swastikas, or other de
signs. In battle one anting-anting
was worn over the heart and an
other pasted over the forehead. Pulajanes wounded and taken prison
er were shown the bodies of their
dead comrades, but even such evi
dence was Insufficient to shake their
faith In the word of Papa Faust ino,
their “popa.”
“My brothers are dead in Leyte,"
said one prisoner, “but alive nnd
fighting In Samar.”
Perhaps the most famous of all
the Calorum activities was that
which had Its headquarters at Surlgao about five years ago. Priests
who appeared in the barrios there
preached that a great war would be
gin at Surlgao, sweep over the Is
lands, and then over the whole
world. Furious fighters were com
ing to Surlgao from all over the
Islands, the priests said, and every
government official, regardless of
race, was to be slaughtered. After
this massacre the Immortal Jose
Rlzal—the George Washington and
Simon Bolivar of the Philippines,
who was executed by the Spaniards
before America took over the is
lands—would rise from the dead
and make his headquarters on a
small Island off the coast of Surigno. From there a Itlzul ark would
take the victors to the largp Island
of Cebu, where they would dwell
forever without molestation while
a plague would depopulate the rest
of the world.
The "Difficult" Tribesmen.
The natives believed the proph
ecy. They slaved and saved and sold
and turned all the profits into the
coffers of the priests and leaders.
When authorities sent an armed
force to break up the scheme severe
fighting followed and a number of
lives were lost.
The general belief that the Moros,
the Mohammedans of the southern
Islands of the Philippine group, are
the most difficult tribesmen to deal
with Is not entirely warranted.
True, they are hardier warriors,
more courageous and Intelligent
than the other so-called “wild
tribes.” But the Moros are becom
ing educated, while It Is next to Im
possible to go Into the Jungles and
mountains and carry civilizing in
fluences among the more remote
tribes.
Much of the bad name associated
with the Moros is due to their cus
tom known as "Juramentado.” A
Moro gone “juramentado" Is a Moro
who has sworn to die killing male
Christians and sending their souls
to hell. Christian women are In no
danger, because In the Moro faith a
woman has no soul.
Head Hunting Negligible.
The story Is still told In Moruland
that in the early days of American
occupation, when "juramentados”
were running amuck all too frequently, an American gunboat did
a little “juramentado” of Its own
by shelling several offending vil
lages. When the sultan or heads
man complained, he was told that
there was no way to prevent a boat
going “Juramentado” any more than
the tribal authorities could prevent
some of their own people from do
ing it. The quick thinking Moro

Mr. and Mrs. Roach and friends
of Boston are spending the week at
the "Fo'castle.”
The Baptist circle held a very suc
cessful sale last Wednesday at the )
library.
The Radio Carollers were at the
Baptist Church Tuesday and Wed
nesday evening.
Rev. F. W. Barton of Tenant’s Har
bor preached in the B aptist Church
Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis of
Rockland spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Forrest Davis.
Mrs. David Mason, Mrs. Harold
King of Brookline, Mass., and Miss wick, N. J., have been guests of Hebert
Marie Weeks of Boston and Miss Ruth Stimpson.
Stanton of Stonington, Conn., are
Capt. and Mrs. F. B. Balano have
guests a t the Village Inn.
returned to their home at Staten
Miss Phyllis Simmons who is at Island, N. Y., after spending a few
tending summer school at Gorham weeks with Mrs. Caroline Balano.
spent Sunday with her parents, Mr.
Henry Bliss, Vernon Bliss and Dow
and Mrs. Frank Simmons.
Gibson of Seekonk, Mass., have been
Mr. and Mrs. Rastoll of New Bruns- guests at the New Ocean House.

has a sense of humpr, and the les
son was not lost
Among the wild tribes, perhaps
the most overrated for fierceness
are the so-called head hunters. It
Is doubtful whether there have
been twenty heads actually hunted
In the Islands In the last 20 years.
The tribes who used to take delight
In head hunting—Igorotes, Ifugaos,
Bontoks, and Tingians—cause com
paratively little trouble. In the
mountains of Luzon, where the sum
mer capital, Baguio, is situated, the
Igorotes are the predominant tribe
and make excellent servants.
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Mrs. Sadie Lennox and daughter
Grace of Dorchester, Mass., are
guests of her daughters Mrs. Edward
Greenleaf and Mrs. Lawrence Ames.
Union Church will hold a lawn
party Aug. 14 and the big attraction
will be a parade by the children. Par
ents are requested to have them in
costume to represent historic, story
book characters, or popular adver
tisements, etc. Plans to make this a
most successful affair are being ar
ranged.
Virgil C. Smith, who has been
spending his vacation with his par- I
Missouri School Ha*
ents Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Smith I
Friday for Woodland. Enroute 1
Classes in H om e L ife left
he will visit his brother Neil Smith
Kansas City, Mo.—Dissenters to in Woodfords.
the theory thnt American home life
Mora Whitney of Cambridge, j
is rapidly disappearing will find ma Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Carrie
terial for debate In the sixth grade Dickenson.
classrooms of the Kansas City pub
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Spilburg, I
lic schools.
Wally Spilburg. Arthur Spilburg and j
Miss Anna E. Hussey, director of Miss Janet Bathgate of Cleveland, j
homemaking, operates her classes O,, are guests of Rev. and Mrs. W. J. j
on the principle that the thirteen- Hutchinson a t their cottage, El-Will- 1
year-old girls have a share In the El.
home and family life. The more
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Smith and Mrs.
they put Into it the greater happi
ness they derive, aside from the Charles Schofield of Rockland were
benefits to other members of the weekend guests of Mrs. A. U. Patter
son.
family. Miss Hussey holds.
Miss Sara Bunker and mother
In her home economics classes
she teaches courtesy, how best to Mrs. Nelson Bunker and Miss Beulah
spend spare time, how to lighten Gilchrist returned Friday from an
mother’s work, how to entertain the auto trip to the White Mountains.
William Abbott of Portland was a
younger children, and how to pre
recent guest of J. S. Black. Mr.
pare foods.
The courtesy classes have aroused Abbott, a former resident of this
D odge presents a new five-passenger
an hour or more. They get away like a
the most enthusiasm, Miss Hussey town was a t one time foreman of the
said. With an eye to debutante granite works at Wharff's quarry.
Coupe
on
the
Dodge
Eight
chassis
.
.
.
flash with their Positive, Easy-Shift
days, the girls are eager to know
Mrs. Gladys Richards and son
what to do when receiving and en Morgan and her mother Mrs. Parry
by a wide margin the roomiest, most
transmission. Windshields fold fiat. Up
tertaining friends.
of Utica, N. Y., are occupying the
comfortable, luxurious and distinguished
holstery is hand-huffed leather. Every
The project method was brought Bridgeside cottage.
Into play, and various social situa
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McFarland,
coupe
at
or
near
its
price.
detail
is trimly smart.
tions were unreeled In approved daughters Ora and Jane, and son
form. Young daughter Is hostess of Howard, Mr. and Mrs. Robert HueBody lines have a long, low sweep. The
Like the other Dodge Six and Eight
the occasion, and she uses all the lin and daughter Jean, and Mr. and
rear seat is generously roomy for three.
models, these new cars are de luxe cars
little tricks that contribute to the Mrs. James Davol of Boston, who
word “charming.”
Front seats have easy-chair softness and
were in town two weeks have re
in every sense of the word—splendid,
turned home.
comfort.
The
driver’s
seat
is
adjustable.
modern examples of traditional Dodge
18 Foot Shark Caught
Mr. and Mrs. John Rule and son,
Mr. Rogers of Malden, Mass., ar
Upholstery is rich mohair or finely woven
Dependability. See them and drive them.
in Net, Fights to End and
rived Sunday and are a t Mrs. James
Boston.—An 18 foot shark, weigh Dickenson's home. Lane’s Island.
Bedford cord.
D odge Six . . . . . . $815 to $850
ing close to a ton, that was strong
Louise Morton and Lucille Morton
Dodge also presents two dashing new
enough to bring an 80 foot fishing are spending two weeks in Camden.
Dodge Eig ht . . . $1095 to $1135
boat up short despite the fact that
Mrs. Oscar Saterdale and son Al
roadsters
—a
Six
and
an
E
ig
h
t
Both
F ive w ir e w h eelt, no ex tra coit. Shatterproof g la it,
her powerful engines were operat fred of Norwood, Mass., have been
ilig h t addition al n et. D ependable Free li'heeling optional
ing at half speed, was landed at recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles I
alive with the spirit of youth and vigorous
a t only $ 2 0 addition al. Prieei f . t. b. Detroit. Special
the fish pier today by the dragger Chilles.
action . . . easily capable of seventy miles
equipment e x tra . C onvenient term i.
Natalie II, whose crew captured
Mr. and Mrs. Alston Salisbury of ,
and killed the big fish 25 miles
DODGE TRUCKS
northeast of Thatcher’s Island re Melrose Highlands. Mass., Mr. and 1
E V K K Y T Y HK - S T A N D A R D A N D H E A V Y D U T Y ( 1 ‘A - T O N S T A N D A R D C H A S S IS $595)
Mrs. Elmer Asthford and daughter
cently.
Catherine
of
Detroit,
Mich.,
arrived
When the Natalie was suddenly
Jerked to a stop on the fishing at the Breakers Saturday.
Leola Nichols and niece Stella
grounds with her big ground fish
net trailing under water, Capt, Young of Rockland are visiting Mr.
Tony Linquata and his crew fig and Mrs. Joseph Nichols.
Miss Grace Knocke, who has been
ured the net might have fouled a
ledge or sunken wreck, so they a guest of Mrs. Roland Blaisdell at
hauled It in and discovered the Ledge Lodge, Old Harbor, went to
Brooklyn, N. Y„ Thursday.
huge shark in the strands.
The net was landed on the boat
Mrs. Margaret Roscoe of Worcesby the powerful winches and the ter is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Al- ' ---------------------------- -crew slipped and slithered around fred Raymond.
I,
the deck for half an hour sinking
afternoon and evening at Penobscot
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Arey and yn P yer’ Leslie Dyer, Burton Dyer,
RO CK PORT
lances Into the 18 footer before It daughter Ruth are visiting Mrs. Vlr8inia White, Raymond Alley,
View Grange hall, Glencove. A fine
succumbed.
Mary L. Arey.
1Norman Johnson, Norma McDonald,
W. A. Luce of Boston spent the program is being arranged and it Is
Mr. and Mrs. William Bissett of A'bert Ames, Irene Ames, Eva Ami- weekend with his family a t their expected that each chapter In the
county will be represented.
Portland are visiting Mrs. Margaret ro’ Vaughn Balcom, Muriel Baum, summer home here.
B eetle, Farm Pest, Is
Another evidence of the peculiari
Bissett, Mountain street.
Betty Brown, Alice Burgess, Beatrice
Mr. and Mrs. Carol Hupper of New ties of nature was seen in a dahlia
Parasite’s Meal Ticket
Alex Lowden and sister Nancy Burgess, Priscilla Chilles, Ellen
Ruth York and Mr- and Mrs. Philip Hup- blossom from the garden of Mrs.
Washington.—All human effort to Lowden were weekend guests of Rev. Burgess, Marilyn Carver, Stuart
and daughters of Criehaven were Addie Russ. I t was evidently two
„
, Conway,
, , „
„ . per
stay the aggressive Japanese bee-, and Mrs. P. J. Clifford going from 5 aryer’ Herbert
callers Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. blossoms which had grown together,
tie has foiled, but he Is being there Monday to Tenant’s Harbor. Davis, Betty Dyer, Helen Dyer, Dons Ralph Wilson, West street.
the stem from stock to blossom being
Mrs. Viva Barton and children Bsner' J °se?h Dyer- phillP ° y ermowed down by a parasite, the tlpMr. and Mrs. Jonn Greene who as one with the blossoms grown In
who have been visiting her parents
Hopkins, Murray Hopkins,
pla popilliavora rohwer.
This parasite Is particularly at Bucksport returned last week to Marian Johnson, Billy Littlefield, have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. one mass back to back, forming a
Marion Littlefield, Barbara Mills Ralph Blakeley the past two weeks, large ball.
adapted for use In the natural con her home at Granite Isle.
Many attractive booths will be
trol of the beetle because it is a
The Yacht Wanderer, owned by E. Herbert Peterson, Marion Philbrook, j returned Thursday to their home at
seen at the annual fair of the Metho
specific parasite of this pest in Its J. Conquest, attorney, of Bangor, is Norma Phillips, Edith Pierce, M ont1Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
nativel and, and In this country in Old Harbor for several days.
Roberts, James Roberts, G eraldine. Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews and dist Ladies’ Aid next Wednesday
the tendency is preserved.
The* Hickev risers'"sm'd ~Mr nnrt Robertson, Floyde Robertson, Matia {Mr- and Mrs- E A- Champney re- afternoon. Hot dogs, candy, ice
Soil temperatures here appear to Mrs James Smith of Dorchester Robinson, Fabian Rosen, Marjorie turned ^Sunday Jro rn ^a three days’ cream, aprons, mysteries and miscel
be favornble for Its normal devel Mass., have arrived in town and are Smith, Leslie Smith, Jean Strachan, motor trip to the White Mountains laneous articles will be on sale, and
indications are that this year’s fair
opment. The adult, waspdike para occupying Windy cottage a t Old Har Everett Tolman, Marion White, and western Maine.
Mrs. John R. Donlan who has been will be the best ever.
site shows a decided preference for
Richard
Williams,
Ruth
Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver,
the flowers of wild carrot as food, bor.
Mrs. Herman Young returned
1JcD?nTalA. Marjorie Mc- visiting
and Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Wellman for
and fortunately this plant is abun home
The Trumbull Players In “My
Saturday
after
visiting
rela,
Do"
ald’
Rlchard
Libby,
Marise
Gray,
dant In the region now Infested with
a few days returned Thursday to Son” a t Rockport Town hall, Satur
tives
at
Deer
Isle
I
Thls
Pr°8ram
was
given
Sundaythe beetle.
93-95
Mr.' and Mrs. Gordon Perry and
a> V"*0? Cburch uV ,pUp“S Waltham. She was accompanied by day, August 8.
Russell Waldron who have been of the school. America, school; sa- Mrs. Wellman and Mrs. Gertrude
Talenbloom who remained her guests
D entist Pulls Own Teeth
visiting Walter Mills of Old Harbor ute 10 tbe Flag’ by the school, until Sunday when they returned to
N O R T H H A V EN
Saturday to Worcester, Prayer and response; hymn, an- Rockport. Other recent guests of
and Then Fits Bridge returned
Mass
nouncements and offering; 23rd
Mrs. Alice It. Frost
,
j Psalm; Musicians of Bremen; play, Mr. and Mrs. Carver were Mr. and
Omaha.—Dr, n. E. Newton, Oma
.
“Good Sam aritan;" play, “Broad- Mrs. James Carver of Danvers, Mass.
ha dentist, recently pulled two of
The many friends of Mrs. Alice R.
Mrs.
Marshall
E.
Reed,
son
John
Mrs. Rhoda F. Ames
casting from Mother Goose Land;”
his own front teeth. After the gums
Frost were sorry indeed to learn of
healed Doctor Newton made a
Mrs. Rhoda F. Ames, 72, wife of theme song, “To Knights In Days of Frederick and daughter Dorothy of her death which occurred in Rockland
Roxbury
are
guests
of
Mrs.
Reed's
bridge for the cavities.
Walden Ames, died at her home on Old.”
mother Mrs. Minnie Weed for a last Friday. After coming to North
The doctor, however, didn’t pull Calderwood's Neck, July 30. Besides
Haven several months ago Mrs. Frost
week.
the teeth as an advertising stunt.
a serious heart trouble.
her husband she leaves three
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver and developed
FR IE N D SH IP
The rest of the world probably daughters, Mrs. Lawrence Murch,
Last week she was taken to Knox
daughter Evelyn, Mr. and Mrs. John Hospital
would never have known that the Mrs. George Poole, Mrs. John Hildfor treatment without avail.
doctor did his own dental work If ings, all of this town; also a sister The Baptist Church circle will hold Carver and daughter Joan were Sun Mrs. Frost was born In North Haven,
It hadn’t been for L. C. Chapman, Mrs. Charles Sargo of Stonington, a food sale and fair at the Brick day guests of Charles Carey at March 10, 1861. After the death of
Brunswick.
Insurance man, who held the mir and several grandchildren. Mrs. schoolhouse Aug. 6 at 2 o’clock.
her first husband Capt. James
Miss Doris Ballard was employed Crockett,
ror while the doctor performed the Ames was a woman of fine person
Miss Nellie Rideout of Manitoba
she married Charles Frost,
operation.
ality" a "kind "friend "and" neighbor1visIited Mr?t W H Ra£"
.. at The Studio Shop last week dur whose death occurred several years
ing
the
absence
of
Mrs.
E.
A.
Champ
and will be greatly missed in the HaJ ry “ ason of„ Philadelphia s ney.
ago. Besides her son Ralph Crockett
New York city she leaves a
home and by her many friends. ^ )(;ndln8 his vacation at M artins
Sees Increase in S ize
William Harms arrived from of
grandson Julian and a granddaugh
Services were held Sunday, Rev. P. “ olnt.
Ottawa.
Kan.
Thursday
to
spend
the
Robert
A.
P
ratt
spent
the
weekend
ter and two sisters Mrs. Edward
o f M iddle W est Farms J. Clifford, pastor of Union Church I
hJs parents, Rev and Mrs. Arthur remainder of the summer in town. Emery of Augusta and Mrs. Sidney
Ames, Iowa.—Material Increase officiating. There were "“bwutifui
Mr. Harms Is a student of the Curtis Perkins of East Jaffrey, N. H.
_
... „ „
In the size of Middle Western farms floral offerings, silent tributes of love ,F
Institute of Music and has been
Mrs. Frost was a beautiful charac
Bronxville, N. Y„ heard in several concerts here. His
Is economically Imminent In the and esteem. Interment was made i n ’, K;
ter. She loved North Haven and al
opinion of Dr. A, G, Black, head of Ames' cemetery at Calderwood's ls at h‘S U avisP om cottage.
friends
are
glad
to
welcome
his
re
ways looked forward to her summers
agricultural economics of Iowa Neck. The bearers Lawrence M urch,',„Jo“ P h Y . Houghton returned to turn.
in the bungalow on the Iron
Dallas Murch, George Poole, John Washington, D. C., Saturday.
State college.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert McNichol and here
Point road. She also loved flowers
With machinery as the dominant Hildings. Those from out of town to . “ r’ and “ rs Ros?, Oui R° rd
daughter Iorralne of Hyde Park and and cultivated one of the most beau
force, and large capital Invest attend the services were Mr. and *ub“rndal?t Mr and Mrs. Philip G. Miss Shirley Nutt of Roxbury, Mass.,
ments being thrown into the play, Mrs. Charles Sargo and Mrs. Wilda Read of Brookline, Miss Dorothea arrived Sunday to spend two weeks tiful flower beds In the community.
Wilson of Boston and Malcolm B. at the home of Mrs. McNlchol's The remains were brought to North
larger farms will shortly become Gross of Stonington.
Haven on the Morse Sunday morn
Reed of Newlonville spent the week grandmother Mrs. J C. Davis.
common, Doctor Black believes.
ing and funeral services were held
end at Mrs. Thomas Benner’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Wadsworth of at the bungalow home at 1.30, con
Daily Vacation Bible Srhool
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Simmons and Caribou are guests of Mrs. Wads
D og D ies in Resdue o f S ix
The daily vacation Bible school, family of Worcester, Mass., are visit- worth’s sister Mrs. Chester P. Went ducted by Rev. Henry F. Huse. In 
Syracuse.—Aldor saved six per conducted by Union Church, com- ing Arthur T. Simmons,
terment was in the Brown cemetery.
sons, including two children, from pletcd a very successful three weeks’ I Miss Cora Erickson of Holderness, worth.
At the Town hall next Wednesday
burning to death during a fire in term at noon last Friday. The pas- N. H„ spent the weekend visiting Miss
A professor of English says th at we
evening a dance will be held under
a two-family house here recently, tor, Rev. P. J. Clifford has been Elizabeth Hartel.
but was trapped himself and died superintendent with the following "Passion Flower”’ Is the feature pic- the auspices of The Millett Orches shall soon need a new word to de
scribe the speech used by the average
tra.
of suffocation. Aldor was a large helpers: Pianists, Lida Ames, Ruth ture at the Playhouse Wednesday.
The annual Knox County O.E.S., American. W hat about the Ameripolice dog.
Brown. Miss Bishop; superintendent
Mrs. Adele Sadtler of Baltimore, field day will take place Tuesday 1can Slanguage?—Punch.
of primary department, Arline Clif- Md., is visiting Mrs. Helen Keilholtz.
ford; teachers. Helen Orcutt, Gert- | Thomas Green and son of Baltlrude Vinal, Doris Clifford, Ernestine 1more visited relatives in town over
Carver, Allegra Ingerson, Carolyn the weekend.
Least Brainy Girls
F e e t th a t itch, b u rn and cra c k
Calderwood, Phyllis Black, Miss
Miss Mary Gay spent the weekend
Can M anage M ates * Bishop; instructors in manual train- at Wells Beach with Mr and Mrs. A.
b etw ee n to e s
...fin d immediate relief in a w arm bath ’
Cambridge, England.—The * ing, Clinton Smith, Walter Smith; I A. Laughton.
secretary.
Gwendoline
Greene.
Each
!
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Philip
Frick
and
Mrs.
boy who got 80 per cent in an }
w ith Resinol Soap, followed by a
session has consisted of a devotional!Hugh McKeon and daughter of
examination should never,
generous application of Resinol
never marry the girl who got ■* period which included singing of Schenectady, N. Y., are spending their
O intm ent. Healing starts at
S o ld b y a l l
80 per cent. They would be J hymns, repeating Psalms, prayer, [vacation at the Rishell cottage,
once as th e soothing
drug storca.
character stories and salute to the James L. Taylor visited Robert
far too clever for each other,
B u y Resinol
medication sinks
according to Prof. Ernest >• flag; a class perod for the study of .Kearney at Robin Hood’s camp. Sarto d ay — have it
i
n
t
o
t
h
e
re a d y f o r s u d 
Barker, professor of political $ the Bible and discussions of charac- . gentville, Sunday.
cracked
den need. Free
science at the University of X ter building habits; a period for j ________________________________
skin.
sample,
w r i t e to
Cambridge. The professor, ij handwork and one for recreation.
R e sin o l, D e p t.
>} however, would marry the bov
The evening service Sunday includ
9 6 , Bal to ., M d.
who got 80 per cent to the :♦! ed a demonstration of the work of
:J: girl who got 40 per cent, anil J the school; handwork of the pupils! y0U are thoroughly dissatisfied, and
j»; she would manage him.
was on exhibition, and consisted of discouraged with different prepara- i
bird houses, window sticks, airplanes,: tions th at you have used for, Indigesmending boxes, aprons, etc.
1tion, Sour Stomach, Bloating, Gas on
Those who attended the school. the Stomach, Heartburn and general
were Dorothy Conway, Miriam Stomach Misery, go to your neighbor- ]
Greenleaf, Louise Burgess, Minnie hood druggist and get a bottle of i
W e w ant all the Fowl w e can get this m onth. W e
Gray, Olive Amiro, Minnie Wads- Priest Indigestion Powder, price 50c,
A N D R EW REKILA
will pay the highest prices for them , and
worth, Constance Orcutt, Kenneth $1.00, $1.50. Priest Regulators, the
Boot and Shoe R epairing Calderwood,
Ambrose
Peterson, ideal tonic laxative for chronic conalso Large Broilers
Philip Brown, Lois Webster. Barbara stipation, price 25c and 75c.
Bring them down to our station or call up and we will call for them.
NEATLY DONE
_ _ _ „ T , „ n Roberts, Corinne Greenleaf, Eliza320 MAIN ST.,
P r ie s t D ru g C om p an y
M ASS. LIVE POULTRY CO.
ROCi . LANU|b eth Hopkins, Arthur Nelson, Clif
Over Hastings Dry Goods Store
TELEPHONE 112 or 39, WALDOBORO. MAINE
81-93
ford Allen, Dorothy Young, Nita Eis 98 Exchange Street, Bangor, M?ine
84-tf
At The Sign Of The Blue Bottle
ner, Neil Smith, John Chilles, Caro-

NOW

A

IN T R O D U C E S

n e w fiv e -p a s s e n g e r c o u p e

Two

d a s h in g n e w

r o a d ste r s

D Y E R ’S G A R A G E , IN C ,

5 4 P A R K ST.

IF -

TEL. 1 2 4

R O C K LA N D , M E.
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W H IT E H E A D

SIZE IS GOAL IN
BUILDING RACE

Stanley Kalloch spent the week- j
end with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Kalloch, returning to Bangor
Sunday.
During the absence of the pastor
.lev. H. S. Kilborn on his vacation i
' Iavenor Cassens of Rockland will |
.upply the Baptist pulpit Aug. 9 and ,
Aug. 16. At one service he will also U rge to Build Bigger and
ender a song which he has written.
Better Lured Man From
Notice for the remaining Sundays,
Beginning o f Time.
n August will be given later.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurat Spart of
3oston who have been guests of Mrs.
Washington.—What is the world’s
iMary Waldo, returned to Boston j largest building?
Announcement that Chicago’s
Sunday.
Miss Jeannette Waldo has re projected post office will contain
turned to her position in V. A. two million square feet of floor
space, and the publishing at |he
Leach's store, Rockland.
Mt. and Mrs. J. Martin Wilson [ same time of preliminary plans for
of Worcester, are guests of Mr. and j a new War and Navy building in
Washington of approximately the
Mrs. Andrew Wilson.
Mrs. Inez Gilchre$t who has been same magnitude focuses attention j
the guest of her sister Mrs. May Wil on the rivalry between communities
liams, returned Friday to her home and countries to possess the world's
greatest building. A bulletin from
in Andover, Conn.
Mrs. Eben Alden received word o f , the National Geographic society
the death Aug. 1, of her brother j deals with some of the greatest
Alden Gillchrest, in Springfield, structures raised through the ages.
Big Structures.
Mass. The remains were brought |
“The urge to build 'bigger and
to Waldoboro for interment Monday, i
Mr. and Mrs. William Baraclough ! better’ is not a driving force called
of Oakland, we; a guests of Mrs. j into being by modem Babbitry,”
bulletin. “On the con
Lee Walker the latter part of the j says the
magnitude as a sort of goal in
week, returning home Sunday after trary
itself seems to have lured man on
noon.
from the time he learned to build.
Mrs. Harold Stevens and children ; The great Temple of Karnak, whose
of Farmington are guests of h e r ) ruins in Egypt draw thousands of
sister Mrs. Francis Tillson.
tourists annually, was erected ap
Mrs. Amy Tripp, organist at the proximately 3,500 years ago, and
Baptist Church, is having a vacation is at the same time one of the old
of three weeks.
est buildings in existence, and one
Albert Elliot, Raymond Young a n d , of the largest. But the form of
Warren Everett made a weekend | this early ‘biggest building' empha
trip into Canada in Raymond's car. sizes the difficulty of fairly com
Mrs. Maud Silva returned to Bos paring the world’s great structures.
ton Sunday. Mrs. Silva usually| The Temple of Knmak was a rela
spends several weeks in summer at tively low building, consisting of a
the cottage on Beechwoods street.
series of connected halls inclosing
The Belfast Garden Club extends open courts. It Inclosed 9% acres
a cordial invitation to the Thomas of ground but covered much less.
ton Garden Club to attend its Flower Competing with this open type of
BIG FIV E L E A G U E
Show Wednesday, at the parish i building are. on the one hand,
house of the First Church, from 3 to ; other low buildings that consist of
After taking Kickapoo 4-2 Thurs
9 p. m. Members who desire trans solid blocks of masonry; and, on
portation will please report to the the other hand, structures that day Rockville whipped Whitehead
secretary Miss Hortense Wilson, or cover little ground but attain great Sunday 9-3. W hitehead could do
to the president Mrs. Richard O. volume by soaring high into the air nothing to Hamalainen until the
i ninth, when it scored all of its runs.
—the modem ‘skyscraper.’
Elliot before Wednesday morning.
Rockville kept pecking at the offer
♦***
Greatest Palace Was in India.
ings of L. Drinkwater to salt the
Miss Agnes R. Armstrong who has
“Of the palace buildings of this i game. The hitting of Al. Starr and
been visiting her uncle George A. classical type, the greatest of which Ames featured, the former getting
Hanley has returned to her home in there is authentic record was the four out of five and Ames three out
Palace of the Shah .Tahan erected of five. Williams with four nice
New York city.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Baker of in Delhi, India, about the begin catches and one assist featured in the
Boston are making a summer visit ning of the Seventeenth century, field.
The score:
with their daughter Mrs. Bowdoin A. D. The walls of this tremen
dous palace, which formed courts
Rockville
Grafton.
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot, captain of by meeting various wings of the
ab r bh po a
structure.
Inclosed
more
than
100
G.
Starr,
c
...........
5
2 11
Pine Cone Troop. Girl Scouts, with acres. The building proper and its
T.
Helin,
3b
........
5
1 1
her Scouts returned Saturday from interior courts covered and inclosed
A. Starr, ss ......... 5
an encampment at Pleasant Point.
approximately 53 acres of ground.
N. Lofman, 2b .... 4
Miss Margaret Young left for Bos
“Most of this greatest of palaces
ton to spend a week with her sister wras destroyed by the British dur Hamalainen, p ..... 4
Collomore. lb ...... 2
0 10
Mrs. Edward Price. She will then ing the Indian mutiny.
Gardner, If ............ 4
return home accompanied by Mrs.
“Of the palaces of antiquity, Oky. Lofman, rf .... 4
Price who will be her guest for three probably the largest was that of
weeks.
Cargon at Khorsobad, Assyria, Ed. Lofman, cf ..... 4
Attention has been called to the which covered and inclosed 18
37 9 10 27 11
fact that Mrs. Grace Maloney, who acres. It was erected in the
Whitehead
has been seriously ill in her South Eighth century before Christ.
ab r bh po a
Cushing home with a combination
“Greek and Roman palaces were
........... 5 0 3 5 2
of diseases, is slowly improving. not nearly so extensive as those Ames, c ..........
Mrs. Maloney is well known in of the great Eastern potentates. Kelly, ss ............... 4 0 2 1
Thomaston, and is a sister of Mrs. The palaces and castles of medie Drinkwater, p ...... 5 0 0 0
Carr, 2b ............... 4 0 0 2
Oscar Williams of Georges street.
val Europe were no great size.
Mrs. Scott Young has returned
The closest approach to Shah Ja- Kent, lb ............. 4 0 1 10
from a visit in South Hope.
han's great structure came Into ex Williams, If ........ 4 1 1 4
The correspondent spent an hour istence in Paris when in the Seven Mason, cf ............ 4 1 1 1
Sunday in the Thomaston cemetery teenth century the walls of the Carr, rf ................. 4 1 0 0
and viewed with appreciation the Louvre and the Tuilleries were Freeman. 3b ........ 3 0 0 0
number of granite monoliths that : brought together. This magnificent Bondell, 3b ............ 1 0 0 0
have been erected in the upper sec- palace group covered and inclosed
38 3 8*23 11 6
tion. It was gratifying to note that J 45 acres of ground. During the
* T. Helin out. h it by batted ball.
good progress has been made i n ! Commune in 1871 the Tuilleries
Two-base hits. A. Starr 2, G. Starr;
filling up the old quarries. In laying was razed. What is left of the
Sacri
out larger lots, considerable land that Louvre now covers only about seven Three-base hits, Mason.
fice hit. Helin. Bases on balls, off
was part of the town farm has been acres.
"Compared with the palaces, the Hamalainen 1. off Drinkwater 4.
taken. Though the quarries on the
out. by Hamalainen 10, by
eastern side are not deep they de temples of the world have not been Struck
Drinkwater 5. Passed ball, Ames.
tract very much from the appear of vast proportions. Many of them Hit by pitcher N. Lofman. Umpires
ance of the cemetery and their filling have consisted of concentric courts Payson and Drinkwater.
Scorer
with relatively small houses of wor
would add many more lots.
Mondean.
Many bathers went to the Green ship or shrines in the center. For
* * * •
at Mill River for a swim Sunday. It area actually covered, the Temple
Vinalhaven 4, St. George 3
of
Karnak,
built
at
the
dawn
of
was estimated 100 were there.
Vinalhaven defeated St. George
Rev. H. S. Kilborn of the Baptist history, probably leads all the rest.
Church is to leave this week on his i The greatest of the mosques is in a t theh island Saturday 4-3 by the
of “Bill” Chilles and timely
annual vacation which he will spend Mecca. Much of it is an open court, pitching
but the entire inclosure comprises hitting of his teammates. St. George
in Kingston and Weymouth, Mass.
about five acres. The largest of the scored two runs in the first on a
. . . *
Christian churches, St. Feter's in scratch hit by Baum, followed by
Wednesday on the church lawn the I Rome, covers a little less than four Simmons’ home ru n which was one
Baptist ladies’ circle and Beta Alpha acres.
of the longest hits seen on the Vinal
Club will hold their annual fair and j
Modern Buildings.
haven grounds in years. Their other
sale. Things to eat, to wear and to
"Since the coming of the railway run came in the sixth on a hit by Sim- j
use will be on sale. A fine chance to little more than a century ago, the mons, a passed ball and an error.
have a luncheon dinner. If stormy it terminal needs fbr passengers in Vinalhaven scored three in the third j
will be held in the vestry.
great cities have brought about the on four hits, two errors and a wild i
Mrs. Maynard Linscott and children erection of some of the world's larg pitch. The winning run came in the
of Brunswick are guests of her mother, j est structures.
sixth when Sails doubled to left and |
“Among the public buildings of scored on Edw. W hite’s single. Fey- i
Mrs. Sanford Hyler.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry McGunigle of the world, first place must go to ler started for St. George and was ;
Portland were guests of Mr. and the great circular legislative hall relieved by Simmons in the seventh. [
Mrs. L. H. Dunn over the weekend.
of India in Delhi.
The work of W hite was a feature i
“It covers and incloses nearly 12. of the game.
Charles Lermond of Mattapan,
He accepted six
Mass., who has spent his vacation acres. Other large public build chances in left field. Sails’ sensa
with relatives in town, returned to ings are the Houses of Parliament tional stop of Monaghan's hot '
in London, 8 acres; the new De grounder and I. Simmons' running •
his home Saturday night.
Charles Copeland returned Mon partment of Commerce building in catch in left were fielding gems.
day from Megunticook Lake where he AVashington, 7.6 acres: the Palais
Vinalhaven jfiays Rockland in '
spent a few days with friends fishing. de Justice in Brussels,6 acres; Lon Vinalhaven Saturday. Gray will
Miss Elizabeth Tobie is visiting in don County hall, 5 acres; Nebraska probably start for Rockland and
state capitol, 4.4 acres; and the either Poole or Middleton for the
Dorchester, Mass.
British museum, 4.3 acres. The pro
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hoffses of White posed Chicago post office will cover Islanders.
The score:
Plains, N. Y„ are visiting his sister, nearly seven acres, and several of
Vinalhaven
Mrs. Olive Brasier at Brooklyn the new government buildings in
ab r bh tb po a
Heights.
Washington will have equal ground
Hopkins, ss ...... 4 1 2 2 2 2
William Newbert has the position oi areas.
night watchman at the Knox Me
“Modern business buildings are Anderson, c ..... 4 0 0 0 5 0
morial.
in a field apart because of their Patrick, lb ...... 4 0 1 1 9 0
The annual meeting of the Baptist j reliatively small ground area and Sails, 3b .......... 4 1 2 3 1 5
Society was held Monday evening
great height. On the basis of vol W. Chilles, p ..... 3 0 0 0 0 0
Reports of the officers showed the ume the Chicago Merchandise Mart White, If ........ 3 0 1 1 6 0
society to be in good condition fin an -; probably leads all other modern Swanson, cf .... 3 1 2 2 0 0
cially. Officers elected: Moderator. buildings. It has a total floor area Amiro, rf ........ 2 1 0 0 1 0
Charles M. Starrett; clerk, Edward of 94 acres and a volume of nearly Guilforcf 2b ..... 3 0 0 0 3 3
30 4 8 9 27 10
O.’B Burgess; trustees, C. M. Starrett, j 40,000,000 cubic feet.
St. George
Ralph Carroll. H. B. Shaw; treasurer,’
“But in spite of man’s advances
ab r bh tb po a
Mrs. Minnie Newbert; auditors, Wil- , in building and the records he has
liam G. Washburn. Miss Frances broken In thrusting his edifices far Monaghan, 3b .. 4
Shaw; agent of parsonage, William i ther into the air, he has never yet . Baum, cf .......... 4
G. Washburn; collectors. Miss Mabel equaled a record for volume con ’ M. Simmons, ss,p 4
4
Fernald, Mrs. Minnie Newbert, Ed struction that was established more Davidson, lb
4
ward O. B Bu-gess; pulpit committee, than 6,000 years ago. The size of Smith, c
Mrs. Marie B. Singer, Ralph Tripp, the Great Pyramid of Cheops at Zi- Feyler. p, 2b ..... 4
zeh,
near
Cairo,
has
never
been
Bunker, rf ...... 4
H. B. Shaw; committee on music, j
Miss Rosa Teel, Miss Edna Hilt, even closely approached by any I. Simmons, If .. 4
other
edifice
raised
by
the
hand
Roberts. 2b ...... 2
Aaron Clark.
■Edwards, ss ..... 2
Miss Ruth Pillsbury was operated of man.”
8 11 24 11
36
upon for appendicitis Monday at the
N e t M e re ly D elays W hale
J St. George .... 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0—3
Knox Hospital.
Coracoke Island, N. C.—A OO-fodt | Vinalhaven .... 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 x—4
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Shaw and '
Two-base hit. Sails. Home Run.
dt.ughter wh i spent the weekend with whale became entangled In a sink M. Simmons. Double plays, Guilford
a few miles off shore from this
H. B. Shaw and family have returnee net
island. The whale made short and Patrick; Hopkins, Guilford and
to Portland.
work of the net and swam off lazllj Patrick. Bases on balls, off SimThomaston’s next big event will be toward the Gulf stream.
I mons 1. Struck out, by Chilles 5; by
the American Legion Fair, Aug. 19.
Feyler 4. Stolen bases. Hopkins, I.
Simmons. Umpires, Shields and
GOODYEAR WELT
Poole.
-1
W
o
n
d
e
r
fu
l
Is
M
a
n
!
» * * *
SHOE REPAIRING SYSTEM
A man is the whole encyclopedia
In
the
Big
Five
League Sunday the
Reasonable Prices; Guaranteed
of facts. The creation of a thou Keag team defeated the Pirates 9 to 3
Workmanship
sand forests in one acorn, the at South Thomaston. The tabulated
Egypt, Greece, Rome, Gaul, Britain, score is lacking for the reason that
SULO PENTTILA
America, lie folded already In the the official scorer tarried too long at
,
Crawford Building
first man.—Emerson.
'Main Street,
Thomaston
the dinner table and the game was
|
90-95
i in progress when he arrived.

TUESDAY W EDNESDAY SPECIAL SALE
H A L IB U T S T E A K
SLICED BACON, lb.

lb 2 3 c

15c KETCHUP, large; 2 for

CLICQUOT CLUB GINGER
ALE— 2 for 25c

OVEN BAKED BEANS
3 cans 50c

35c SHAKER SALT, 2 for

LUX, large; 2 for

29c

15c
15c

DIAM OND MATCHES, 6 b oxes for

CIGARETTES
2 P ack ages,
25c
Carton,
$ 1 .2 5

F resh Chopped
HAM BURG STEAK
15c pound

Camels, Luckies, Chesterfield

15c
25c

BAKER’S COCOA, half pound can,
KELLOGG’S CORNFLAKES, 4 for

There are numerous summer visit
ors at the Government Station every
I pleasant day.
Keeper and Mrs. F. O. Hilt, son
Willard find Mrs. R. T. Sterling of
Portland Head Light were guests of
Mrs. A. J. Beale at the lighthouse one
, day last week; also W. C. Dow and
sons Myron and Richard.
, Mrs. Charles Wright and son Rob
ert of Eldorado, Arkansas, were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Beale last week.
Riley Faulkingham of Rockland is
visiting his uncle Lester Alley at the
Light.
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Goff and son
Richard and Mrs. Guy Stinchfield of
Westbrook who were at A. J. Beale's
last week, left for Seven Hundred
Acre Island with Mrs. Stinchfield who
was a guest of her brother at the
Charles Dana Gibson estate for a
short time.
Mrs. Forello and daughter Alene
of Wilmington, Mass., visited her
brother Edwin Faulkingham last week,
j They made a trip to Jonesport Sat1urday with A. J. Beale as guest over
1the weekend.
Millard and Guy Robinson of
Franklin Island Light were overnight
guests Sunday at H. W. Andrews’ on
their return from Rockland where
they visited their sister Mabel who
is in Knox Hospital ill with appendi
citis.
Mrs. Ethel Faulkingham and
nephew have returned home trom
Jonesport
Lyell Drinkwater is on a 10-da.v
leave of absence from the U.S.C.G.

PER R Y ’S M ARK ET

In E verybody’s Column

Advertisements In this column not to
1
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
•*
lines five cents each for one time. 10
FIVE
ROOMS
FURNITURE
for
sale,
cents for three times. Six words make sold at your own price. Call 610 MAIN
a line.
ST- Phone 1147-J.«______________ 93-tf
BEST FITTED WOOD for sale. $6.50
half cord, limbs and soft wood $5 onehalf cord. LUKE R. BREWSTER. Tel.
48-W . _________________________ 93*95
"~POWER BOAT for sale. 22 ft.. Knox
motor, also 45 lobster traps. Price $100.
JAMES W. HALL. Tenant’s Harbor. Me.
BROWN LEATHER POCKETBOOK lost _________________________________ 93-95
Saturday, containing money and steam
GLADIOLAS and sweet peas for sale.
er ticket to Boston. Finder please re
turn to WOOLWORTH CO. STORE 9<95 MRS. JOHN WATTS, 9 Rocky Hill Ave.
Tel. 33-M.
93-98
SILVER BRACELET, square links and , . ..
.
enameled lost. MRS MILTON WEYLOTS OF splendid blueberries unMOUTH. 8 Masonic St. or telephone sprayed 4 cents quart, pick or rake them
Mildred Ryan. Fuller-Cobb-Davls. 93*95 yourself Friday. Saturday and Sunday.
-------------- £----------------------------------------- Au^. 7. 8 and 9. Everybody begin at 10
BETWEEN Rockland and the Samoset | o'clock daylight. Come to the low green
Hotel, a gold watch lost. Reward If re- i bungalow/ Meadow St., West Rockport,
turned to CLERK, The Thorndike Hotel, j vinegar those days 25 cents gal. JAMES
Rockland.________________________ 93-tf jj SIMONTON.
90-94
STRIPED BROWN fur neck piece lost.
SPEED BOAT for sale. V bottom type,
Leave at THE COURIER-GAZETTE office, i ig ft long, would make good family boat.
93-95 can be seen a t 143 Cedar St. G. B. ROL92*94
LINS. Rockland.
HANDPICKED BLUEBERRIES for sale,
♦
♦ 12c quart by crate, delivered. Crate re* turngble.
C. P. TOLMAN, Rockville.
’ ' Tel. Rockville 8469-3.
92*94
I
EIGHT TO TEN horse-power tubular
upright steam boiler for sale. Write to
92-94
YOUNG MAN wants position as tim e BOX 178 Waterville. Me.
keeper or crew supervisor. C. S.. care
BLUEBERRIES—will let anyone pick
this office.
93*95 for 5 cents a quart, excepting children.
92*94
WOMEN, whole or part time, to sell A. P. COLLAMORE. Rockville.
complete line of dresses, hosiery, lin
FOUR HORSES, one weight 1500,
gerie. Send at least two references. young; one good saddle horse. 12 cows.
LOCK WOVEN, Box 85, Mattapan (Bos EDD. W. CRAMER, Washington, Me.
ton) Mass.
91-93 _________________________________91-93
______
____ _________________________
$50 OFFERED FOR PERMANENT posi- I FOR SALE—Hanging porch chair and
tion by young man 38 years,_single, well swing, medicine cabinet and mirror,
educated, good penman, good at figures; heavy w alnut table, 16 in. lawn mower,
can drive; strong, healthy; inside job used but little, walnut commode with
preferred, anything considered. Refer marble top shelf, hard wood floor polish
ences. Address ‘MARTIN,’’ care Cou er. carpet sweeper, ironing board, willow
rier-Gazette
office.
92*94 high chair, white tall wooden stool, two
___________________________________
WANTED CHANCE to do housework or card tables, one tin cake closet, one galplaces to work board and room by stu-1 l°n *ce water Jug, clothes reel. Rochdents attending Rockland Commercial; ester lamp, onyx and brass low table.
R A Z O R V IL L E
College. Address LENA K. SARGENT., majolica ware pedestal and urn. secRev. Henry Ulmer spent last Sun Rockland. Me.
89-tf tional book case, three sections, base
1 and top. marble top w alnut table. 14x18
day in town visiting several Sunday
cherry card table, two upholstered parlor
Schools, and will be at the chapel at
chairs, birdseye maple chamber set with
two chairs, hall seat with closet, one lot
Stickney’s Corner next Sunday, at
dishes suitable for cottage, lot of one,
2 p. m. to organize a school there,
two and three gallon Jugs, office chair.
which all are cordially urged to a t
. i good safe, one perfect refrigerator. FRED
*.TW.
---------—
• —
. WIGHT,
13 Claremont
St. Tel.
tend.
' * 1005-M.
91-93
Ernest Keniston of Augusta was
FURNISHED HOUSE to let. at Ingra- ' SADDLE HORSE for sale, young,
a recent visitor at Ralph Hibbert’s. ham
Hill. 8 rooms, bath, hot and cold gentle, about 1000 pounds. Apply JOHN
Vacation Bible School conducted water, etc. With or without garage SCOTT. South Thomaston.
91*93
C SMITH. 37 Spring St.. City. I JOHNSON OUTBOARD Motors. Barby Mrs. Tripp of Jefferson began Aug. MINNIE
Tel. 981-W.
93*95 . gain prices. One Sea Horse 10. under
3 at West Washington chapel.
FURNISHED light housekeep 1 water exhaust, one Sea Horse 3, (Light
Rev. Henry Ulmer was a weekend lngTHREE
rooms to let. with use of bath. In Twin), used for ---demonstration
---- .. . only.
TeL
visitor at Edith Overlock’s.
quire 5 BAY VIEW SQ Tel. 459-J. 93-95 MAINE MUSIC STORE. Rockland
91-93
Rev. and Mrs. E. L. Sampson will
SMALL STORE on Main St.. Southend I I 8 .
SKIFFS of all aiaes for sale, on hand
be in attendance at the Razorville to let. Inquire A. LEVY at Royal Shoe
93*95 and made to order. J. C. DAVIS, Union
chapel next Sunday where Mr. Lamp- Store.
87-95
FURNISHED
OR
UNFURNISHED
five
!
s
t
• Rockport
son preaches a t 11.15 a t the close of room apartm ent to let at 6 Talbot Ave. J THE
NEW SILENT GLOW Range BurnSunday School. Adults are urged to Modern. Inquire RUBENSTEIN’S AN- ] er. with Super Heater for sale. Ask about
TIQUE SHOP Tel. 1285
93-tf our free premium offer for July and
attend these meetings.
FRONT ROOM, third floor, double bed. ^3*g'n»w S n m . H r 't e . r t ’.M r h
Mrs. Hattie Fossett and daughter
$2 each, $3 for ll?e 1
toJ2a t‘c
Sarah of Union visited with Mrs. for two young women.
in nnnthTr
no direct from drum. Find out about It
q p H n ru 2 q T ^ d TPi m n M
$2q? qs now- A T NORWOOD. Warren. Tel. 22.
Maud Howard last Friday.
S C H O O L S T . ___ Tel._1013-M._______ 9 3 - 9 5
&nd
ln Knox Co for gllent
FURNISHED lower apartm ent to let. Glow Inc.
___
74-tf
five
rooms,
bath
and
garage,
a
t
85
MA•
NEW four cubic ft. all enamel FrlgldSPRU CE H EA D
SONIC
ST.
92-tf
____________________________________, alre for sale. Never used will sell very
Mr. and Mrs. Esten Porter of New
SIX ROOM house to let at 191 B road-' reasonably, completely Installed and
York and daughter Mrs. Allen of way. garage, and all modern improve- guaranteed. A. T. NORWOOD, Warren,
ments.
Tel. 22.
74-tf
Camden called on friends here Sat Tel. 949.price $35. Inquire W. R. LUFKIN.
92-94 j NEW CRAWFORD enamel range for
urday.
RENT A RADIO—For a nominal sum sale, color buff and green. A new stove
Mr. and T.'ra. Charles G. Hoyt of you may rent a late model electric radio at greatly reduced price. A. T. NOR74-tf
South Union and Mrs. Ida Harris ot for periods of one week up to closing of WOOD. Warren. Tel. 22.
season. Call Rockland 721 for
Lowell, Mass., have been spending a summer
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted $14. limbs
information. HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC
Refrlge7r5atT°rtSf
W
>umbi?n ?or, , 2aleSOfV WJ00'tC ^
i few days at their cottage.
72-tf
Benjamin Fales, the oldest resident Next door to Ford Agency._______ 75-T-tf j R0LL Tel Rockland 263-21.
VO ai
on the island attended the dedica
SEEDLINGS—large variety of flower
ights
free.
seedlings for sale. 40c per doz., very
tion of Montpelier and enjoyed it
92*94 , strong,
PLEASANT ST
stocky, dark green. Open evegreatly.
LARGE TENEMENT to let. 7 rooms. I nlngs. stop when out riding. On back
i Mr. and Mrs. Alex Fuller. Mrs. May bath, electric lights. South Main St. Ap- road Rockport to Camden, turn left
Robbins and Leonard Robbins were ply W. P. BURPEE. 43 Park St., mornings after crossing bridge. Mail orders filled.
92*94 CHATER'S GARDENS. Camden.
79-tf
recefit visitors here.
FOUR ROOMS afid bath to let at 41 ; LUMBER for sale. Save. Direct from
Mr. and Mrs. John Putnam Ware Grace
St. No children. Apply at 34 the m anufacturer to the user. Fitted
have been visiting a t their summer JAMES ST. or phone 206-R after 5.30 wood $14. junks $12, 4-ft mill slabs $6.50,
p. m._____________
92*94 stove length $8. shims 15 bundles $1.
i home.
THREE FURNISHED rooms for lig h t.
L / ' PACKARD’ BD:
Dr. Thompson of Utica, N. Y., has
THOMPSON’S. 16 Willow
joined his family for a two weeks' va housekeeping.
St.
92*94
cation.
FIVE UNFURNISHED rooms to let, l i t - - — — — — — — — — — — — - - M
Prof. Wilbert Snow and son Billie with toilet. Inquire O. A. PALMER ?
____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ > — —a
♦

» LOST AN D FOUND ;

M aine is already one of the leading sta te s in the d iv ersity and
im p o rta n ce of its m an u factu red products.
M aine protects in d u stria l investm ents and provides favorable
co n d itio n s for w orkers. It has a m inim um of “boom s,” depressions
a n d lab o r troubles.
M aine’s labor, both m ale and female, is notably efficient and
In d u strio u s. The supply is am ple for a wide expansion of in d u stry .
L arg e qu an tities of pow er can be delivered to deep tid e w a te r in
M aine cheaper th an elsew here on the A tlantic Coast. M aine h a s an
a b u n d an c e of power a t low rates. Completion of new developm ents
w ill p e rm it still low er rates.
T he cost of coal, oil and other fuel in Maine c o n stitu te s one of
the g re a te s t handicaps to the developm ent of industry.
M aine’s long coast line has good h arb o rs from w hich goods m ay
be shipped by w a te r ro u tes to all Am erican ports, on b oth the
A tla n tic a n d the Pacific. C anadian railroads w ith te rm in a ls in
M aine give ra te s to Buffalo, D etroit and Chicago w hich com pare
fa v o ra b ly w ith those from im portant e aste rn points such a s B oston
a n d N ew York. M aine’s ports are the closest to E u ro p e of a n y on
th e A tlan tic seaboard. T he distance from P ortland to M an ila v ia
S uez is alm ost exactly the sam e as it is via Panam a.
N e ith e r operation of p lan ts nor tran sp o rta tio n is affected by
w e a th e r conditions. On an average there a re but one or tw o days
in D ecem ber when th e therm om eter goes below zero, five o r six in
Ja n u a ry , three o r four in F eb ru ary and one in M arch.
In d u stries dependent chiefly upon m ale labor and low pow er
ra te s, a re am ong the m ost likely prospects for the S ta te ’s fu tu re
developm ent.

9i±iU

and C. G. Hoyt enjoyed a deep sea To. 36°
SINGLE HOUSE to let. at 5 Rockland
fishing trip Saturday. They brought
St.. 7 rooms, garage, all improvements.
home several pounds of fish.
Apply a t 15 ROCKLAND ST.
91-tf

E A S T U N IO N

FOR
TH E

MOTORIST
B y A L B E R T L . C L O U G II

Developments In Car Bodies
.Wider A n d L o w e r B o d ie s, S o u n d A n d H e a t P r o o f e d
THE INCREASINGLY HIGH STANDARD of luxury demanded by
motorists has made necessary the production of cars which shall be
warmer in winter and keep cooler longer in very hot weather, that is,
cars with heat insulated bodies. It has also made necessary the elimi
nation of drumming sounds set up in the body by car vibration. For
tunately, these requirements can all be met to some extent, at least,
by the use of a heat confining and sound deadening material, used to
line the inclosure and it is becoming common practice to insert a felt
lining between the inside and outside sheets of all panels of the body
which tends to reduce heat transfer and to cut down sound. Safety and
appearance are both improved by hanging car bodies low and, until
very recently, it was universal practice to mount the body sills on top
of the chassis frame members, but in some recent models the sills are
supported upon brackets, riveted to the sides of the frame, thus bringing
the body several inches lower, without sacrifice of head room. The
standard gage or tread of cars has. until recently, been about fifty-six
inches, but this has lately been increased by many manufacturers to as
much as sixty inches at the rear axle, with the front tread slightly
less in some instances. This increase in chassis width lias permitted
the rear seat to be correspondingly widened, without adding to its
overhang, which makes the rear compartment considerably more con.
modious than formerly.
D R IV E

SH A FTS BR EA K

J. J . w rites:

W ithin two years
I h a v e broken th re e driveshnfts
on m y 1926 ---------- c a r and they
h a v e a ll broken in the sam e rlaee,
close to th e re a r end n e ar the nut
w h ic h holds the propeller shaft
b e a rin g s in place. The second time
th e m ech an ic blam ed th e break 
age upon th e universal jo in t and
a new’ one was put in, b u t the new
s h a f t bro k e w ithin nine months.
W h a t causes th is repeated break 
age?

A n sw er: We do not know, but
h e re a re a few suggestions.
A
d riv e s h a ft is intended to resist
tw istin g stresses only and if it is
a cc id e n tally exposed to bending as
w ell, it is likely to b re ak eventu
ally. In th is design th e housing
is su pposed to protect the shaft
a g a in s t bending stresses, but if it is
o u t of tru e it may cram p the sh aft
a n d cau se its failure. W hen you
a ssem b le th e p a rts ag ain you iiad
b e tte r look carefully for any pos
sib ility of any bending being a p 
plied to th e sh aft and, if found,
rem o v e its cause.
H arsh clutch
a c tio n is a n o th e r cause of drives h a f t breakage, a s it is the occa
sion of severe suddenly applied
tw istin g stresses and if your lutch
.grabs Giis should be co rrect’ 1. You
W ig h t/ Inquire of the factory

w h e th e r they a re now m aking
sh a fts for this m odel of b e tte r m a 
terial, im proved h e a t tre a tm e n t or
in any respect of g re a te r stre n g th .
T RO U BLE W IT H S H U T T E R FR O N T
R. E . II. w rites: T he sh u tte rs of
the auto m atic w in te rfro iit of m y
1930 --------- c a r re m a in open a b o u t
one-h alf inch w hen th e engine is
cold from sta n d in g idle several
days and open too soon a f te r the
engine is sta rte d , being wide open
w hen the engine
te m p e ra tu re
reach es 120-130. T hey a re not bent
o r clogged and the pins have been
lubricated. W h a t do you suggest
a s a rem edy?

A nsw er: As th ese w in te rfro n ts
o re supposed to be re p a ire d only
a t the service sta tio n s of th e ir
m an u fa ctu re rs you had b e tte r drive
to one of th ese a n d h ave the
tro u b le rem edied th e re .
I t looks
a s though the o p e ra tin g m e c h a n 
ism betw een th e th e rm o s ta t a n d
th e sh u tte rs m ig h t be set too close,
a s this w ould not only k eep the
sh u tte rs open d u rin g cold periods,
b u t would re su lt in p re m a tu re
opening. I t th e liquid now in the
th erm o sta t is not such as to git<i
the running te m p e ra tu re you require, it can be changed a t the

service station,

SITUATIONS

TO LET

W H Y W E CAN BOOST M A IN E

H IN T S

FO R SALE

■■?
♦
♦

*’

Mr. and Mrs. Woodley and young
son of New York have been visiting
Mrs. Woodly's iMyra Brown) parents
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brown.
The vacation Bible school is pro
gressing finely under the able in
struction of Miss Margaret McKnight.
James Do.aan and family and Mr.
and Mrs. David Hemenway of South
Hope motored to Bingham Sunday.
While playing in front of the store
Friday evening Woodrow Gould fell
and cut his le? above the knee quite
badly. After being treated at Knox
Hospital he is doing well.
Everett Davis and family will ar
rive from Central Park, N. Y., this
week for their annual outing with
relatives in this place.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Etter of New
Jersey are visiting his mother Mrs.
Earl St. Clair.
Sunday guests at Rose-Anne Lodge
were from the following places:
Malden. Mass., Virginia, Idaho, St.
Petersburg, Fla., Charlotte. N. C.,
San Diego, Calif., Germantown, Pa.,
Shanghai, China, New York, To
ronto, Canada, Hallowell. Rockland,
Bangor. Camden and Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. W atts are rak
ing biueberries for parties ni West
Rockport.

♦
*

W ANTED

WOMAN WANTED at once with work
ing knowledge of plain home cooking.
For details Inquire RO8E-ANNE LODGE.
East Union. Tel. 18-31 Union.
93-95
SMALL WASHINGS and Ironings
wanted. MRS. GRACE AMES. 18 State
St. Tel. 977-W.
93-95
HIGH SCHOOL graduate, sober, de
pendable character, desires position as
truck, taxi or family driver. H S.. care
this office.
93*95
SIDE WALL TENT 12x16 or larger, also
show case, 2 It. x 3 ft. H. C. BUBER.
Tel. 6-31 or 0-12 W arten.
90-95
GOOD PLAIN COOK wanted for res
taurant; also counterman. Steady job
Must be reliable. QEO. F. HALLOWELL
Edgartown, Mass.
88*93
ANTIQUES of all kinds wanted—to buy
hooked rugs, glassware, old bottles, hair
cloth furniture, old books and pictures
Jewelry. KAY TURNER. Thomaston.
________________
88-99
LAWN MOWERS to sharpen and re
pair. Prompt service. Will call for and
deliver. CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel. 791
Rockland.
79.tr

T h e A c c u m u la t iv e
E ffe c t o f G o o d
A d v e r t is i n g
Cannot
B e O v e r e s tim a t e d

REAL ESTATE

»

LARGE light housekeeping room, with I FOR SALE In Appleton Village, six
plenty of closet room. All modern con-! room house, shed and stable connected,
veniences. CALL 618-R.
91*93 two acres land- Flve m inutes walk to
—
:------------------------------- 1stores, churches and schools. Electricity
GARAGE to let. centrally located | available. W. A. RIPLEY, Appleton, Me.
(Grove St.) Apply DR. R. W. BICK
93-98
FORD. Tel. 611-M.
90-tf
ONE OF THE BEST TRADES in a sin
LARGE ROOM on Main St., to let. gle house in Maine. Completely fur
suitable for office or living purposes. nished If you want a home for a verv
Inquire DAVID RUBENSTEIN. Tel. 1285. low price, let me show it to you. FREE
93-tf MAN S. YOUNG. 163 Main St., Rock
91-93
LARGE SPACE suitable for any busi land. Tel. 766-J.
ness office or barber shop, to let. Would
make fine doctor's office. Double en About three acres of land with barn
trance. hard wood floor, toilet and lava 24 ft. x 30 ft. and cellar thereon. Nice
tory. $5 week. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park building spot. See Mr. WOOD, office of
St. Tel. 1080.
89-tf O. H. Tripp Engineering Co.
____________________________
_______
91-96
SIX ROOM BUNGALOW, to let. Very, THREE-STORY MANSION lor sale—
central location, all furnished and mod- located on Wadsworth St., Thomaston.
every way- ROBERT U. COL- Built by Gen. Knox ln 1796 and owned
LINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77,______ 89-tf, by DR. A. W. PEABODY, Thomaston.
JUST REPAIRED and cleaned 6 room | ,T el- 52-11.
82*95
tenem ent on Warren St. Inquire 11 I THE CARRIE S. ROBBINS farm at
JAMES ST.
87-tf Ingraham Hilt Is for sale. Has 119
THREE FURNISHED’ ROOMS to let: acrcs. Including 60 acres of tillage land.
Z h ts
ttoilet,
o ile t
w
a te r
FLORENCE Me- remainder wooded. Fine set of build
bulldlights,
water.
ings on place. Including residence in
LAIN. 100 Main St.
87-tl perfect
condition, seven rooms with
UNFURNISHED five room apartment bath, hot water heat and electric lights.
with bath to let also garage space if de R. U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
sired. $20 per month. V. F. STUDLEY. , _________________________________ 86-tf
69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
85-tf
~
' FARM for sale ln Lincolnville. 150
UPSTAIRS RENT at 28 Florence St., i acres, modern buildings, pastures, hay,
five rooms, lights, flush closet, cellar and , apple orchards, pulp wood, good market.
shed.
- — Call at 41 FULTOX ST., or Tel. MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
213-R
83-tf , st.. Camden. Tel. 2597.
79-tf
SIX ROOM apartment to let, $20—the I SEVEN-ROOM house lor sale, large lot,
old tim e price. Bath, hot and sold garaRe. Thomaston St. V. F. STUDLEY.
water, gas range, hard wood floors—only 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.__________
79-tf
$20 per m onth Regular $40 rents now
FARM for sale, about 55 acres. Good
$30. See MIKE ARMATA at The Men’s
Shop, Park St.
82-tI buildings, house, barn, garage. Plenty
of hard and soft wood, pasture and
FIVE ROOMS of my farm house to fields: 2',2mlles from Thomaston Prison,
let at Morse’s Cor., Thomaston. Water on Cushing road. Small amount down,
ln the house, electric lights available. balance on rent plan. Price $1550. V. F.
Plenty of apples, all the land you want
71-tf
lor a garden. Rent reasonable. GEORGE STUDI.EY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
SEVEN ROOM house, four acres land,
E. REDMAN.
82-tf
for sale, also 6 room bungalow, 6 room
FIVE ROOM TENEMENT to let on house“ farm i s u ^ e r cottages building
Court St. All modern Improvements.
and
3,,mmer
building
ERNEST C. DAVIS.
78-tf
____________
ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375
FIVE ROOM APARTMENT to let ln Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 77.
79-tf
Tel 768CMngtOn h0USe' 34 MASON1C ST
FOR SALE-Penobscot Bay farm , and
74-11 cottages for sale and rent, attractive
THREE furnished rooms to let. or j prices, Ideal loactlona, tea house*, and
single rooms, all modern. HILL DANE,1shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast
30 High St Tel. 427-R.
80-tf Maine.
79-tf
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23 ;
Fulton St. Inquire HOSE PRESCOTT. 1 ••• •«. .»• ••• .«• •••
••• •••
e*t «•«■•••••
240 Broadway.
79-tf |
|
GARAGE and storage space to let. V. ,
F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
______________
79-tf I ••• *•* *••
*•• ••• *•* ••* '
LET E. A. KNOWLTON die your sawi |
.
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMESIGN PAINTING ana lettering of all
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
79-tf kinds, .anywhere, any time. Low prices,
i—
prompt service. McKUSICK, 360 Main
93*95.
i?, *•* ••• *•* *•« *•• •».
|! St.

MISCELLANEOUS

•

’

wwnvawwww

R rK R Y

’

MARCELLING.

50c;

shampooing.

50

P l l K F R S ’ cents^
Evening appointm ents ^ specialty.
MADELYN McCABE, 20 Oak St. Tel 191.
77-88 and 93-tf
.—...... i, |

■
TRESPASSERS are forbidden to pick i NOTICE—On and after this date I will
blueberries on the land of ANSELM not be responsible for any bills other
AHO. St. George road, Thomaston. 88'93 , than those contracted by myself. Signed
----------------------ARTHUR A WARREN. Vinalhaven. Me .
=
------ | July 30, 1931.
91*93
WE ARE PREPARED to make your
»S ♦
into yarn. Write for prices. Also
♦
♦ wool
yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT, Har
mony, Maine.
_______ _________ 82-95
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
.». .«.
.». .*.
.*.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
79-tf
If you have a cottage to let or
GENERAL CONTRACTOR and builder,
desire summer boarders advertise the
old or new work. M. W. PULKIN, West
fact in this paper where thousands
Meadow road. City. Tel. 734-J.
76-tf
will read of It.
BUY A LOAD OF WOOD of O. H. CRIE.
Tel. 122-2 and Join a long
FURNISHED COTTAGES to let. Post- Thomaston.
of satisfied customers. Wood fitted
office address E. V. SHEA, South Thom list
$14.
Junks
$12,
round stove lengths
aston. Tel. 853-11 Rockland.
93-95 $10. 4 ft lengthssmall
$10.
75-tf
TO
LET—On waterfront.
cottage
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
“Tonawanda.” at Crescent Beach. MRS. at the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elin St.
J. R. FLYE, 50 Crescent St., Rockland.
Mall orders solicited. H. O. RHODES.
93*95 Tel. 519-J. __________
79-tf
MARCELLING AND SHAMPOOING by
FOUR ROOM furnished cottage to let, appointm
ent. KATHERINE SMALL. 18
at Oceanvlew Point. Spruce Head, by Gav S t, Tel.
737-M.
79-tf
day. week or month. J. S. ALLARD
& SON, Spruce Head, Me.
93*95
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
FINE SHORE COTTAGE LOTS at home news, at the Old South New9
Spruce Head, reasonable for quick sale. Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Inquire HAROLD A. ROBBINS, Bucks Church; also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre-

: Sum m er C ottages

port, Me.

88*93 moat St)

Every-Other-Day

R ockland C ourier-G azette, T uesday, A ugust 4 , 1931

In addition to personal notes regard
Dr. and Mrs. Dexter J. Clough have
ing departures and arrivals, this depart returned te Portland after spending
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. a month at the home of Mrs. Belle
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Gregory at Glencove.
gladly received,
TELEPH ONE ............................... 770 o r 794-W

Sum m er T im e
is H ealth Tim e!
Corned Beef VCMBEST
19<
FRANCO
Spaghetti AMERICAN 3. 25<
3 .29*
Peas G O OD STANDARDS
Prune Plums . . as 15c
Pineapple C L $ u c ! r o L £ 2&s25‘
Lux Toilet Soap . 3
19e

Save time end lebot In
preparing your Summer
meets. Plan your menus
around the easily prepared
foods available at your
Cloverdale Store, at low
est prices. Build up your
health reserves in the
bright Summer sunshine.
Suggestions In
nourishing, easily
prepared foods fol
low below.

TURN OLD CARS
INTO NEW_STEEL
400 Ancient E quipages Are
W recked a n d Sent to
Furnaces E very Day.

Detroit.—Bound fo r the maw of
a roaring, open hearth furnace
Miss Madeline Bird entertained at
through which tliey will pass to live
bridge F riday afternoon in honor of
again as new steel, nothing can be
Mrs. W. C. Bird of Northampton,
quite so pathetic looking as the
Mass. T here were two tables, honors
hulks of once proud automobiles
being won by Miss Mildred Gillette
moving slowly forward on the dis
Rev.
Fr.
Vincent
of
Sacred
Heart
of Lexington, Mass., and Mrs. Russell
assembly line of a great automobile
College
of
Victoriaville,
P.
Q.,
Mr.
Bartlett, w ith a guest prize for Mrs.
factory to be wrecked, rent and
and
Mrs.
Louis
Prince
and
sons
Al
Bird. Out of town guests included
torn for the last bolt or nut that
bert
and
Maurice
of
Manchester,
N.
Mrs. W ilbert Snow of Middletown,
can be put to some useful service
H.,
left
yesterday
for
their
homes
Conn., Mrs. Frederick M. Faber of
elsewhere.
after
spending
several
days
with
Mr.
Peoria, 111., Miss Mabel Snow of
From Appersons to Westcotts—
FREE !
FREE
Brookline, Mass., Mrs. George Snow and Mrs. W. H. Anderson, Warren
cars of makes long since forgotten
street.
of Miami, Fla., and Miss Gillette.
—the line stirs the imagination to
A b««uti(ul Springtime Iced Tee
wonder, for instance, what notables
Glen FREE with the purchetc
There will be a bridge party at the
may have ridden in that,old gray
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Carter spent
BPW rooms Thursday evening.
hearse with its owner’s bas-relief
of each pint jar
the weekend in Madison.
monogram stin shining brightly
of
througli the junk yard grime, or
Miss Elizabeth Palmer of Boston
Mrs. Alice Thomas and daughter
what young lovers courted in that
Miss Florence Thomas of Melrose, arrived yesterday to spend two weeks
No bitter chaff
C
A
IN
’S
“nobby” roadster. Its stern em
Mass., who have been visiting rela with her sister, Mrs. Robert Foster,
Kleeito
Coffee
I
in
blazoned with a picture of an ocean
tives in this city and North Haven, Limerock street.
Mayonnaise
liner, a lighthouse and a sailing
ie bitter efieff that it Found in every
start today for their home, going by
Of
vessel.
coffee bean (even the beat) it removed
way of Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Urbano and
From Kleeito, "Coffee at its Beat." Thia
Four Hundred Wrecked Daily.
SandwichSpread
sons James and Robert of Portland
partially explaina K le e Ito's unsurpassed
Rev. and Mrs. H. H. Marr left yes were guests for the weekend of Mrs.
Scores of men scattered along a
Flavor.
terday for St. John, N. B., where they Urbano's parents, Mr and Mrs. V.
dissembly line have been wrecking
29<
3 5 i
will spend a portion of Mr. M arr’s Chisholm, Camden street.
Lb. Flavor-Tight Tin
old cars at the rate of 400 every
for
vacation from the Methodist Church.
eight hours since last year, solving
a problem as distressing to munici
Miss Frieda Perry who is managing
Ruth Nichols celebrated her 10th a teg room at Boothbay Harbor was
pal authorities and property own
Chesterfield
birthday Saturday by entertaining in the city over the weekend. Miss
ers as it has been vexing, incident
Indian b e e r Extract 2 m t s . 2 5
Cigarettes 2 pip. 2 7 c
Virginia Wyflie of Warren. Laura Perry has recovered nicely from her
ally, to automobile dealers.
Pomeroy, Patricia Allen and Norma recent experience with appendicitis
What such a wholesale wrecking
Blue Label Tomato
Buffet Fruits ASSORTED 3c«.25
Havener a t Damariscotta Pond for a
program means in the removal from
Cocktail . . b. l 2 3 c
swimming party. Ruth’s mother,
the highways of motor menaces to
Mrs. W. A. Hartshorn was a guest
Cream
Potato Chips RIBBON 2 ^ .2 5
life and limb, in the elimination of
Mrs. A. J. Nichols, prepared a bas at a dinner and auction party given
Corn
Starch
pi'.
10c
the unsightly junk piles that litter
ket lunch for each child, packing in in Belfast Thursday evening by Mrs.
Marshall's Kippered
each a p retty hand embroidered bath Nathan H. Small and Mrs. Thomas
tlie landscape, and in the conver
Graham Crackers n . i .
18‘
towel as a favor. A stop was made E. Bowker. There were 24 guests,
sion to new usefulness of materials
Herring . .
17c
H L».
at the new Life Saver Station, opened and a color scheme of green and yel
that would otherwise go to waste,
ALL
Blue Ribbon
Nanki
Teas
PKO. 35*
VARIETIES
is obvious.
that day, for ice cream and cold low was carried out in the decora
Brew . . . 2 sot.. 2 5 c
The derelicts hauled from junkdrinks. R uth' received many pretty tions
of
wild
and
garden
flowers,
the
piles or the old cars received in ex
2 ca« 89* Cloverdale Vanilla
Puritan M alt
gifts and proved herself an ideal favors and place cards. One hostess
Extract . .
23c
change for new automobiles are pur
hostess.
wore a green gown while the other
chased from a Ford dealer at a
Stellar
Lux
a
3
r
S
o
'
s
.
25e
2
re
c
t.
41
c
wore
yellow.
uniform rate of $20 a ear. There
Mr. and Mrs. George Creighton
T oiletT issue r?u< 2 3 c
is no restriction as to age, con
(June Andrews) and children who
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee and daughter
dition or make of car, and the only
have been w ith relatives for several
requirements are th a t each must
weeks left Saturday for their home Emmy Lou have returned home from
a short stay in Boston.
have some semblance of tires and
in East Milton, Mass.
a battery and that th e cars must
z f o r b e tte r ' (/ro c e rie x ^
be delivered by the dealer to the
Mrs. Carl Christofferson was
Mr. an d Mrs. Clarence Jenkins of
plant.
Peabody, Mass., are guests of Mr. hostess to the T Club Friday evening
Jenkins' m other, Mrs. J. S. Jenkins, at her home on Chestnut street, serv I l Thus far the program has been
ing a shore dinner, a feature of which
Myrtle street.
“The Crowd” was entertained at I Mr. and Mrs. Havenor Cassens and confined to the D etroit metropoli
was the birthday cake for Mrs. Wes
th e home of Mrs. Charles G. Hewett, son George Frederick of Philadel tan area and no less than 60 dif
Miss C arrie Sherman is the guest ley Thurston. Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr. Rankin
street, Thursday. A croquet phia, are spending the summer with ferent makes of ears, many of them
of relatives in Camden for a few days. carried off honors in games.
tournament occupied the afternoon, Mr. Cassens’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. long since out of production, have
been wrecked, the dealers hauling
with Mrs. John G. Snow carrying off Carl Cassens.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilman Eaton are
them to the plant five, six, or even
Hope Bowley who has been the th e honors. Picnic supper was served
visiting relatives in Deer Isle.
seven on “long-reach” trucks.
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Emery Howard, on the lawn, with the evening devotMrs.
J.
M.
Stuart
and
daughter
Nothing in the old wrecks that
Rankin street, has returned to South , ed to bridge in which Mrs. Dorothy
Eleanor of Bangor are guests of Mr. were once abandoned in vacant lots
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent has returned Hope.
Lawrence was high line.
and Mrs. R. I. Abbott, Glencove.
from a visit in Aroostook County,
or left to rust on Junk heaps is
accompanied by Mrs. Nina Leen of
thrown away. Three conveyors,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
B.
Perry
have
Mrs.
Georgia
Snow
has
returned
Bangor who is her guest at Crescent rented their cottage at Holiday Beach i from a visit with her son Carl Snow
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Rackliffe and hundreds of feet long, in the openBeach.
and are occupying their cottage at and family of Portland and is at her children Doris, Robert and Esther hearth building of the Rouge plant
of West Haven, Conn., who are visit are utilized carrying steel scrap to
home in South Thomaston.
Frederick Diesch of Scotch Plains, Crawford Lake for a time.
ing Mrs. Emily Rackliffe of South the furnaces or carrying toward
N. J., h as joined his family at the
Thomaston, were guests Friday of the salvage department materials
S.
S.
Waldron
returned
to
Red
^Irs.
Lester
Ayer
returned
to
her
other than the steel to be pnt to
home of Capt. and Mrs. E. L. Morris
Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe.
stone,
N.
H.,
Sunday
after
spending
home
in
Medford,
Mass.,
after
being
various uses.
at The Higljlands for the week.
with Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Oxton, the weekend at his home here.
Everything Used.
Mrs. Fred A. Carter gave a tea
Commander George H. Reed D. C .! Suffolk street, for the month of July.
for eight guests at Hilltop Inn Wed
As the derelicts move slowly
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Snow
and
arrived Saturday to join Mrs. Reed
nesday.
along the conveyor a squad of
Miss Ellen J. Cochran has arrived daughter Carlene of Portland were
and their daughter Carolyn at the
wreckers attack them from all sides,
weekend
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
home
from
Bluehill
where
she
spent
home of Mrs. L. N. Littlehale, Union
E. S. Healey and daughter Miss tearing oft fenders, bumpers, head
M.
Knowlton
at
South
Thomaston.
several
weeks
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
street. Dr. Reed is having a m onth’s
I Miss Arlene Knowlton returned with Judith Healey of St. Louis are occu lights, batteries, wheels and other
leave from his duties at the New Harvey McIntire.
pying the Hezekiah Wight cottage at exterior parts, while another group
them for a visit.
York Navy Yard.
Cooper's Beach. Miss Healey has Is removing the upholstery and in
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hart are at
lately returned from a EuropeanI terior fittings.
Mrs.
Nettie
Simmons
of
New
York
Mlrs. George Creighton and son Lcrmond's Pond. Union, for a week
tour.
The glass which is still intact
I
is
in
the
city
for
a
short
time
while
Everett were guests Thursday of while Mr. Hart is having his annual
and can be cut to size is used to
looking
up
relatives
and
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach, James vacation from the Rockland National
Alderman and Mrs. Ralph P. glaze windows in buildings about
street.
Bank.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jenkins of Conant are on a two weeks' motor the Rouge plant, and the rest is
Mass., and Mrs. J. S. Je n  trip through Maine and New Hamp sent to the glass factory to be re
Mrs. Jam es Moran (Helen Ranlett)
Mrs. Fred Collamore went recently Peabody,
melted. Floor boards are sent to
kins
are
on a short motor trip to shire while Mr. Conant has his an packing
and children of Hyde Park, Mass., to Portland where she was joined by
departments to be used as
nual
vacation
from
Willis
Ayer's
are in th e city for their annual visit, Miss Flora Richardson and Miss Jonesport.
crating or box material.
conversation exchange.
making th e ir headquarters with Mr. Laura Tolman of Winchester, Mass.,
The cotton and h air in the uphol
Members of the Opportunity Class
and Mrs. Jo h n S. Ranlett a t Rock and Miss Lizzie Furbush of Somer
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Rackliffe and stery are separated, baled, and sold.
ville.
ville, Mass., for a motor trip to Bel are having a picnic at the cottage of three children of New Haven are Cloth and covers of all kinds, the
grade Lakes, Greenville, Moosehead Mrs. Evelyn McKusick, Cooper's visiting the old home near Pleasant leather from roof, rides and seats
Mr. and Mrs. Nestor Brown and Lake and Kineo. They returned to Beach, Thursday afternoon and Beach.
are sent to sewing machines near
son R ichard and Mrs. Fred Brown Rockland Friday by the way of Ban evening. The evening will be de
by to be transformed into aprons
left yesterday for Portland where, gor. Misses Richardson, Tolman and voted to the regular monthly meet
Mrs. John A. Stevens is to enter and hand-pads for workmen or buf
after a short visit, they will continue Furbush were guests of Mrs. Colla ing, and each member is asked to tain the Baraca Class Thursday feting and polishing wheels. Gaso
respond to the roll call by relating night at the Asa St. Clair cottage at line tanks are crushed and baled
to Lynn an d Arlington, Mass., to more over the weekend.
a humorous personal experience.
visit relatives and friends.
Mr.
; Ash Point, with supper a t 6.30. Take for the ultimate recovery of feme
Brown is having his annual vacation
steel.
Mrs.
G.
M.
Simmons
entertained
at
Mr and Mrs. Murray K. Kittredge ' basket lunch and cup. Transportafrom St. C lair & Allen’s.
Within slightly more than two
dinner and bridge Friday at her Cres who have been guests of Mr. K it ' tion may be arranged with Mrs.
hours after the old car is first
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry and Mr. cent Beach cottage in honor of Mrs. tredge's parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. Stevens.
dragged into the conveyor it is
and Mrs. Hilton Ames motored to Romaine Merrick of Richmond, Va , M. Kittredge, Chestnut street, have
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Dickey and completely demolished nnd the
Togus Sunday for a picnic and to a t and Mrs. George Colebrook of Scitu returned to their home in Orlando,
ate, Mass.
daughter Virginia of Malden, Mass., frame, crushed by a gigantic 20tend the ball game.
Fla.
are with Mr. and Mrs. John Newman, ton press, is being rammed into the
furnace. Aside from the myriad
H. Kinsley Draper of Canton.
Mrs. Joyce Lehing of Rutherford.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hartshorn Masonic street, for two weeks. Mr. uses to which the p arts and mate
N. J., arrives tomorrow to be the Mass., joined Mrs. Draper at their went Sunday to Belfast where they and Mrs. Wasey Newman and son rials of such wrecked cars are put
guest of Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn, Lisle summer home a t Spruce Head for are to occupy th e Sunflower cottage Vernon of Malden, Mass., have re the salvaging process lias thus far
the weekend. Mrs. Draper has re a t Allyn Shore for two weeks while turned home after being guests of produced more than 2v,CvC ions cf
street.
cently had her cottage remodelled Mr. Hartshorn is vacationing from Mr. and Mrs. John Newman.
high-grade steel.
Mrs. Jo h n S. Ranlett 3d was and it presents a very handsome ap  the store of H. H. Crie & Co.
Stephen Gould of Washington,
hostess to the T.H.E. Club with ^up pearance.
D. C., arrived Sunday to spend sev
per and bridge last evening at her
Stanley Snow of Portland was
Miss Phyllis Marble of Worcester, house guest of Mr. and Mrs. Justin eral weeks with his p are n ts, Judge U n d ies Stop B u llet
home on Lake avenue.
Mass., is the guest of Miss Ruth Law L. Cross, Main street, for the week and Mrs. E. K. Gould, Masonic street,
Fired at M ain e Sheriff
dividing his time between there and
Dr. F ran k Magune and family of rence, Beech street.
end.
Houlton,
Maine.—Next to himself,
Vinalhaven where his wife is sum
Worcester, Mass., arrived Friday to
Deputy Sheriff H arry Young likes
mering
at
her
former
home.
E. Clyde Thomas and daughter
be at Crescent Beach for several
Rev. and Mrs. Pliny A. Allen and
several suits of heavy winter un
Miss Virginia Thomas of Pawtucket, sons Jack and Paul were guests last
weeks.
derwear best.
Dr.
G.
H.
Hathorne
and
son
R. I., are at Holiday Beach.
week of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rollins at Roland, and Norman Hathorne of
The rigors of this north country
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Newbert and
have taught him to always
Bangor, were guests Sunday of their town
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Dunn, recently Holiday Beach.
children of South Weymouth. Mass.,
wear not a single union suit but sev
cousin,
Mrs.
Sumner
Waldron,
Ocean
are guests of Mrs. A. H. Newbert, of Pasadena, Calif., arrived Saturday
eral, from November to April.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Seavey were
and are occupying the Osgood Gil guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. A. street.
North M ain street.
Recently he had occasion to ar
bert cottage at Crescent Beach for T. Thurston, Fern street. Mr.
rest a young man as an alleged rob
Charles Gould has been in Boston ber. Suddenly the captive drew a
Mrs. George Colebrook of Scitu the month of August. Mrs. Dunn Seavey is advertising agent for the
for a few days on business.
ate. Mass., is visiting Mrs Anne Has was formerly Ellen Rice. Mr. and Trumbull Players.
revolver, shoved it against Deputy
,Mrs. Dunn are to locate in Boston or
kell, Ocetm street.
Sheriff Young's stomach and pulled
vicinity in the early fall as Mr. Dunn
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
La
Croix
of
the trigger.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Newcomb
Mrs. Mae Reed and Mrs. Velma is to be on the staff of Harvard Uni (Muriel Stover) and son of New Swampscott, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Young, unharmed, found the bul
Croix’s father, J. F. Jaseph, at let embedded in the suit of under
Marsh arc in charge of the bridge versity.
Haven, were guests over the week La
Porter
Acres,
Rockville.
party th e Auxiliary of Sons of Union
w ear nearest his body, acording to
Commander and Mrs. George H. end of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stover,
Veterans is giving this evening at
his testimony in court.
Limerock street.
Reed
were
guests
of
relatives
in
Ban
Miss
Shirley
Newer
and
brother
Grand Army hall.
gor over the weekend.
Roland who have been guests of their
Frederick Keniston who has been aunt, Mrs. A. L. Whittemore, Shaw * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Holger Struckman and mother are
.
*
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent is to have as spending his annual vacation from avenue, have returned to their home *
occupying th e M. B. Perry cottage at
* R adio Cruisers Help $
guests at her Crescent Beach cot Proctor & Gamble, New York, has in Old Orchard.
Holiday Beach.
tage for the week Mr. and Mrs. J. R. returned.
*
Cops to N ab Suspect *
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Howe of Snyder of Newton, Mass., Mrs. Alice
Mr. and Mrs. William O. Dean and
Mrs. Ella Bennett of Everett, Mass., family are spending the week at *
Detroit.—Efficiency of radio *
Winchester. Mass., are guests of Mrs. Grenshaw of Boston, Mrs . Lilia
* police scout cruisers has been *
Howe’s m other, Mrs. Adelaide B ut Goodrich of Florida. Mr. and Mrs. has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. E. Cooper’s Beach.
* demonstrated here again b.v 2
George Goodrich of Patten, and Mr. R. Brock, State street.
man, N orth Main street.
and Mrs. Maurice Goodrich of Hamp
Miss Marian Brawn, director of re * the arrest of Charles Tliomp- *
Mrs. Millie Thomas and Mrs. ligious education of the Baptist T son, a holdup suspect.
;;
Mrs. Stanjqy Nickerson of Mel den.
Two patrolmen had stopped *
Mabel Thorndike spent a few days in Church of Holyoke, Mass., is home gc
rose, Mass., was the guest of Mr. and
the man and questioned him *
Mrs. Oscar Duncan Friday.
Rev. and Mrs Pliny A. Allen and Portland last week.
for August.
nn the
th e streets. *
for loitering on
sons Jack and Paul who have been at
While the questioning was In
Mrs. Frank Williams of Orford.
The Methebesec Club is to have Hobbs' Pond, Hope, for the month of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sonntag and
progress, tlie radio in their
a picnic Thursday at Birch Knoll, July, left Sunday afternoon for Nor N. H„ who has been a reoent guest of daughter Alice, Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
car broadcast the description
the summer home of Mrs. H. P. Blod way. After a two days' visit they Mrs. Elonia Tuttle, A. T. Lowe, and Whittemore and Mr. and Mrs. Newof a bandit.
gett at Jefferson Lake. Take basket were to motor through Vermont, other relatives in this city and hart, were among those who took ad
lunch and meet at the home of Mrs. making short stays with friends. Camden, returned home last week.
vantage of the excursion to Monhe************************
Charles G. Hewett, corner of Rankin They will continue to their home in
gan Sunday.
Mrs. Stanford Luce and three
street an d Broadway a t 10.30. ' North Adams, Mass., the latter part
Transportation is being handled by of the week where they will be joined children and Mrs. Luce's mother,
Robert W. Messer who has been on
Mrs. Herbert Philbrook spent the
Mrs. Thelm a Snow, telephone 1039, by their daughter Esther, and son, Mrs. Foote of Baltimore, who have a trip through the White Mountains
who would like to hear from anyone Danforth, both of whom are now been at the Luce homestead, Camden and Canada
visiting Montreal, past week with friends at Mattinawwho has transportation to offer. To located in Chicaeo. During July Mr. road, for a month, have returned to Quebec, and other places; also visit cook Lake, Lincoln.
reach Birch Knoll, follow Route 132 Allen occupied the pulpits at Hope Quincy, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon ing his aunts, Mrs. Hutchinson and
through Jefferson; instead of going Corner and South Hope, where many Russell and daughter Jane of New Mrs. Leadbetter in Augusta for sev
Mr. and Mrs. George Orioff, who
on to Augusta, keep to the left to of his former Rockland parishioners ton, Mass., returned Saturday after eral days, returned to Rockland have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wil
dirt road marked Gardiner; turn to and friends were glad to greet him being at the Luce homestead for a Sunday. Mr. Messer starts for Los liam O. Dean, W arren street, have
left at Flagg road.
short visit.
and his family.
Angeles today.
returned to their home in Brooklyn.
Miss Alice Fuller returned home
Sunday from Hobbs’ Pond where she
had been spending several days with
Rev. and Mrs. Pliny A. Allen of North
Adams, Mass.
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H A L F T H E SUMM ER
LIES A H E A D !
T ake A dvantage of Our

A u g u s t C le a r a n c e S a le
of SU M M ER DRESSES
W ere $9.50 to $69.50

N ow $ 5 .0 0 to $45!
Street, sport, afternoon and ev e n in g models. Satin, canton crepe,
printed crepe, fancy silk and c a n to n . P lenty of dark colors for
early fall w ear. O ur large stock m akes a fit almost a certain ty —
som ething u n u su al in a clearance sale! Sizes include 16 to 20,
14J/2 t° 2 6 /2 , 36 to 46, 4/1/2 to 5 2 /2 — and junior sizes from
I 1 to 19. D o come in right aw ay and get first choice!

PICK U P A SM ART
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS C O A T
at a rem arkably low price!

END-OF-SEASON CO AT SALE
W ere $16.50 to $35.00

N ow $ 1 0 .0 0 to $20.00!
YOU WANT TO ECONOMIZE, DON’T YOU ?
The best w ay in the world to m ake a d ollar go a long w ays is to avoid cheap m er
chandise, a n d buy the B E S T ! T h e best merchandise— our m erchandise— lasts
you longer, stays in style longer, satisfies you better in every way. O n e FullerCobb-Davis dress, for exam ple, is w orth tw o ordinary dresses to you. A n d re
member th is :— O nly a few cents m ore (som etimes no m ore, or even less— this
time much le ss!)— and you have the BEST!

FULLER-CO BB-DAVIS
I Salem, Mass., after a month spent ’ ton is now at the home of her sister
here at Montpelier His family will 1Mrs. B. S. Geyer.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L Maloney, daugh
remain for another month.
W. W. Taylor of South Sudbury,
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Austin of i ters Corinne and Avis and Mrs. D. T.
Mass., was at his farm here for a Winthrop, Mass., are at Mrs. E. B. Rivers and family motored Wednes
few days last week.
H art’s for their annual vacation. day to North Cushing, where they
Mr. and Mrs. Egerton of Waban, Mr. Austin will be retired from the j were guests of Mrs. Nellie Benner
Mass., who were at their bungalow Railway Mail service in October, and family.
for several weeks have returned ' after which hfe plans to return here.
home.
! and erect a bungalow on his land at j
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Peck, son the shore where E. B. Hart's canning
Ralph and Mr. Sperry with Mr. and : factory was located, or in t h a t , >4 R A D IO EXPERT
Mrs. George Hubbell of Woodbridge, ’ vicinity.
Conn., are at Saint’s Refuge.
Mrs. D T. Rivers, children MaMr. and Mrs. Herbert Tomlinson, belle, Alice and Thomas, were at
and Mr. and Mrs. States of Ansonia, i their farm here last week and an :
Conn., are camping a t Grover’s Point. older son Clarence with friends was
R. W. TYLER
Mr. and Mrs W. G. Boynton of ■also there for a while, motoring Sun- _
Middleboro, Mass.,
Miss Betty day to their home in Brighton. Mass. ' Repair Shop at My Home at “The
Thompson of New Haven, Conn., and
Friends here of Mr. and Mrs. ’Keag.” Service calls answered to all
Edward McNamara of Boston, arrived Henry Crouse of Rockland are sorry parts of (lie county. Phone Ken
last Wednesday at the Boynton-Mc- to learn th at he is still confined to White at 437 or call Lime City Sales,
Namara farm.
his bed by illness.
Inc., 967.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Jones and
Ernest Maloney of Port Clyde was
children Paul and Ellen with Mrs. at Mrs. E. B. H art’s recently.
Kendall and daughter Mary of
D. G. Young is busy taking sailing
Jamaica Plain, Mass., who were at and fishing parties down the river in
W ED.-THURS.
th e Flint cottage for a month, mo his boat.
tored to their homes Thursday.
Josephine Wing of New York is She Enriched
J. E. Ulmer is having his buildings expected to arrive in town soon to
The’r Lives
painted by Hiram Ulmer and F. A. spend her annual vacation with Mr.
With the
Morse
and Mrs. H. L. KilleranMrs. Eull and young son of Fitch
Mrs. Maud Barnes and children
Flaming
burg. Mass., are guests of her brother Ruth and Webb of Texas, who have
Glory of
Rev. F. C. Wheelock and family.
been in town guests of her sister Mrs.
Her
Love!
Mrs. S. P. Rockwell and son Dud Lucia Goddard went to Bangor Sun
ley have been in Hartford. Conn., day for a visit with her husband's
for a few days, and Miss Marianna relatives.
with friends at their cottage, Bird’s
Mrs. S. F. Seavey of Pleasant
Point.
Point who has been visiting with
Dr. H. L. Elliot has returned to friends at Port Clyde and Thomas

C U SH IN G

W ED.-THURS.
A W om an Beat Him A t
His O w n Gam e!
Women adored him—but the
one woman he really loved
played with him as he had
with his many flames!

To Him She
Was Wife . . .
Mother and
Helpmate . . .

ADOLPHE
MENJOU

To Him She
Was Play
thing .. . A
Moment's
Pleasure . .

IN

with

“THE GREAT LOVER”
A Paramount Picture
with

IRENE DUNNE, ERNEST TORRENCE
BA C L A N O V A
ALSO

bW

A

l

cohr^ d,

BOBBY JONES in
“HOW I PLAY GOLF”
ROBERT
and
MICKEY McGUIRE COMEDY
NOW SHOWING
“POLITICS”
with
MARIE DlIESSLER, POI.LY MORAN
Home of Paramount Pictures
Shows 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
Daylight Time
Always Cool and Comfortable

AI O
JOHN 1 OL^S
:n
SCREEN PERSONALU LS
T O D / T

“HONEYMOON LANE”

PA
A Paramount Publix Theatre
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bership in the Executive Council and
A NATIVE SON
R E SU L T O F E X A M S
W ALDOBORO
MJ MJ W -lO v W w J M J IM 7 M 1
R E G A T T A A GREAT S U C C E S S
on the State Committee have added
Rev
and
Mrs.
A.
G.
Davis
and
fam
to his State-wide contacts.—H. Au ily have returned from a week's va
Boze Proud Of Fact That He Selected
Will B arrow s E nter G over gustus Merrill in Portland Evening
Elsie H olm quist o f V inal
Knox County As His Birthplace
cation at East Boothbay.
(Continued from Page One)
648; C. Huerth, Wollaston, Mass., 625.
Mrs. Gracia D. Libby has joined her
norship
C ontest? — A t News.
haven Led In the H igh
Class
A,
outboards,
handicap
race,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
*• *•
sisters the Misses Gay at their camp cult for the Gannett trophy, based on won by A. Dority, Camden; James
‘T
he
Reproduced
Montpelier.”
Coolidge Again
School
E ntrance C ontest
the addition of Saturday's records Dean, Camden; Guy Heal, Camden.
The St. Paul Dispatch in a copy at Martin's Point.
Goqd work! I shall preserve that
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Karl
B.
Norton
and
Class C, outboards, amateurs, sec
Adella F. Veazle
article with the account of the origi
Intimate friends of Councillor righted story quotes Col. J. F. son Karl, Jr., have returned to are:
Vinalhaven, July 31
nal "Montpelier" of 1794, which cost Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Lewis O. Barrows of Newport are Coupal, former White House phy Gloucester, Mass.
Henry Beverage , Portland, 4013: ond heat, won by Gee Whiz, Charles
tv
z
»vz
jv
z
tv;
»vz
iii'Z
iiYv
Norway: Sez-U, Virgil Jack$50,000. (A dollar wenj, farther in
authority for the statement that the sician. as saying Calvin Coolidge did
Following is a partial result of the
Mrs. Rose Post of Rockland was Dick Frost, Portland, 4010; John Cobb.
son; U-Sed It, Johnson Talbot, Cam
those days. T h at is why George State examination for high school
Newport man may enter the Repub not intend to remove himself uncon the recent guest of Mrs. Ralph Morse.
(Number
Sixteen)
f
Salisbury.
Camden,
3929;
Fred
Jackditionally
from
the
Presidential
field
den;
time,
8
min.,
13
sec.,
or
36.49
Washington
was
enabled
to
throw
a
lican primary list as a candidate for
entrance given in School Union, No.
Mrs. A. C. McCausland of Portland
How many different kinds of clover dollar across the Potomac River). 75, comprising the towns o f Long
' M. P. H.
Governor whether ex-Mayor John when he issued his ‘‘I do not choose has been passing a few davs with Mrs. son, Jefferson, 3770.
do
you
know?
I
asked
this
question
to
run"
statement.
Instead.
Col.
Many
eyes
never
beheld
the
original
Wilson of Bangor decides to run or
Finals, won by Herman Farrow,
i Island, North Haven, Swan’s Island
Two more regattas are to be held
W. C. Flint.
in Grange one night and found ra th 
not. Until a few days ago it has been Coupal said, he merely wished, in
Miss Elizabeth Macy of Morris in this circuit, Cobbosseecontee, Aug. 650 points; Warren Harris, 625; er to my surprise th a t many of our mansion, and if mine ever did, I and Vinalhaven.
compliance
with
his
sense
of
justice,
was
o'er
young
at
6
to
have
it
make
supposed that Barrows would not
Three highest general average
Charles Cobb. 400.
town. N. J., is visiting Miss Caroline 8, and Rangeley, Aug. 15.
members who have lived among the
run, and would likely be found lining to cast aside any advantage his posi Thomson.
Class C, outboards, professionals, clover fields all their lives, could any impression upon my youthful ranks:
tion
might
give
and
permit
the
peo
The
trophies
won
at
the
Camd
mind.
Gen.
Knox
is
now
coming
up with the Wilson forces in the final
Elsie Holmquist, Vinalhaven, .. 72 85
second heat, won by Baby Whale,
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Savage of Bos
showdown, although he is said to ple to choose another man if they ton have been visiting friends here regatta were awarded Saturday night Arnold Johnson, Medford, Mass.; name but three or four kinds, while into his own, even if he did get side Charles Baum, Vinalhaven .... 72.15
others,
though
aware
of
the
exist
preferred.
He
added:
have a considerable number of sup
Samuel Beverage, North Haven 71.71
Sally Ann Two, George Weingartner, ence .of several others, had never tracked for a century or so.
“President Coolidge would have and at Martin's Point enioute to at a banquet in the Camden Ya
I am proud of the fact that I am
porters who would not support the
Three highest ranks by subjects:
Bugs V. S. F. Crise, New York City; seen or noticed more than our com
New
Brunswick.
Club
attended
by
300
persons.
The
loved
to
be
the
third-term
president
Bangor man.
a native son of Knox County. And
Spelling
Mrs Millard Wade of Wollaston, presentations were made by Com time 8 min., 49 sec., or 30.8 M. P. H. mon red and white clovers.
of
the
United
States.
He
was
not
Ex-Governor Percival P. Baxter is
it was shortly after that county was ' Milton Beverage, North Haven 100
Mass., and Mrs. L. B. Hall of New
If
some
one
should
ask
you
to
de
disgusted
with
political
office
as
Finals,
won
by
Arnold
Johnson,
761
reported to have had a conference
formed that I selected it as my birth , Miriam Gillis, North Haven .... 100
modore Cyrus H. K. Curtis, and the
with Barrows in which the latter de- , some have intimated. He leaned York are at Mrs. Wade's home here. toastmaster was his grandson Cary points; S. F. Crise. 724; George Pauli, scribe the shape of a clover blossom, place.
I Jennie Tuomi, Vinalhaven .... 100
Charles
Crowell
has
returned
from
how
would
you
do
it?
The
article
over
backward
to
be
just
and
fair
Danbury,
Conn.,
580.
dined to commit himself in the !
You may be familiar with the William Wahlmdn, Vinalhaven 100
Fort
McKinley
where
he
has
been
in
Bok.
which
you
would
probably
describe
and
wanted
the
decision
to
come
Class D. outboards, amateurs.second
probable event of the former Gov
poem, “New England's Dead," which
Reading
• • • •
ernor’s entry into the gubernatorial, from the people. President Cool attendance at the C.M T. Camp during
heat, won by Sez-U, Virgil Jackson; is not a blossom, but a whole cluster was contained in the old Progressive
Marjorie Dalzell, Long Island 87.50
the
month
of
July.
Charles
was
idge
was
hurt
and
disappointed,
but
of
blossoms.
Pull
one
out
and
ex
lists.
U-Sed It. Charles Cobb, Ray Weed,
Following
is
the
summary
of
the
Fourth
Reader,
(1856».
The writer is informed, on what is having been misunderstood, he felt awarded a medal for marksmansmp two days' races:
I Camden; time, 8 min., 2 sec., or 37.3 amine it, and you will find it shaped New England's dead! New England's , Elsie Holmquist, Vinalhaven .. 87.50
Loel Staples, Swan’s Island .... 87.50
much like a pea blossom, with a tube
believed to be reliable authority that i that possibly there was a stronger and played on the baseball team.
dead!
Class A, outboard, amateurs, sec ' M. P. H.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Herrick. Miss
'
Arithmetic
which is often full of honey which
On every hill they lie;—
Councillor Barrows has not yet made man and refused to correct the mis
Alice Herrick and Stanley Herrick, ond heat, won by Oh-Oh, W arren ' Finals, won by Charles Cobb, 722 is sought for by many a big blunder On every field o t strife, made red
I Alex Witherspoon, North Ha
up his mind as to the Governorship interpretation.”
By
bloody
victory.
Col. Coupal expressed the opinion Jr., who have been passing a month Harris, Millbury. Mass.; second. Whiz, points; Virgil Jackson, 400; Warren ing bumblebee who carries the pollen
ven .......................................... 85.00
nomination and that his final de
Donald Cobb. Norway; third. Skippy, Harris, 400.
from flower to flower and thus makes The land Is holy where they fought.
Charles Baum, Vinalhaven .. 70.00
cision may not be made for some that Mr. Coolidge could be induced with Mr. and Mrs. W. F. B. Feyler, Paul Jones, Union; time, 9 min. 53
And holy where they fell;
Class D. outboards, professionals, it possible for seed to form. I have
have returned to New Brunswick.
time. Those who believe that Bar- to run for President in 1932.
by their blood th at land was bought, Colon Winslow, Vinalhaven .... 62.50
sec., or 30.3 M. P. H.
N. J.
second heat, won by Hot Lips, C. read several times that no other ForThe
land they loved so well.
rows will finally come into the race
Grammar
Finals,
won
by
Warren
Harris,
800
Huerth;
Baby
Whale,
Arnold
John
A
sacred
concert
was
given
in
the
honey
gatherer
has
a
tongue
suffi
insist that if he does so he will have
The starry flag 'neath which they fought Elsie Holmquist, Vinalhaven .. 76.25
points;
Donald
Cobb,
732;
Paul
The
Seven
Arts
Feature
Syndicate,
son:
Sawyer's
Skillett:
Clifford
Saw
Methodist
Church
Sunday
evening.
ciently
long
for
this,
so
that
we
are
a good chance of winning. They
Samuel Beverage, North Haven 71.25
In many a bloody day.
Jones, 648.
yer; Eagle Island; time 7 min., 24 really dependent on the bumble bee From their old graves shall rouse them t Jennie Tuomi, Vinalhaven .... 71.25
point out that in his fights for the an English-Jewish newspaper service, Rev. James McKillop of Nobletoro
Class
A.
outboard,
professionals,
announced
recently
Owen
D.
Young
not;
was
the
speaker
and
music
was
fur
sec., or 40.5 M. P. H.
for our yearly crop of clover seeds.
councillorship and for the State
History
For they have passed away!
Many years ago I found an albino
Committee he has been successful had responded to a questionnaire on nished by the combined orchestras ot second heat, won by Peg, Carl
Finals, won by C. Huerth, 800
Miriam
Gillis,
North Haven .. 52.08
Peace
to
th
eir
ashes,
and
may
we
Mason,
Bristol,
Conn.;
Pee
Wee,
Wil
politics
with
a
letter
in
which
he
said
Nobleboro and Waldoboro.
even when the political dopesters
points; Arnold Johnson, 722; Cliff clover plant in Sherer's lane, nearly forever keep green the memory of Milton Beverage, North Haven 50.00
Agawam,
Mass.; Sawyer, 613.
I. S. Bailey, who has been at J. T. fred Roberts,
opposite Warren Gardner's barn. It
figured that he could not possibly he had “no thought whatever of
Elsie Holmquist, Vinalhaven .. 50.00
their heroic deeds.
Boze.
entering politics." The letter said in Gay s for two weeks, has returned to Rackateer, Dick Frost. Portland;
win.
Runabouts, not more th an 55 h. p„ was apparently an ordinary red
Geography
time. 9 min. 42 sec., or 30.9 M. P H.
Philadelphia.
clover,
but
the
blossom
was
pure
A lineup with two candidates from part:
A noted international Nimrod re i Samuel Beverage, North Haven 82.50
“To all questions which are put to
Finals, won by Carl Mason, 761 second heat, won by Chris-Craft, white. I planned to come back some
the West, Hale and Baxter, and with
Harold Delaite, Bangor; Trinton, E.
The Trumbull Players in “Mv Son” points: Dick Frost, 724; Wilfred II. George, Dark Harbor; time, 15 day and dig it up for my own garden, ports seeing pinkish bears in the ; Paul Brown, North Haven .... 80.00
one or more candidates from the me on the theory that I am a possible
but before I could do so the hay mak Himalayas. Heck! That's nothing. Charles Baum, Vinalhaven’.... 77.50
East in addition to Barrows, would candidate for the President of the at Medomak Athletic Hall, Friday, Roberts. 685 points.
Class A. outboard, limited to mem j min., 18 sec., or 19.6 M. P. H.
93-94
ers had cut off the top and I could Look at the blue ones you can see, Clinton Thomas, Vinalhaven .. 77.50
not be an impossible combination for United States. I have replied that I August 7.
E. A. Smalley,
Finals, won by Harold Delaite, 800 never find it afterward.
these days, without going any farth 
bers of the Maine Outboard Asso
the Newport man. his friends argue. have no thought whatever of enter
Superintendent of Schools.
er than Wall Street.—Boston Herald.
ciation, second heat, won by Scram, ' points; E. H. George, 622.
• • • •
Barrows' strength, it is contended, ing politics and so mv answers to
UNION
Henry
S.
Beverage,
Portland;
Runabouts, not more th an 82 h. p.,
is by no means confined to the East. such questions are immaterial and
Have you ever noticed when walk
BEWARE THIS WOMAN
Every one should dress to suit his
Charles Fsancy is assisting Oscar Bouncer, M. S. Dick of Rockland; second heat, won by Little Julia, ing along a railroad track, patches of
He has supporters in the Grange in without public interest.”
Moby Dick, 2d., John Salisbury, Howard J. Anderson; owneaster, A. a low-growing plant whose blossoms purse. Maybe this is the reason for
Upham with his haying.
Central and Western Maine and has
CARL TELLS THIS ONE
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Lane and Mr. Camden; time, 12 min. 15 sec., or Downeaster. A. L. “Carney” Ander in some degree resemble pussy wil the craze for nudity in parts of She Carries a Box In a Suitcase And
been urged by several influential
In the Box Are Kept Her Pet Cock
and Mrs. Bert Green of East G ard 24.48 M. P. H.
Grange leaders to enter the primaries
son, Camden; Rabbit, E. C. Rich, lows? If you are not an observing Europe at p resen t—Dublin Opinion.
roaches
Finals, won by M. S. Dick, 761 Camden; time, 10 min., 33 sec., or person it will doubtless surprise you
The “Ravelings" column of the ner,. Mass., are visiting at Warren
despite the early announcement of a
points; John Salisbury. 685.
member of the order. Prank P. Wash Portland Telegram contained this Layr’s.
2843 M. P. H.
to learn that this is a species of
Cockroaches are carried as pets
Class B. outboard amateurs, second
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry were at
burn of Perry, the State Commis anecdote Sunday:
Finals, won by Howard Anderson, clover, as you can see for yourself by
by a woman who was in Maine look
heat,
won
by
Oh-Oh.
Warren
Harris,
South
Thomaston
Sunday
to
visit
sioner of Agriculture, as a candidate
• ♦• *
i SCO points; A. L. Anderson, 722; E. C. examining the leaves. Children and
ing for work, according to Dr. H. P.
Millbury, Mass.; Ludington, J. E. j Rich, 613.
Mrs. Nellie Smith.
in the Republican gubernatorial pri
many grown persons call this plant
Pierson, State entomologist.
Of course nobody would believe
Mrs. J. C. Simmons and daughters Drinkwater, Brewer; Sez-U, Virgil
maries next June. Barrows' service
“pussy clover.”
Runabouts,
not
more
th
an
125
h.
p.,
He said he learned the woman had
as president of the Maine Pharm a that it could possibly happen today Mrs. Waldo Hoit and Mrs. Mark Jackson, Winthrop.
Everybody Is familiar with our
been asked to gather her pets and
Finals, won by Warren Harris. 724 | second heat, won by Little Julia, common white clover, but I find
ceutical Association has given him a in Maine, especially with the prohi Bradstreet were in Vassalboro Tues
move from five different homes in
points; J. E. Drinkwater, 722: Her Howard J. Anderson; Downeaster, many who have never noticed the
favorable acquaintance with th e , bition laws the way they are. Never day.
A L. "Carney’ Anderson; Rabbit,
one town where she had rented
druggists of the State and his mem theless. Edward C. Moran, Jr., of
Mrs. Carrie Esancy was at Carl man Farrow, Glencove, 689.
alsike
clover
whose
blossoms
are
rooms in which she let the insects
Rockland, leader of the Maine Demo Sukef orth's in Washington Thursday.
Class B. outboards, professional; Eugene C. Rich; time, 10 min., 44 shaped much like those of white
out for “exercise."
crats. tells a story about a fellow
Mrs. Carrie Upham of Rockland second heat, won by Sally Ann Two, sec . or 27.95 M. P. H.
clover, but are generally larger and
She vigorously opposed movements
Finals, won by Howard J. Ander- have a decided tinge of pink in their
who shouted to a policeman.
and Mrs. Eddie Veno of Foxboro. George Weingartner, Hartford, Conn.,
by owners of the property to destroy
“Officer, stop that fellow!”
Mass., are visiting at their old home Bugs V, S. F. Crise, New York City; i son. 800 points; A. L. Anderson, 722; petals.
the pets found wandering around her
Baby Humarock. Marshall Eldredge, Eugene C. Rich, 613.
"W hat for?"
here also at Wayne Upham's.
Nearly everybody knows the yellow
room Drug stores had sudden calls
“He’s a bootlegger."
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Jackson and Boston: time, 8 min., 17 sec., or 36.2
Runabouts, not more th an 150 h. p„ clover which grows along well trod
for insect powders and fumigation
“Don't get excited,” answered the E. Mont Perry of Rockland were M. P. H.
second heat, won by Little Julia, den paths and on the railroad with
devices, and one landlord cleared
officer. “There'll be another along in guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry
Finals, won by S. F. Crise, 722 Howard J. Anderson; Downeaster, A. “pussy clover" and Is also a pest in
Maine's finest.
everything out of the room, fumi
Wednesday.
i points; Marshall Eldredge, Bostor, I L. "Carney" Anderson; Rabbit, E. C. the garden, but have you noticed
a minute or two.”
gated and sealed it up tight.
Rich; time, 10 min., 41 sec., or 28.08 th a t there are two kinds; one with
The pets are carried in a box in
pea sized blossoms and the other
; M. P. H.
! a suitcase, Dr. Pierson said, and ap
Finals, won by Howard J. Ander- with tiny blossoms, hardly the size of
parently are induced with bits of
I son, 800; A. L. Anderson, 722; bird shot?
food to return to the box after their
The tall kind, known to us as
j Eugene C. Rich. 613.
“exercise.”
Runabouts, not more th an 200 h. p., “sweet clover." also has two varieties,
Whereabouts of the woman and
second heat, won by Kama, C. S. one with white blossoms and one
her pets at the present time Dr.
Berry, Rockland;
Chris - Craft, with yellow ones. I have read that
ELL, rather—for
Pierson does not know.
Charles Tisberg, Dark Harbor; time, one is annual and one perennial. My
grandmother prized the foliage high
without the invifc8 min., 29 sec., or 35.3 M. P. H.
NOTICE TO MARINERS
tions there would scarce
Finals, C. S. Berry, won on elapsed ly as a scent and always kept it in
her little red trunk with her best
ume.
ly be need for a wedding
cap
and
bonnet,
so
the
scent
of
dried
Mount
Desert
Rock
Lighted
Runabouts, not more than 300 h. p.,
bouquet. And both must
Whistle Buoy to be moved about Aug.
second heat, won by W ind-In-The- sweet clover always brings back to
me
the
picture
of
my
grandmother's
1, 1931, about % mile 154” into 336
be notably beautiful and
Face, Fred Hayes, Dark Harbor;
feet of water.
Kama, C. S. Berry, Chris-Craft, room with the little red trunk in the
ultra-correct. For the in
corner
standing
open
while
she
a
r
Matinicus Rock Light Station—
Charles Tisberg, Dark Harbor; time,
vitations, this means that
rayed herself for a visit.
Fog Signal to be changed about Aug.
16 min., 13 sec., or 36.99 M. P. H.
• » • •
15, 1931, to an air diaphone, to sound
they should be engraved
Finals, won by Fred Hayes, 800
W hat hideous things those false
a blast every 15 seconds, blast 2.5
points, C. S. Berry, 685 points,
upon
the
faultless
texture
seconds, silent 12.5 seconds.
Charles Tisberg, 685. Berry given fronts were! Hers was brown but
oftheLinweave Wedding
some of them were almost black and
Casco Bay—Spring Point Ledge
i second prize on elapsed time.
seeing a beloved relative about
Light Station—Period of flash
Papers.
Runabouts, free for all, 10 miles, after
house for several weeks with re
changed and intensity increased
The Courier-Gazette
second heat, won by Silver Heels, the
spectable gray hair, it was always
July 20. The white light shows a
Cl«m Johnson. Portland; Wind-In- more or less of a shock when she
can showyou samples and
flash of 0.5 second duration of 2400
, The-Face, Fred Hayes, Kama, C. S. appeared suddenly in one of those
candlepower, and the red sectors
advise you upon the cor
Berry; time, 16 min., 25 sec., or 35.54. false fronts” and all dressed up
720 candlepower.
rect engraving.
Finals, Fred Hayes. 761 points, C. ready to go somewhere.
Cape Porpoise Harbor — Folly
S. Berry, 685; Charles Tisberg, 613.
B ut to return to our clover. There
Island Beacon rebuilt July 23.
' State of Maine, free for all, second are other kinds sometimes advertised
i heat, won by Sawyer's Skillet, Cliff in th e seed catalogues, but they grow
i Nllo's Repair Shop, 8pnng street,
Sawyer, Eagle Island; Baby Whale. in other climes, while I am mention
will be open Saturday nights hereW E D D IN G P A P E R S
C. R. Dunn. Westport; Blanchie, Ray ing only the kinds which I have seen
, after.—adv.
•
8-tf
Weed, Camden; time, 9 min., 55 sec., growing in Maine. There is an an 
I or 30.25 M. P. H.
nual kind called “scarlet” or “Italian"
Open, free for all, am ateurs and clover but as it must be sown each
professionals, 10 miles, second heat, year we seldom see it. The first I
won by Flowers Falcon, Robert Flagg. ever saw was at Gray, Maine, some
Worcester, Mass., Pauli's Cyclone, forty years ago. Since that I have
George Pauli, Dar.bury, Conn.; Dixie planted it in my flower garden oc
Moon, Paul Jones. Union; time, 16 casionally where it grows luxuriant
' min., 5 seconds, or 35.64 M. P. H.
ly for a season, but has never ap 
Finals, won by Robert Flagg, 800 peared the next year.
points; George Pauli, 722; Paul Jones,
It has an oblong blossom, some
j 648.
what in the shape of pussy clover
Downeaster race, second heat, won and is different in color from any
by Little Julia. Howard J. Anderson; other clover that I have seen, being
COMMERCE
Downeaster, A. L. Anderson; Rabbit, a deep red which approaches car
Eugene C. Rich: time, 11 min., 8 sec., dinal, although not so bright. There
IN D U S T R Y
or 27.22 M. P. H.
is a variety advertised by some
Fina.s, won by H. J. Anderson, 800 seedsmen as “Calvary Clover” and
points; A. L. Anderson, 722; Eugene sometimes called “Crown of Thorns”
$
C. Rich. 688.
on account of the curiously twisted,
State of Nftiine, free for all, out prickly seed pod. The leaves of this
boards, first heat, won by Sawyer’s plant are ornamented with a deep
Skillet, Cliff Sawyer; Baby Whale, blotch of red in the center which
Charles Dunn; Blanchie. Ray Weed; adds much to the beauty of its ap
time, 8 min., 48 sec., or 34.09 M. P. H. pearance.
Finals, won by Cliff Sawyer, 800; C.
STARRETT-SPEAR FAMILIES
R. Dunn, 722; Ray Weed, 688.
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Underlying business

AINE offers rest, relaxation, or diversion, and a cordial
and hospitable welcome. If you love the seashore, its long
coastline, punctuated by rocky headlands and the whitest of
sandy beaches, will make special appeal. And its pine-clad hills,
its rivers, and its valleys, will vary the scenic attraction.
Moreover, of human comforts there is no lack.

M

If you contemplate a visit to this summer playground and de
sire specific information, write or telephone the Maine Publicity
Bureau, Harrie B. Coe, Manager, at Longfellow Square, Port
land. The telephone number is Forest 8421.
In M aine, w e shall give you efficient
telephone service — low in cost, speedy,
dependable. In many of th e best hotels
you will have roo m telephone service.
T he fam iliar blue-bell sign o f th e public
telephone, appearing frequently o n th e
read, suggests a call ahead for reservations,

N EW

E N G LA N D

a call h o m e to share y o u r joys w ith less
favored friends, a call to th e office to set
your m in d at rest.
If you p la n an extended stay an d w ant a
te lep h o n e in your su m m er hom e, our
D istrict M anager at P o rtlan d (Forest 9900)
w ill b e glad to arrange it.

T E L E PH O N E A N D

TELEG R A PH

C O M PA N Y

B U R K E T T V IL L E
Dr. and Mrs. W. V. Watson of
Plateau City, Col., who have been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. George Miller,
have started on their journey West.
Twelve years have elapsed since Mrs.
Watson was last East, and she found
a great change in her home town of
Appleton. It was Dr. Watson’s first
j trip to this part of Maine, and they
both enjoyed the beautiful scenery
of our State.
Arthur Hatch and son of Waldo
boro spent Sunday at Burkettville,
Dr. and Mrs. W. V. Watson with
Mrs. George Miller and son Charles
visited relatives in South Union and
East Union recently.
Visitors at G. A. Miller’s Sunday
were Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Richard
son of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bartlett of Washington, and
Mrs. Mayme Carroll of Glencove.
Silvio Roy and Chloe Miller went
to Pemazjkid Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller and
Mrs. Jennie King spent Sunday at
Christmas Cove.
Mrs. Catherine Graves and Miss
Annie Leahy of Dorchester, Mass,
were recently guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Miller.
Friends of Mrs. Eva Gardner mo
tored from Belfast last Tuesday to
help celebrate her birthday anni
versary. At noon covers were laid
for nine and a fine picnic lunch was
served.
Auction was played in the
afternoon and ice cream served. The
guests departed at 6 o’clock bestowing
best wishes upon Mrs. Gardner.

The annual reunion of the Starrett-Spear families will be held at
Reunion Grove Farm, Warren,
Thursday, Aug. 20. If stormy will
meet in the Congregational vestry.
Bertha A. Starrett, Sec.'
93-T-99
Mrs. Thurlow’s fine old formula
ices are gaining a new vogue. John
Post is now plant superintendent.
Luncheons, stews, steaks, salads and
special dinners are now served at
Mrs. Thurlow’s.
88-93

E x c u r s io n s

to

U nderlying all business, com m ercial and
industrial, is banking, serving as a safe
keeping place for surplus funds and su p 
plying industry and com m erce w ith n u 
m erous financial services. T he trem end
o u s im portance of sound banks in every
program of econom ic progress cannot be
o v er em phasized. T his bank, as a m em 
b er of the Financial Institutions G roup, is
playing a p art in the industrial and com 
m ercial life of M aine. W e invite oppor
tunities to add new nam es to the list of
those we are now serving satisfactorily.

BOSTON
S a ilin g fr o m R o c k la n d
a t 8 p.m . {D a ylig h t T im e )

^Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays
Return on same boat, next day.
Round trip,one-way fare plus# 1. I

Fridays and Saturdays .

.

.

Returning Sunday or Monday.
Round trip to Boston, $7.85.
A ls o s p e c i a l o n e - d a y e x c u r s io n s to
B an gor, Brookliss, B a r H arbor, a n d
w a y lan din gs.

EASTERN

STEAMSHIP
LINES '

For reservations apply
ROCKLAND WHARF

SECURITY TRUST
Company
ROCKLAND
Camden, Rockport, U n ion , Warren, Vinalhaven
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions, Inc. Is a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 15 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $90,000 000 Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions. Inc. Is owned by Maine capital and the corporation Is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
in banking and financial operation.

